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for.
ALL wish for her a speedy re
covery.
Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Marchetti are
receiving congratulations on the ar
rival of a daughter, Monday, January

P R IC E 4 C E N T S

uary 25. The ladies are invited. It told in part of the esteem in wihiioh
is hoped to secure a speaker from these people are held.
out of town for the evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Worthily, after a
Damon and Pythias in moving pic short wedding trip, wiilil be -at home
tures will be shown Saturday, Jan. to their many friends in Strong,
10.
There were no cards.
22 .
These pictures will doubtless Maine.
Predicts Big Business for Season
Busy in the Kennebago RegionPlhiil Huntoou has moved into the prove very interesting as well as
of 1916.
Some Parties Enjoying
HOLMAN DAY SELLS
Agnes Morrison house which he re educational.
P IC TU R E
cently purchased and Mrs. Morrison j Much sickness prevails about town
R IG H T S .
/
Camp Life.
Mr. and Mirs. Dion O. Blackwell of
has moved to the Otto Wilbur house at present, being mostly confined to
Round
Mountain Lake Camps passed
severe
colds.
Among
those
afflict
on Main street.
Holman Day, the Maine author
through Phillips Wednesday en route
ed
are
.Miss
Bess-ie
Huntoon,
the
(Special Correspondence.)
has
just
concil/uded
a
deal
whereby
A young man was brought out from
Rangeley, January 12.—Mr,
and the woods Monday with a bad cu t! family of Wdi, Tom-linson and Beat the picture rights itn his two novels for New York and Florida, where
“ Squire Pfhiin” and ‘‘Tlhe Red Lane” they intend to spend the winter.
Mrs. W. D. Quimby are in Portland i ear his ankle.
Dr. Colby dressed rice Case.
Prop. Blackwell reports a very suc
The Kennebago region is a busy have been sold to one of the bfiig
for a few days.
the wound and the young man re turn
cessful
year with, his camps filled
one
these
days
with
their,
winter
pre
producing companies of the country• Mrs. Eugene Soule delightfully en ed to his home in Rumford.
practically all the season.
parations.
D.
E.
Hinkl'ey,
Clarence
Botih
these
stories
willl
be
in
fivetertained a party at whist Thursday
Mrs. Saul CoLliins was operated on j
The past year, according to Mr,
afternoon, 20 ladies being
present. Wednesday by Drs. Ross and Brcwn. Gile and Asilier Dauphinee are engaged reel feature films. Mir. Day has also
Blackwell, was especially successful
cutting
Hogs
for
new
docks,
timber
had
the
scenario
of
the
new
play
Refreshments of Oriental1 sundae and [ Mrs. CoLldns is quite comfortable at
during the hunting season. The num
assorted cake were served.
The present.
Mrs. M. W. Boulter and for new floats and wood for the which he lias been writing fcir Will
her of his guests during the fall were
Whitney-Laseil
and
Furbish
camps
reT.
Hodge
accepted
by
that,
actor.
Mr.
prizes were won by Mrs. Ira D. Hoar. \little daughter returned home from
spectively.
Hodge wrote a very complimentary more than double those of the prev
Mrs. A. M. Ross.
Consolation, Mrs. |the hospital Monday.
One
thousand
two
hundred
and
sev
letter to Mr. Day about the piliay and ious year. The cause of this, he
V special meeting of the C. E. of
W F. Oakes.
enty-five
cakes
of
ice
have
been
cut
the
author will begin work on it feels sure, is the reduction in the li
Mrs, Emery Haley returned from ficers was held at the home"otf Rev.
for Kemnebagc Lake House, Lasel'l- withiki a. week or so.
Mr. Day is cense fee from $25 to $15.
Kennebago Tuesday, after a stay of H. A. Childs last week.
Mr. Black well predicts that
1916
Whitney,
Atwood,
Converse
camps,
aih
now
engaged
in
a
60,000
word novel
At the annual meeting of the Men
nearly five weeks.
will be the banner year for the sport
so
for
Camp
Four.
Tlhe
ice
is
about
for
.the
Popular
magazine
wihieh
will
Mr. Cole of New York, who is en League the ladies were invited as j
ing business in Maine.
gaged in the interests of the Pejep- guests and 45 were present despite j 14 inches thick and of an unusually be completed the coming week and
With has camps already nearly aR
fine
quality.
■
published
before
very
long.
Film'
Corn stew,
cold i
6cot Paper Company was at
the the high wind.
booked
he looks forward to a pleas
ham, bread, cookies, pies, cheese and ! Tiie regular winter helpers at Ken piodiucers are now negotiating with
Tavern Saturday and Sunday.
ant winter in New York and Florida.
nebago
Lake
House,
assisted
by
CarMr.
Day
for
the
picture
rights
to
Mrs, E. B. Herrick returned home coffee were served by the efficient
committee.
The election of officers roll and Arthur Gile have cut 75 “ King Spruce,’’ another one of hi®
from Osceola Farm Wednesday.
successful stories.
hone, but a® a State-wiide proposition.
President, J. |cords of four-foot wood.
Mr. and Mrs. F. B. Stewart leave resulted as follows:
James
Ross,
Samuel
Raymond,
RolHe wrote to a number of wellWednesday for
WaterviLle, where j A. Russell; First Vice President,
Tomlinson; Second Vice
President, la Piillsbury and Ray Smith each with N E W C O M B ’S V I C T O R Y P L E A S E S known guides and ether woodsmen,
they will visit relatives.
P H ILA D ELP H IA .
and pira.eticailLy every one of them
Mrs. H. A. Furbish left Tuesday Howard Herrick; Secretary, C. C. good teams have unloaded three car
stated that the condiiitiioinis bast fall
for Boston for a few day®’
sight Murphy; Treasurer, H. B. McCard; loads of coal for use at the camps
Collins, of Mr. Atwood and Mr. Converse; al Quaker Shot’s Capture of National were as favorable ais they weire 10
seeing.
Thursday Mr. Furbish and Executive Committee, Saul
Trapshooting Title Surpasses
years ago.
The figures- for the year
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Goodspeed of WilL H. A. Childs, Vid Hinkl'ey, M. D. Tib-J so the Kennebago 'Hotel Co.
Tibbetts,
All Records.
show that about 50 more were ship
After the bus-1 Emery Haley and Axel
ton will join her, after which
the betts, Leon Robbins.
Atwood
ped tihiis year than Hast., amd the vvrtiitentire party will proceed to enjoy a iness the following question was dis-j who are at work at the
Resolved that United Stated camp ihave cut 20 cords of wood; also When Charles H. Newcomb, the fa- er personally saw more than a dozen
six weeks’ trip to California. They cussed:
expect to return home the
latter is not sufficiently prepared for an in-1 have built a sun parlor which wilil i moos PhiiJadeilpliiia tirapshouter, won deer in one day in. Somerset county
vasiion.
Aff., H. A. Childs; peg., Dr. add much to the already attractive j the national amateur championship at this fail, which shows that there, at
part rof February.
jthe recent Grand American Handicap least, the deer are holding their own.
0. R. Rowe was in Farmington |F. B. Coiby. Dr. A. M. Ross, H. C. camp, ‘‘Forestholane.”
At
York
Camps,
Lee
Wilcox
and
Tournament at Grant Pairk, Chicago, It is the beliief of moist guides that in
Riddle, E. I. Herrick, C, C. Murphy,
Tuesday on business.
grounds of the
The many friends of Mass Sarah , J. S. Hoar and Dennis Nile took part Herbert Wilbur are assisting with IM., defeating a field composed of the the best hunting
champions o f every State in
the State, there are as many deer as the
The vote at the the ice and wood.
M. Soule are sorry to learn of her in the discussion.
Tlhe Laselb-'Whitney party number Union,, he brought to this city the feed wtillll take care of in the winter
illness from overwork.
Slhe is at close was evenly divided. The next
Dr. Ross’ private hospital toeing cared meeting will be held Tuesday, Jan ing five were at the Tavern Saturday first great trapshooting honor it has month®, and they certainly do not be
night, en route for their cam.p where ever had, says the PliMiadelphita Plresis lieve that a close time on deer
they wilt remain for a short time.
No victory was ever more warmly would be of use at the
present
John J. Wilibiur, Victor Fuller and welcomed by the local trapsihoot&rs time-—Kennebec Journal.
PLEASANT
ISLAND
CAMPS
HOTEL BLANCHARD
On Cupsuptic Lake. Fishing unex James Stewart, who serve as guides than Newcomb’s triumph. The Quak
STRATTON MAINE
at er shot’s victory7 is deserved, as it
celled. Best of hunting. Special rates have everything in fine shape
D E A T H OF F. D. B A R T L E T T t
In the center of the Fish and Game for June, October and November. the camp for the comfort of the comes as the climax to ten years of
party.
un remitting comipe.tiitioaa, in which he
Section. Write for booklet.
Write for booklet'.
Friends in town of Mr. F. D. Bart
Wm. Tomlinson and crew have has gained virtuaillliy all cf the other
WESTON U. TOOTHAKER, Prop.,
HOTEL BLANCHARD,
STRATTON M A IN E .
E. H . G R O S E . P rop.
been busy the past week filling local honors in the big tournaments' in lett of Berlin, N. H., were pained to
Pleasant Island,
- Maine
ice houses with Rangeley Lake ice. this city| State, and throughout the loam of his death which occurred at
his home Sunday, from the effects cf
The latter part cf the week Tomlin country at large.
We understand that Mr.
No shooter with less experience a shook.
son also moved a building recently
for
purchased by Lee Mitchell from the than Newcomb could ever have won Bartlett (had been in. ill health
Gilmian property to the Dead River the national championisihip with such some months.
road.
Mr. Mitchell will have it put a marvelous score as 99 out cf 100.
Mr. Bartlett and family lived
in
in readiness for a residence.
Those shooters who attended the Phillips for some time where he was
V
'.V
For further particulars write or address
Grand American agree that the point manager of the Berlin Mills Co.,
P R E T T Y H O M E W E D D IN G A T K E N ing, judgment and quictonesis of the while they were operating in town.
E.
NEBUNK.
Quaker amateur have never been ex Mr. Bartlett had been with this com
celled. Qn the d&y the championship pany nearly all his life and they
•
»
filling
One of the prettiest home
wed event wa,s shot, the wind was blow found him fully capable cf
dings that ever took place in Kemne- ing fifty m'illes an hour, according to the responsible position of superin
tendent of their various operations.
bunk occurred at the residence of the weather bureau reports'.
Tihiis young gale wias fDying direct
Mrs, Annie L. Stevens on Saturday,
Mr. Bartlett was a very likable
The occasion was the ly in from the hake, Hashing the faces man and made many friends wherever
Log camps with baths, open fires, etc. Best trout fly-fishing, both lake and January 1st.
He was a man especially
stream, canoeing, mountain climbing, etc. Excellent cuisine. Post Office marriage of her daughter, Mina Es- and eyes of the shooters and caus lie went.
and Long Distance Telephone in Main Camp. For rates, descriptive circulars telila Stevens, to Norman H. Worth- ing the targets to take many queer devoted and indulgent in his family
Md other information, write
lev o f Strong, son of Mir. and Mrs. flip®, at the same titrate scattering the who have the sincere sympathy of
ED. G R A N T & S O N C O .,
P. O . A d d r e s s , G r a n t 's M e .
Lincoln A. WortbLey.
Tlhe ceremony shot pattern in many cases before it friends Sn their great loss.
Railroad and Telegraph office Kennebago, Me.
Yet New
was performed by Rev. Weston P. could reach the tarrgelt.
The deceased leaves a widow, two
straight targets', sons and one daughter, Leon and! Har
Holman, pastor of the School Street comb smashed 91
Methodist Episcopal! cihurdh of Saco, missedi hi® ninety-second. amdl then, ry Bartlett who are both in Berlin
in. the presence of the imimediate went out with 99 out of 100, when and employed by the Berlin Mills
B A L D M O U N T A I N C A M P S BaldMS ® r u i “
% famiilaies and a few intimate friends.
some of tine best sihiotsi in Amerilcia Co., and Mors. Nellie Bartlett Taylor
Bald M ou ntain C am p s are s itu a ted at th e fo o t o f B ald M ou ntain on M o o s e lo o k m e - %
The bride was beautifully attired in were missing the targets in bunches. who- lives in Canada, also five little
f untie Lake. N ear th e b est fish in g g ro u n d s , F irst cla ss s te a m b o a t co n n e ctio n s —A u t o
tjfj
road to ca m p s— T e le p h o n e co n n e c t io n s —T w o m ails d a ily —W rite fo r free circu la r.
Newcomb admitted after the shoot grandchildren who were the idols of
pussy-willow
taffeta caught With
AMOS ELLIS. Prop’ r,,
Bald Mountain, Maine
that
the various Peramsyilvania cham- his heart.
orange
blossoms.
The
bridesmaid
j
^
^^
^ .........
was Marion Belli© Stevens, a sister of pionisilnipis wihiioh he bias won, the New
Mir. Bartlett was mayor of his
cthtamptanahiip,
the bride.
Tlhe groom was attended York A. C. amiateur
town for several years and. a member
by his sister, Lizzie Florence WortJh- the Mid-winter handicap and tlhe
of the New Hampshire House of Repo
Ion
ley.
The ring bearer was
Ottve Eastern hiandicap were mottling
resentatives.
Katherine Stevens, ails© a sister of comipamiiscni to the severity of the
the bride.
The imptressiive double test at Giraint Park. Newcomb, bhoragt^ Tihe funeral services ' were held
ring service was used.
The bride modestly says that as much credit Wednesday of this week.

PROP. BLACKWELL
OFF FOR FLORIDA

I Mountain View House |
Mountain V iew, Maine

|

L.
Mountain View,

BOW LEY,
*

Maine |

Ed. Grant’s Kennebago Camps

Rangeley Lakes and Dead River
Region

AS A HUNTING RESORT
This territory is unsurpassed in Maine. It is easy of access
and nearly all the camps are open during the Hunting Season.

Deer, partridge, duck,

bear

and

small

game

are

very

abundant.

Non-resident hunting license fee only S I5.00
Write the Sandy River & Rangeley L akes Railroad for
booklet with map.
N. BEA.L, General iManager,

Phillips, Maine

carried a showier bouquet of pink car for ttiiis record is due to the unfail
nations.
The biridiesuruaid wore blue ing perfection of tlhe NSttro Club speed!
chiffon, the ring bearer pink messa- shell used- ais to hits pointing.
line with- white lace, while the at
tendant of the groom wore pink meis- D E E R R E P O R T E D A S P L E N T Y AS
EVER.
saline trimmed with pink crepe-decliiine.
Three weeks aigo am. article appear
Tlhe parlor in which the ceremony
was performed was beautifully decor ed iin the Journal written by a coiuicounity,
ated with, green amd white with a ple of men in Piscataquis
large wedding bell hung from
the which stated that the deer are being
center c f the ceiling.
Tlhe
arch .toe; rapidly killed off, and that leg! sc
was tastily decorated with evergreen iatic® would be a. necessity to pre
and white roses.
Tlhe ceremony was vent the thiinininig of their numbers.
followed by an elegant wedding break* Several sorts of personal experiences
fast at which about thirty people par were given t© prove the statements
made, and one of Augusta's hunters
took.
Tlhe many and valuable wedding decided that be would look into the
presents covering the center table matter, not in Piscataquis county a-

TO T H E STO C K H O LD ER S OF T H E
P H IL L IP S W A T E R C O M P A N Y .

The yearly meeting of the Stock
holders of the Phillip® Water Com
pany will be held at the office of
Timberlake & Noble, in. Phillips, on
Monday, the 17th -day of
January,
1916, at three o ’clock in the after
noon.
First: Election of officers for the
ensuing year.
Second: Transact any other busin
ess that may properly be considered
at the yearly meeting.
N. P. NoMe,
Clerk,
Phillips Water Company.

MAINE

1

W O OD S,

PHILLIPS,

M A I N E , J A N U A R Y . 13, 1916.

censorship prevails, of course, now
.that the mother country is fighting
for it si NatiionaJl life.
But no wellmeaning American tourist, once Land
ed, wiiilll find any onerous restrictions
placed upon their movements, though
Ice Skating and Pickerel Fishing not exactly as free as in their own
country and among their own kindred.
Both Popular
As fo r olimate tlhere now, the, mer
cury probably stands today at 67 do.
To the Editor of Maine Woods:
grees or higher.
February is often
a Little cooler, say 50 to 60 degrees
(Ail rights reserved.)
Sinew, frost
Gild Boreas struck us good and for part of the time.
hard last week, with a temperature and ice never strike there, and the
of four degrees above zeno.
Good Isoil is tilled tine year round.
sleighing all around except in the citM
When we arrive (D. V.) then we’ll
near and along the coast.
The ice try to tell you just how it is, if you
companies are marking out their wisih it, and perhaps you, o.r some of
respective boundaries so as- net to in your 6,000 readers', wiilJ put on their
terfere with, each other, with, ice now “ cot and huimniit” and come on down.
about siix inches' thick.
Skating on It can he dome fotr a very reasonable
both, of our Hakes, right in tlhe town, figure.
FArsit-cilas® steamer
rates
is good; so is pickerel- fishing. Large from $25 up for round trip, incliuding
strings are caught every day; also a berth and meats en route.
Boarding
few black bass and many yellow house and hotel rates are from $10 up.
perch, to fiihl the ehinks.
ward; a!H> steamshdip ticket agents
Crystal, lake is the source of our have them at hand for your guidance.
domestic water supply, and has not While looking for a pliace to go fer
been fished in, by boat, for many the winter, don’t fail to look up Ber-,
years.
By natural laws it is doubt rnudiau
less now full, of edible fcod fish siueh
The yearly range cf temperature is
as bass, white and yellow perch, pick from 50 to 85 degrees, with occasional
erel,,' horapoiut and eels.
At present, variations of two or three degrees
tlie water is at alm ost. its highest higher in mid-summer and cne or
level, showing a depth in some places two degrees lower in raid-winter (if
of 35 feet. There are high h,Lilts (high such a high, degiree of cold can be
for us) on three sides, with only cne properly called winter) though ad
small spring-brook at the southwest for Long nor often.
ern corner.
There have been trout
The normal rainfall', usually evenly
in this brook for very many years,
distributed, is 60 inches; the nights
and a few have been cauglhit in the
cool and very damp; the dewfajl i
main part of the lake.
Ice fishing
lieavy and very helpful txo all vegeta
on this lake is unlawful, by order cf
tion.
Cedar trees abound all ever
the local and Masisaci’ iusetts Board
the Land, with, a great variety ttf
of Health; but mem go there, almost
tropical and semi-tropical bushes,
every day, and no one ha® yet said
plants, vines), fruit and shade trees
them nay.
between.
Bermuda onion® and IdUee
But it is at Lake Quannapowa.tt,
are known and esteemed the world
quite near the village green, that
around.
The agricultural
interests
scores of fine pickerel; have been Land
are very large.
eu lately.
I dare say that
more
Bermuda is, as you know, a British
than 200 ware taken away last week,
with a day or two oiu.t because of Colony, and is strongfly fortified. A.
water-logged snow and bbto ice. The large military force is constantly
last few nights and days were very maintained and the Colony has al
cold and the ice lias been stiffened ready sent its full, quota to the Brit
Caanp Prospect Is one of
quite a bit.
Ice boats are now the ish army.
the show places, and the band eocfad.
A request lias been forwarded to certs given there, and on one of the
the State Board cf Health to aii©w parks o f the city of Hamilton, are
Hamiltoo is
ice fishing on Crystal lake for at also great attractions.
least two or three days of each j the port of entry and departure, and
week.
This- lake is full of fish, too j the steamship dock is very near all
full, in fact, to the positive damage the principal hotels and some of the
The
population
op the wafer, and we thiink it would boarding houses.
be a good thing for alii concerned to Iliving on 19 square miles, must nor
take out a large part, of the fish) now be about 19,000, two-thirds of whom
They are the
there, either by band ’.lines or by are colored people.
storekeepers,
teachers,
seiruing next summer or late in the artisans,
As a rule, they live
fall.
Tlhere are shoal® of shiners in preachers, etc.
the brook and shallow water; and weld, Icok weJJ and do well, and
many of the perch and pickerel have some of them are members cf the
lately been found to be full of them. 1legislature.
It may interest you personally, and
Time and space wou’d fail to fully
perhaps a few of your readers a little set forth aO! the celebrated attract
tc hear that we are about to sail for ions of these charming islands far out
Bermuda again, on Saturday, the 15th in the sea.
To me they are sur
inst., from. New York by the S. S. passingly lovely and very restfuL, but
Evangeline, of the Quebec S. S. Line, too brief a stay to shew the visitor
from peer No. 47, foot of West 10th mo-re than a few of the principal
street.
ones.
Tib© islands ame easy of ac
We should be delighted to chaperon cess, being ornly 700 mi!es«sc.uthea£t
a party of “ Maine'S' Finest” on this New York, some 200 miles south of
trip, giving a full assurance of miss tie wide GuOf Ftream., and reached
ing nothing worth while after cur in after a two days’ run by either »f
timate acquaintance in the country two steamers now on the route. Full
during the last 39 years.
information may be had of any repu
From all we can hear, and from table steamship agent in either Nev
what we know, Bermuda has Florida York or Boston, or the principal cit
“ skun a mile” (whatever that means)! ies of thte world.
as to bulimy climate, lovely scenery,
Yours cordiality,
beautiful coral reefs-, wonderful cav
J. C. Hartshorne.
erns, iridescent waiters,
comfortable
hotels and boarding houses with fair S U S B C R IB E
NOW
FOR
MAINE
rates , out-of-door sports, social dame WOODS AND
R E A D A LL
os, band concerts, spacious
stores
T H E O U TIN G N EW S.
full of aJil fin© goods nameab-Ie, water
excursions, land excursions, church THE CABIN BOAT PRIMER
es, schools and coin,vents, three local
is a very in- ■ H I
newspapers of which ‘‘The M'id- -t- teresting and in
Ccean,” S. S. Tod dings, esq., editor structive book on mak T H E
and proprietor, appears to lead ini cir ing cabin boats, canoes, CABIN BOAT
row boats, etc. It tells
PRIM ER
culation and general! excellence.
of the varipus streams
Hospitality abounds in Rritisih Ber one can trip on with a
muda to men cf good wiill.
A rigid cabin boat, how to
equip for such a trip,
what to wear and eat,
cost of a two month’s
trip. It gives descrip
H^^rrnnndiSpetfS
tions and diagrams, y_____ 1_____
photographs and chapters on construction,
Young
w om en
g o in g
%*
when to float, when and where to land and
B os t on to w o r k o r
a n y la d y g o i n g to B o u ta n to r
other useful hints. Book is com piled of
ple as ur e o r on a shopping
facts and observations made by the author.
t r ip w i t h o u t m a le esc a r t wrttl
It contains 267 pages, over 40 illustrations
find the
and diagrams, 32 chapters as follows:

One liot of particular inter be thinks larger armies wiilil be in
STARTS ON
( REIGN FUR MEN them.
est, was the .-skunk skims, which, is the battle fields.
There is no pros
the moderate priced and popular fur pect of its closing right away,” said
BERMUDA TRIP
AT HUNNEWELL’S in France. Other skins even the he.

foxes are colored to
imitate the
Hundred® of thousands' of dollars
skunk.
Muskrats also undergo a
Present Sale Will Probably Involve process to imiitajte seat skin. As a worth of furs have been sold to the
rule skunks there bring $5 or $6.
Goetze house through Mir. Kuirtze who
$40,000 or More.
“ Reigardiimig fiurs in general our has been a guest at tlhie Hunnewell
One of the choicest lots of furs two greet producing sections are home before and the present visit of
ever owned by W. R. Hunnewedib, is America and Siberia,” said Mir. tueise gentlemen wild piroibaJhly involve
‘‘The American shiver fox
now being inspected by two foreign, Goetze.
Cm one
Siberian: while a deal of $40,000 or more.
gentlemen^, who ‘arrived ait the Hun- is richer than the
of
his
visits
Mr.
Kurtze
closed
a
their
red
fox
is
better.
The
sable
newald home, South: Auburn, recently
from
that
country
is
ais©
more
valua
deal
with
Mr.
Humnewiehl
wihdoih
afor the.purpose of purchasing Ameri
A eabHecan furs, says the Lewiiistom Sun, For ble as some of them are worth as moumted to over $i>0,000.
several weeks Mr. Hiunmewell and his high as $600 Whiiie here iin general g.raim to tiie Goetze house in France
assistants have been collecting, sort they bring from $10 to $80. In Rus>- was forwarded at 2 o ’clock ■in the
ing and arranging in order same 3,- S'ia there are millions of little grey morning from' Mr. Hunmewielf’s after
500 fox skins, 7,000 sknn :s, 15,000 sqijiiiirrelis which a,re also- a popular M \ Kuirtze had worked out during the
The Siberian night a code regarding the various
muskrats, 1,500 mink, 1,000 coon®, be l'ur in that country.
white
fox
is
also
quite
ootmxnoai. furs.
A few hours afterwards' Mir.
sides otter, fisher, sable, lynx, cats j
a.
cablegram
and other fur bearing amiinKuliS'. The There we also find the wihite', biliuie HumnewelJ' received
from France saying that the deal was
lot includes choice skins from the and sometiimes silver otter.”
Both the silver and black
foxes accepted and tlhe money on or edit at
whole eastern pant cf America, the
black tine First National Bank in New York
New Brunswick and ' Ontario regions are very valuable. Genuine
furnish ling their share of the rarer foxes sometimes birraigSaiig $2,000. Befcne noon Mr. Humanewellll1 was' in
Crass foxes which are
frequently formed by tine. First National’ Bank, A
skins.
For years Mr. HlunineweflDL has done found in Siberia are valued some burn, that the money was at his dis
Within a
ar extensive busliines'S with Firm's times from $500 to $1,000. They are posal at that institution.
abroad among wihom has been the the mating of a black fox with a sil period of ten hours the deal was
house of Goetzei Brothers; Paris, fur ver anid are beautiful animals show made, accepted in France, and tlhe
money at the disposal of Mr. Hiunneriers and dealers in raw skins. Thurs ing the colorings of both.
In France millions of rabbits are! well am his own city which not only
day Auguste Goetze tlhe senior mem
ber of that flnm. arrived at Mr. Hun- raised their fur being the common si owed the business sagacityof the
Large shipments: PsiriS' concern but the promptness of
newell’s in company wtitili Paul Kuirtze one worn there.
their representative in this country cf them are also sent to China and Imodern service,
These
animals
who at present i® living in New York. other countries.
they
do here and! A Busy Place.
e
This is Mir. Goetze’si first trip to grew larger than
America and since his arrival three are very tame.
Besides being
o f:
Incidentally it may be said the of
weeks ago he has travelled both west various colors themselves they are
resiirand south visiting fur centers.
To colored into sMVer greys, mottled and fice in Mr. Hunneweili’s fine
entertain these gentlemen is a pleas dark shades.
They are called cocn- denice at South Auburn, is a busy
ure to Mir. Hunneweili as for a niufm- eys or near scab on the market. No place the greater part of the year
her of years they have made large auctions of furs are held in Parti® the aJhd especially during the falil and
Since starting into
transactions.
Mr. Goetze’S visit her j big sailes being in London, Last year winter month®.
was made partially for the purpose of on account of tih© war there was very the. busiiness 36 years ago with the
getting acquainted with the American little cam for furs but this season the j purchase of a few skins his business
j has increased in the raw fur
line
people he is dealing with and hi® en outlook is better.
tertainment at the HuimnewelQ home
“There is very little change in gen- and 9iw>rtiiag g<yod& to aue of ^ veral
should he a delight as both Mir. amid era,l behind the trenches,” said Mir. hundred thousands of dollars yearly.
Mts. Hunnewell are royal entertain- Goetze, ‘‘but nearly all of the able PracticaJi’y every make of guns and
ers in their beautiful modern home, j bodied men are at the fronit which iifles are handled both at whofliesaJle
The correspond
1has crippled oair industries.
Many ar retail by him.
Skunk Skin Popular in France
0f tlhe Germain prisoners have been ence sent out and coming to he's of
put to work however, and the wo- fice daily with cither work keeps his
Soon after his arrival' Mir. Goetze! rnen and cihiildmen, have also taken s ertt ry, Miss Grace Langimaiide, bus
wished to begin an, inspection of the;hold.
The war might have been at all seasons of the year. One file
entire lc!t of skin® wfhiich covers two dosed before biut it would not have 1 ine t alone cental ns the names of
floors o,f Mr. Hunne well’s large
fur been for very long.
Germany
has 10,000 oecp.’e to whom circulars and
few
house erected entirely for the pur- some of ciu.r territory bait we
also business cards are sent every
For the addressing cf the
pose.
‘‘A beautiful lot,” said he as: have some of their’s wliiioli they woul months.
•he stepped into the biuMdiimg and
we not want to give up.
Mr. Goetze envelopes an addressograph has been
like the way they are arranged
a>s does not look for much fighting dur- instelBed whereby 1,000 envelopes
it will be mud’ easier to inspect the winter but when spring opens may be addressed in an hour by his
secretary.
The folding of the circu
lars and price lists is no small job
........ .......................................................... .
and frequent folding parties are held
when the whole medigbborhood turns
out arh assists in the wank after
which the time is spent socially and
dancing.
Seven men a.re employed
the greater part of the time on the
I
A fine set o f sporting camps in one of M aine's best
road buying furs and thousands of
| hunting and fishing territories is for sale. On a large premiiiles are travelled by them-.
| serve. Excellent camps and many outlying ponds,
Within a few months Mr. Huamewelil lias come into the possession of
four black foxes which he purchased
ir. Elk Lake City, Northern Ontario
where he as interested in some silver
| spot cash takes it. For further information write
mines.
On a visit there two years
ago he found that the Indians some
times caught them aiti.ve and one 'n
that region had recently solid several.
Mr. Hun mewell made arrangements
P H IL L IP S ,
M A IN E
to be notified whenever they had any
more for sale and tihds fall he receiv
iSmiiiiimiiniimiiiiimiiHiHiuiiHimmiiiimiiiniiiHminiimmmiiiimiiimimiiiii iiMiiimiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiimiiiimiitiMiiiniiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiMiiiiiniiiiiimiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiu ed word tillere "were some. Arrange
mentis were made for sibliipipirig them
■into this country and George Cobh,
his fcreiman for many years,
went
after them.
Iron pipe pens covered
witlhi heavy mesh' wire were made and
they are new comfortably situated
far from their n,stive haunts. WMIe
the inmates of the Hunneweia familycan caill them out of their
houses
w’ ich. were carefully constructed for
the purpose they aire wary about ap
pearing before strangers.
T ie rais
ing cf them will be watched with in
terest.
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of such stern, primcipiled mein now a ge ley Lakes in 1875 which weighed a his boyhood friends.
Should there
days.”
f rifle under ten pounds.
TQiie next he any doubts am the minds of your
“ Did you ever tlhiitnk what becomes largest was taken from Pleasant Pond readers, the fact® can be substant
of add the wild creatures', Bill, when the year before and weighed a little iated thoroughly by referring to many
such, heavy snows fall all over the more than nine pounds, or a little of the olid natives of that delightful
woods and pastures, making it aiimost less tlhan bhe Rangeley trout.
little riiL’age.
I might say that Mir.
impossible for ansy creature to move
After liisiten'ing to me patiently Mir. Baldwin secured a copy of the Maine
about to get food?”
Baldwin said, “ Now, Mr. Clark, I P armer, the artfiicle has been copied
“ Of course, I’ve thought of it; any shaJil tell you of a real! trout that and has been certified to and I am
old hunter like me does not forget was taken from a stream in. Mt. Ver sending it to you with this story.
the wild creatures* during the long non, Me., miy boyhood home,” and h
Those of us who have fished for
cold monittbs of winter, and wii&e na proceeded to tell me the story, which trout in the (Last thirty or forty years
Real tobacco flavor depends upon the leaf being pre ture has given them m any a way to
he has kindly reproduced in a letter know that every once in a While in
served in its natural state, possible only b)^ pressing the protect themiselives from, the cold, and which is as follows':
some favorite nook lies am old devil
leaves into plug* form and keeping it in by covering it tc provide themselves wiith food. Do
that snaps Himes and rods, puts reeds
with a natural leaf wrapper. T he natural flavor and you knew that wild cireatlures have a
“ Winchester, Mass., Aug. 2, 1915.
out of commiiisision and 1®' in- truth the
lot more real comatuoai sense than' “ Dear Mr. Clark:
“daddy” of the whole flock.
Fie is
streng th o f tobacco escape w hen cut or granulated.
half our city folks?
They have fore
“ On a recent visit to Belgrade a wise gentleman. He must be to
Take a Plug' of Sickle that is even thoroughly dried sight, too, and look forward to wint Lakes, Me., at one of the many pleas have survived so long.
Some day
out so that w hen you whittle it off it crumbles into dust, er days, laying by their stock of food, ant hotels there much frequented by perhaps you or I iwilil be the lucky
but it will burn and smoke smooth and cool as it has all or hunting up a cozy burrow for their fishermen, I listened to their talk a- man to tie on to hfiim. with tackle that
of its original tobacco flavor preserved, unevaporated in winter home. I used to like to wal bout big fiisih and big catches with is built just right, may hook and
low through the woods after the first much interest—either assumed or land him.
There is another twentyPlug Form .
deeip snow fell, awd look for tracksi. genuine— and heard frequentOiy ment four-pounder three feet Dne iinch long
Whittling' a pipeful is little trouble, amply repaid There is same thing fascinating about ioned tlhe big siaittnon taken in Bel and twenty-four inclh.es around the
in both quality and quantity. T r y this experiment and ‘tracks,’ Henry; if'you have army de-1 grade Great Lake in 1913 which was shoulders somewhere, and if I don’t
tectiive instinct in you, whatever, you nineteen inches in
oircumfecrence, get thim I Quope some good soul will.
judge for yourself.
will find great pleasure and interest j ‘over’ thirty-one inches long,
and
RUFUS L. CLARK.
in fotMiowiing up these woodland tracks weighed ‘over’ fourteen pounds, gem
if
in the snow—perhaps, a rabbit, mink, Ierally referred to as the record fish
The following is taken from the
fox, or wild cat, steading forth, froom , of that section of the state!
first column of the editorial page of
his
liai.r
to
seek
his
prey.
Little
tracks
‘ ‘This reminded me of the trout taik
It
the Maine Farmer dated Augusta,
j or big, they tell every real hunter a : er> in my native village of Mt. Ver
Me., Apniil 26, 1849:
j story wliidh he likes to read, and the 1non, only a few miles from Belgrade,
ending of wliidh- he likes to find out in 1849, by one of my schoolmates',
A Large Trout
for himself.
Maybe he will find a. which makes the catcih in Belgrade
• “We received the following invitat
few scattered feathers; perhaps
a j seem commonplace indeed.
ion to ‘come .to dinner’ in season to
wad of soft fur; or, possibly in the
“ It was tihe custom of the ‘smaiil
have accepted, but ‘circumstances,’ we
steel jaws of a cruel trap, the stiff boy’ of those days to ‘set hie wellare sorry to say, were siuch as to de
body cf a wild cat, mute evidence rf baited hook’ over night and look for
prive us of the pleasure of being pre
the sitiilll life that goes on in the possible catch next day.
sent and participating in the feast.
woods whlHe mien- are sleeping.”
“ Much of bhe fishing by both, the
Many thanks to the gentlemanly land
“ Snow is something like a blanket big and the small boys was done at
lord of the Mt. Vernon House.
after
all,
soft,
and
warm,
and
fuzzy
the
discharge
end
of
tihe
mill
stream
the warm gjliow of a bright fire,
*• ‘Mt. Vernon, April 18th.
beautiful
hoping that Bill had got a-going on and the w’orld creeps out from under where it flow® into the
“
‘Mr.
Editor:
Wednesday, 11 o’cock
if in the spring, in mrucib the same ‘Lower Pond’ just below the village.
one of hi® old-time yams.
way we human folks emerge on a
‘‘The trout of whiicih I am speaking a. m., withdin a few rod® of the Mjt.
"I remember when I was a boy—
cold winter’s morning, eager for tl'.ie wa caught in the ‘quick water’ on. a Vernon Stage House, and in the pomd
Maine Snowstorm Has 'Em All that
wihen mother called up the back
sun’s warming rays and cheerful ac hook sic- set, some time during the at the outlet of the mill stream, a
stair® in her gentle voice, ‘Come boys,
Stopped.
tivity to set the Mood a tinglldmg.”
night or earil/y morning and was well large salmon trout was taken, weigh
it's time to get up’-—that we airways
ing twenty-four pounds and measuring
“ You’ve caught the idea,
Henry, tired out wihen landed.
felt perfectly safe in turning over an
even if you are a Pemnsyfvania Dutch
“ It was a ‘square tail,’ with the three feet once inefh in length. Beat
By Eva M. Brickett.
stealing one more snooze before the
man.”
brilliant spots and markings of that this, wiho can.
(Written for the Maine Woods
second gentle call would rouse us
“ Oih,, we have snow out there, but .MeciOc.
“ ‘Tihe thought has occurred to hie
“Quite a snowstorm we’re
hav from our nap, and we would slowly
“ I remember quite distinctly most that the trciut would make a first-rate
what gets me, is, they talk of go
ing,” remarked Henry Rogers, as he get into our clotthes and shuffle down
ing ‘‘slei'gh^ridimig” when they refer of the circumstances of the catch and Editorial' Dinner.
I therefore invite
stood by the window of his friend's into tihe warm kitchen where an ap
to striding on a sled, and the real j of the great event cf those days'— a few geintilemen of that respectable
house, looking out upon the softly petizing breakfast would stilt be
glorious sileiighdng people know down |the dinner at the Blossom Tavern'— and time-dioniored profession to be
falling flakes, and a leaden sky. ,
warm on the back cf the stove, ' to
in Maine, lasts a very brief time out which is referred to in the accom- present on Saturday, at 2 o’clock p.
“Nothing but a flurry,” answered tempt our hungry stomachs.
I re
Maine ir. April 21st, and if trout eating Is
there usually, at least where I Dive. Ip'anyimg extract from the
Bill Atwood, comfortably seated by member very distinctly, however, fcha
. I have been au.tamobiliing cn New Farmer of Apniil 26, 1849.
n.ot considered too hearty food for an
bis morning fire in the living room, when a deep bass voice yediled up
“ Mr. Blossom failed in his better to ed'toir’s stomach, to “ eat, drink and
Y ear’s Day out there, way up over
devouring the latest news with
an those back stairs, “ Boys! Breakfast
the mountains, but of course, when, j give ©me dimension of tihiiis trout, that grew fat.”
You will, therefore, if
after-breakfast interest.
is ready!” —we jumped os we awoke,
you get up in the mountains very j of circumference, which was twenty- possible be present, and dine at my
"Weil, it looks to me more like a and piled out of bed in a twinkling,
high, then you do find snow in plenty , four inches, and he might truly have house.
blizzard than a flurry/' Henry vent for well we knew that there was pro
One hunter friend of mine, told me j said that the weight was over twen** ‘Respectfully,
ured crisply, ‘‘notwithstanding your bably two feet, of snow outside, and
how he came to a steep cflimb on a |ty-four pounds.
' “ ‘W. A. BLOSSOM.’
usual good judgment, BtiiH.”
that we were expected to get rigiht
“ While I was not a guest at the
winter’s night, wiith life automobile.
“Say, you come from Pennsylvania, on the job andNshove! paths as quick
“ Since the above was port in type
The hill was glare ice; the wheels ' dinner, I was given, a ‘taste’ with- my
if the-e is a boy wih
don’t you Henry?”
BALI said, sanjl- ly as possible.
we
learn that the dinner ‘came off
just tuna round and round hut the i chum and some other hoys by the
has never known the back-aching ex«*
v
in excellent style, the trout being
machine would net climb an inch. He gemiaili landlord.
‘‘Sure; what's that got to do with |p©deuce of sthoveLlinig snow tor a
“ On my visit to M:t.' Vernon the very tastefully prepared, and the in
did net da.re take the brake off for
snowstorms I’d like to know?”
couple cf hours, then, he has miissed
vited guests numerous.”
fear the car would slide down hiM; h other day after an. absence of twen
''Everything dm the world; you! a rare treat.
Why, Henry, we Vvoui
got out and thought the situation ty-three years, I met several cf my
Pennsylvania Dutchmen have no Idea often have to open the back door, an
I hereby certify that the above is
over. The heavy chains failed to give schoolmates wlho remember this event
’that snow really looks like. Take start shovelling the snow from tlhe
the correct copy of the article men
the car a grip, and what to do he did end the particuliars about the trout
a good old-fashioned Maine snow kitchen floor before we could get a
tioned above.
not know.
It was dark and blither |substantially as I do.
If the snow was
storm and let it sift down gently start outside.
P. L. MCLAUGHLIN,
‘‘Very truly yours,
cold, yet that htiM must be climbed.
over this town for two or three light, then our work was easier, if it
Justice of the Peace,
“ Chas. A. Baldwin.”
Finality, he juste let the wheehs keep
days, and fjliey would have to dig was the heavy kind that packs down
Commonwealth of Massachusetts.
Mr.
Baldwin
had
told
me
of
tihe
turning until he had made them Wear
Boston, Mass., August 2. i915.
m out with a snow plough. ” Hen hard, we'll, we just had to puff and
a place through the ice, and get a articlle that appeared fn the Maine
ry was already puUlinig up a chair to grunt, and sniff and hiurl the big
grip again, miaikiimig a last try for the paper of that time and I resolved to
masses to one slide until we had a
Combination of Worth.
look over tlhe files when an opportun
hill and he won oiut.’ ’
respectable walking path to tlhe barn,
Frugality is good, if liberality be
“ Well he got out of a bad fix in ity presented itself.
&
or the well house, or the road.”
In connection with; inis story Mr. joined with it. The first is leaving off
pretty good shape, I think.
Many
superfluous expenses; the last be
“ You didn’t need gymnasium stunts people do not want to locate
in Baldwin had described the charming stowing them for the benefit of others
to keep you boys,in trim, those days, Maine for fear cf tlhe long,
TIMETABLE
cold httle village of Mt. Vernon where that need. The first without the last
I take it, Bill?” laughed Henry.
In Effect, December 13, 1915.
winters, but let me telll you, Heniry, his father was ‘‘the old doctor” of begets covetousness; the last without
“ Not s© you would notice it, old snow is healthy, and a goed ccfld the time and of the substantial gram the first begets prodigality. Both to
’ VRSilNGTONf P a ssen g er T rains leave Farm »?tos for Phillips, R an geley and B ig elow , at man; there was never any extra fles
climate part cf the year is bracing. ite house that had been built and oc gether make an excellent temper.
-15P.M., and fo r Phillips a t 12.07 P. M. Pas
Happy the place where that is found,
on
miy
homes
art
that
time,
and
every
The
beautiful summer more
than, cupied by hi© father.
tie r trains arrive fro m Phillips at 6.55 A . M
—Penn.
During
the
past
saimimer
at
Bel
*1 from Rangeley. Phillips and B ig elow at 2.10 time I stooped you could
hear my compensates anyone for the short
f.M.
joints creak.
We hoys loved
the winter months down Unere, for they grade Lakes cne of tlhe guides per
Mixed train arrives at 9.35 A . M. and leaves at
Whenever you write to one of our
ItOOA. M.
snow in stpiite of hard work.
You are n©t reaJllliy any too- long, only they suaded a friend and myself to go
advertisers, don’t forget to mention
'tRONG Passenger tra in s a rriv e at S tr o n g COil Id n’t s e e a n y t h i n g bUit girealt d r i f t s SEEM long, because of the
quiet, over to Parker’s Pond and have a Maine Woods.
It is important to
lon> Phillips at 6 23 V. M .. and from P hillips and
As we drew
of
snow
for
an
endless
distance;
not
and
restful
peace
which
foillows
when try at the saflimon.
“MWleyat 1.34 P. M.. and fro m B ig elow at 1.15
you to do so; Important to us and
near
a
settlement,
answering
my
in
a
sound
broke
the
eanliy
morning
air
;
and from F arm ington at 12.37 P. M. and
a busy world is “ sihiut in” for awhile,
the advertiser naturally wants to
P- M. Passenger train s leave S tr o n g fo r except bhe cmowiimg of a stray rooster
hut I wish that every part of thlis quiry, the guide said that we were know where you found his naime.
urmington at 6.23 A . M. and 1 37 P. M. F or
approaoMimg
Mt.
Vernon.
Mir.
Bald
™»Wat 12.871*. M. F or P hillips and R an ge- or two—mo factory wihliistiles, no cars, mad wiorid could know just
such an
at 5.47 P.M . F or B igelow at 2.00 P. M. and no auto horns, nothing but
intense enforced peace period; perhaps
it win’s description of the place flash
™rkingfield at 5.50 P. M.
ed 'through my mind and I wanted to
you could would do u® all good.”
M A P S O F M A IN E
®xed Train arrives from Phillips at 8.45 A . M. silence everywhere, that
' from Kingfield at 8.25 A . M ., and from Farm - almost feel.”
see this old granite house that hadi
:®Itonat n.4.r>A. M. L ea ves fo r Phillips at 1.40
been buiilt sixty or seventy-five years R E S O R T S A N D R O A D S
“iNo beer trucks clattering
over
and for Farm ington at 8-45 A . M.
before.
The guide said there was
Maine Woods has frequent inquiries
'FILLIPS Passenger Trains leave fo r F a rm in g- the pavements at slix in the mioiriuno sucih biuiiliding dn the town, but as for maps of the fishing regions of the
*t6.00 A . M. and 1.15 P. M. F or R an geley » t img hike we have out fin, Pennsylvania,
• P-M, Passenger Trains a rrive fro m Farrnwe climbed the Mil leading out of state, etc. We can furnish the follow
Jigton at 12.55 P. M. and G.10 P. M. From R an ge- eh, Bill?”
ing maps:
the crest of the Mlffi stood tihe odd Franklin County
ef*t 12.20 P. M. R an geley 10.16 A. M.
$ .50
‘ ‘Nary a one, Henry; there might b
MutedTrain leaves fo r F arm ington at 7.30 A.
granite house and I realized that I Somerset County
.50
■'ikiKeley 1.20 P. M. and arrives from Farm - a keg o f siwieet cider, setting round
.50
5Iton &t 2 is p. m .
The follow inig interesitiimig
letters was in the place Mr. Baldwin had Oxford County
somewhere, with, a frozen sweetness
Piscataquis County
.50
dtscir'ibed.
The boats cn Parker’s Aroostook
jhMQELEY Passenger Train leaves fo r Farm County
.50
bo it, that would almost make
iit are copied from the December edit
®t 10.40 A. M. and a rrives at 8.00 P. M.
Pond
were
very
smalll
and
we
decided
ion of the National Sportsman:
Washington County
.50
■wed Train arrives from Phillips at 3.4$ P. M. tasite liike necttar, but there was never
1.00
I secured a Outing map of Maine, 20x36 in
Some two or three years ago on to each take a boat.
Cleaves at 7.30 A . M.
any .liquor in father's house. He was
.H5
my return from Pleasant Pond, N- H., ycung farmer to row me. During the Geological map of Maine
Passenger Train leaves fo r S tron g at
one of those grand old men wlho for
R, R. map of Maine
.115
” M. anfi for B igelow at 2.38 P. M.
day I toJd him the story of bhe great Androscoggin County
meeting
my
good
friend,
Charles
A.35
so many years gave Main© a Prohibi
S j t t L D MixedTrain leaves for B ig elow at
.35
Baldwin, and describing with much trout and after hearing one pat Cumberland County
ifflpu i>a8aenK'er train leaves fo r B igelow at tion reputation, known alii over the
.50
iently he said, “ Tihe trout was1caught Hancock County
h30 A "
train arrives from B ig elow at country, and I wish there were
more enthusiasm miy impression® of tihiis
Kennebec County
.35
**., and p assenger train a rrives from
chiarmimig little sheet of water,
a- at Mt. Vernon, the dinner took place Knox County
.35
V p°W
P- M. P assenger train leaves
monig other things, I reflated
the aft the hotel there, and there now Lincoln and Fagadahoc Counties
‘ 'tarmington at 12.30.
.35
.5o
E N G IN E S A N D story which was told in one of the lives in Mt. Vernon an. olid genitilemarn Penobscot County
Mixed train arrives from K ingfield P A L M E R
.36
p. . A- M., and d ep arts fo r K ingfield and
spcirtsimieni’s publications of the large iir the nine ties who attended the din Waldo County
LAUNCH ES.
York County
.35
f j , 1.11*1011 at 10.00 A. M. P a ssen g er train arner.”
brook trout that was taken bhe year
• t..R>mFarmington at 3.43 P . M. and departs
Special
2
1-2
H.
P.
engine
for
canoes
" a t 4.00 P. M.
It was my pleasure some weeks lat J. W B R A C K E T T C O .,
before and referring to tihiis article
and light boats, ‘ $48.00. Largest stock
F. N. BEAL, Gen’l Manager,
in Maine. Catalogue free. PALMER said that bhe largest trout that had er to drive Mr. Baldwin to Mt. Ver
Phillips
M aine.
Phillips, Maine.
BROS., 39 Portland Pier, Portland, Me. ever been taken, was caught in Ran non and X was introduced to some of

is
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BUYS OF GOLD

LOCAL STORES

Miss Marjorie Cutler has been urn-1 Hon. J. Blaine Morrison went to
able to attend to her school duties' a j Augusta 'Thursday morning where he j Immense Output Follows Discov
Johnson heavy weight pants are
guaranteed ail wool.
For sale by
L. B. BRACKETT,
ery of Metal in California.
few days this week on account of ill1-1 is one of the counsel at the hearing
•Business Manager Ill6 S .s .
j cf the Bhiiliips Electric Light and
D. F. Hoyt.
The 1913 Club will meet with Mrs. jJ Fewer Co. before the Public Utilit- For Eleven Years, From 1850 to 1861,
OUTING EDITION
Mrs. F ies Commission which is being held
Outing night robes $1.00 each at
A. D. Graffam this week
pages • ...........................................$1.00 p er year
the Yield Was Prodigious, Amount
today.
O. H. Hersey with also one
C. M. Hoyt’s.
S. Haley was the hostess last week.
LOCAL EDITION
ing
in
1852
to
Over
of the counsel but he withdrew and
12 and 16 p tirfes................................... SV.5C per year
A children's party will be held at
$6b,UOO,OUO.
F. W. Butler, esq., of Farmington is
Canadian, M exican. Cuban and Panama su b 
evening
A fresh new line of Page & Shaw
scrip tion 50 ceitts extra. ForeiK ' subscription the Parish House Friday
employed in has place.
for several of the older classes
in
Washington.—“ The historically im and Martha Washington
^ cen ts extra.
chocolate*
Lew M. Noble who has been
in portant discovery of gold in California
the Sunday school.
received at E. H. Whitney’s this
E ntered as secon d class m utter. January 21.
This week while E. H. Whitney wa the Phillips Savings bank during the was made in January, 1848, at John week.
' vf»9, at the postoftice at Phillips. Maine, tinder
having
some counters torn to pieces absence of his father, Hon. N. P. Sutter's mill on South Fork of Ameri
rhe Aor o f Starch 3. 1879.
can river, near Colorua, a point only
to get some lumber, FI. FI. Vining as Noble, returned to Bowdoin today.
Nice liine cf quartered oak dining
Mrs. Lester Sprague of Faihning- ten or fifteen miles southwest of the
T a « Marne W oods thorou ghly covers the entire sisting hint, they found nicely boxstock at the
sta te o t Maine as to H unting. Trapping. Carap- ed in a pair of men’s ice skates with 1ten was called to Phillips this week town of Auburn,” says a statement by chairs and tables in
the geological survey.
mr «>fl O u ting tiewe, aod the Fra lklin county
•store
of
C.
F.
Chandler
& Sen. J
a long leather strap attached. The by the illness of her son’s wife, Mrs.
“ From 1850 to 1853 the greatest
ocaily.
\
years Carrolil Noyes.
M aine W oods solicits com m unications and fish counters were made about 35
yield was derived from the gravels, I
And gam e p hotograp h s from its readers.
ago by F. E. Beal who was a car
L. C. Reed is sawyer for Charles and the largest annual output for j Sedgeley & Co. a.re selling $3,5(1
W hen ordering the address o ! your paper
this period was more than $65,000,000 ■moccasins for $2.00.
penter and lived here at the time. Hutchins & Son at their mill.
hanged, please give the old aa well aa new
in
1852. There was some-reaction in i
________
The
skates
are
somewhat
rusty
but
ddress.
Miss Ethel Kershner of Wilton,
would no doubt be all right with a who has been visiting relatives and 1854, due to previous wild speculation,
Get a thermometer at the Phillips
little work put on them. The count friends in town returned home last but a production of about $50,000,000 a Hardware store to see how cold it is
THURSDAY, JANUARY 13, 1916.
year, chiefly from placer mines, was
ers have always been used by the Saturday.
end one of those foot, warmers for
maintained up to 1861.
various tenants of the block.
“At first the gold was won chiefly the sleigh to see how warm, it can
Mrs. L. C. Reed has been confined
The Social1 Service Cllub held a
Those foot warmers are one of
to her home by illness for nearly from the giavels along the present he.
successful fpod sale at the Parish
streams. Those who first got posses the greastest comforts and eomveutwo weeks'.
House hast Saturday afternoon. The
sion of the rich bars on American,
Miss Luiene A. PilLsbury of Ran- Yuba, Feather and Stanislaus rivers 'ences on the market.
ladies assisting were Mrs. George B
Dennison, Mrs. M. S. Kelley, Mrs. Iseley, general secretary cf the Wo- and some of the smaller streams in
Get a thermos bottle at A. 6.
The above question is asked in a L. G. Voter, Mts. M. S. Kelley, Mrs. iwen's Christian association, left Lew the heart of the gold region made at
coffee
iston, Tuesday, for New York city, times from $1,000 to $5,000 a day. In •Cronkhite’s and make your
Washington dispatch to the Sun, N. Etta Taylor.
1848 $500 to $700 a day was not unY., September 9.
The annual business meeting and where she wilt attend the annual con usual luck;'but, on the other hand, the night before if you are leaving
Professor T. Gilbert Pearson, in an supper of the Federated church will ference of the New England field the income of the great majority of your home at an early hour in the
interview said:
“ When, you go, to be held at bhe Parish. Hou.se this committee of the Y. W. C. A., Jan. miners was far less than that of men morning, and your steaming hot cof
12-14.
a hotel and look down tihe hdiiL of (Thursday) evening.
who seriously devoted themselves to fee wtiHl be ready to pour fron^ the
bottle.
Nothing like it for conven
fare where it says $6 and then order
At
the
regular
stated
meeting
of
trade or even to common labor.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph. Steward have
“The gold pan, the ‘rocker,’ the ience.
Sherburne Chapter O. E. S. Wednes,
‘wild duck,’ bow are you going to purchased a Chickering piano.
know it is wild?"
The King’s Daughters met at, the day evening occurred the installation ‘tom,’ the sluice and the hydraulia
Professor Pearson says you can’t home of Mrs. F. J. Tcotliaker last of officers for the ensuing year, Rev. giant, or ‘monitor,’ named in the order
Inquire at Tooth&ker’s cash store
tellHe has get the gourmands Friday evening when Mrs. Toothaker M. S. Hutchins in stalling the follow of increasing efficiency, were the tools for anything in the grocery line.
successively used by the miners. Into
guessing by his declaration that half and daughter, Mrs. S. A. Blaisdell ing officers in an impressive manner:
the ‘rocker’ and the ‘tom’ the miner
the ‘‘oanvasiback ducks” for which were the hostesses, for a very pleas W. M., Mrs. Eva Haley; A. M., Mrs. shoveled gravel or 'dirt,’ rocking the
. Homemade sausage and pressed
you pay from $3 to $6 are merely ant evening.
Refreshments of pop Alice Beedy; Sec., Mrs. Mildred machine as he poured in water and I beef at GeorKe Bean’s.
“ typographic ail errors” on, the biilil of corn and homemade candy were serv Cronkhite; Treas., Mrs. Filioy Hoyt; catching-the gold, often with the aic j
__________
„
, "
fare.
He has confided to some
of ed.
The committee for the evening, Ccnd., Mrs. ALgie Knapp; A. Cond., of quicksilver, on riffles set across the i „
the bird sharks that most of the wiild Mrs A. G. Cronkhite, Mrs. Everett Mrs. Pearl Field; Chap., Mrs. Ida bottom of his box. Sometimes a stream ^ m em b er that you get votes (or
10 cents worth and oier Bf
ducks on the hotel menus were rais Knapp and Mrs. F'Loyd Parker enter- Hersey; Org., Mrs. Gladys Morrison; was diverted into a flume to lay bare
ed ini a yard and a pond with a wire tained the members with a pleasing Adah., Emma Russel'l; Ruth, Blanche the gravel in its bed so that the miner goods that you purchase of Floyd E.
could get at it.
Parker.
Get into the game and asfence around them. He positiveily de program.
The committee for bhe Kenniston; Esther, Kathleen Noble;
“ In sluicing, the gravel was shov- j sist some girls to win the prize.
fies anybody to telll the difference rext meeting with Mrs.
Electa, eled into a similar but much longer
Nathaniel Martha, Daisy Davenport;
when tine waiter brings them in.
Warden, Mrs. box through which a stream of water
Tcotliaker wilil be Miss Carrie Tooth Mrs. Villa Parker;
Just because a wild duck is wild aker and Mrs. Clifford Cushman.
Flora Bell; Sentinel, M. Sewell Kel was allowed to run.
.
Was Thinker, Not Talker.
is no reason, Professor Pearson says,
“ The hydraulic giant was employed
The remains of Mr. George R. Per ley; Marshal, Elma Byron. The com
Customer—“ I've been cheated. I
why it should taste any better than ry were taken tc Concord, N. H., last mittees appointed were:
Finance, to wash into long riffle-set sluices im thought you said this parrot was t
a tame “ wild duck” whicih has aban Saturday.
Bird FancierM
iSiS
Elma
Byron,
Mrs.
Ida
Hersey, mense quantities of gravel, especially remarkable bird.”
Mr. Perry had been stop
doned his wild ways and settled dow ping for seme weeks at the home bf N. H. Harnden; examination,
Mrs. from the higher (Tertiary) deposits, “ Yes, sir. What I said was that he
into a plain garden variety, business Mr- and Mrs. Joseph Sweetser where Lucy Brackett, Mrs. Emma Shepard, much of which was too lean to work had been brought up in the company
out by hand. Water was brought for
like duck.
He says men are mak he had been visiting his son, Walter Mrs. Maud Beedy; courtesy,
Mrs. many miles in ditches and flumes from of learned men, and was full of phi
ing money raising “ wiiild ducks” and and also was assisting Mr. Steward Louise Beal, Mrs. Addie Parker, M»s. the high Sierra and conducted under losophy and scholarship. Of course,
he don’t talk. Mere idle words haie
that the National Association, of Au with the farm work.
Mrs.
Perry Josie Hammond; resolutions, Mrs. Bed great head to a nozzle, from which it no attraction for him. But he’s a it
dubon Societies is encouraging the in died several years ago leaving three tha Chandler, Mrs. Addie
Parker, was projected with tremendous force markable parrot because he’s a great
dustry as-a. means of preserving the small children.
thinker.”
*
r
After the against the gravel.
One of whom lives j Mrs. Mildred Cronkhite.
“ It was the vast quantity of refuse |
_____________ _______
. if
game.
at Weston Parker’s, one at Mr. Swee meeting the committee for the even
washed
into
the
streams
by
these
hy
S
T
A
T
E
OF
M
AfN
E.
ser’s and a daughter in Concord. N. ing, Blanche Kenniston. kMrs. • Annie
draulic operations that brought about
Anti-Girl Club Formed.
H.
The children have much sympa Beedy and Daisy Davenport served a the conflict between mining and agrl- !
Kendallville, Ind.—Thirty-five young
P U B L IC N O T IC E .
delicious lunch of oyster patties, po- cultural interests, finally decided in
thy in their affliction.
bachelors of this city have organized
^ _______
The Bowdoin Glee and Mandolin Itato chips, pickles, saltines, cake and favor of the farmers.”
the “Anti-Girl” club. To be caught
By
virtue
of
the authority confer
coffee.
Tihe
committee
for
the
next
clubs
of
which
J.
Scott
Brackett
Is
a
taking a young woman to a theater,
red upon u® by the provisions flf
dance or other social function, or member are on concert trips this meeting is BLma Byron, Floy Hoyt
Chapter 32, R. S. Sec. 39. as amendhome from church, or even to make week, giving a concert at Bangor and Ina Davenport.
a social call, will cost the member $5. Wednesday night, one at
Gardiner
Hon. N. P. Noble returned Wednes CAN’T PROVE HE IS DEAD , ed by Chapter 222, of the ' Pubic
The “high cost of entertainment” is Thursday and at Hallowell, Friday.
-----------Laws cf 1915, we, having received
day night from a few weeks’ visit
given as the cause for organizing
J. A. Blake of Farmington has a brother, Mr. D. C. Noble in Pitts Will of a Man Who Has Been M issing- written complaint from the owner
Twenty-One Years, Offered
of the land that beaver are doing achay colt just ah cut four months old, burg, Pa.
Mrs. Noble wild remain
for Probate.
tuab, substantial damage to their
says the Lewiston Journal, that is a- for a longer time and will also visit
Rests With Oneself.
property, hereby declare an opera seaEveryone has a fair turn to be as bout as well-bred as any to be found her sister, Mrs. Julia
Hiinkbey in
Denver.—For the first time in the
great as he pleases.—Jeremy Collier. in that section, he being by Brayer, Brooklyn, N. Y.
history of the Denver county court son ^on beaver, from January 15, 1918,
a son of Bingara, and cut of a
There will be a box supper and en- J the will of a man of whose death there to February 15, 1916, on tlie follow
townships :
daughter of St. Croix 2.14 3-4. Bin tertadnmen.t at the Calden school' is no record has been lodged with \
REPORT OF THE CONDITION OF
That part of Saddleback straffi
gara is owned by Alien Farm, Pitts house January 21 and everyone i® the clerk of the court. It may beTHE PHILLIPS NATIONAL BANK field, Mass., and is one of the youngs cordially invited. Mdse Liiilian Bur come necessary to have the maker, which Idles above the Rangeley Wat#
George T. Sheets, declared legally Company’s Darn in Sandy River Plaosires to have over 100 in the rell is the teacher in this school.
A t Phillips, in the State o f Maine, at the close est
dead before the instrument is offered tatiom, Framikiltin. County.
1.30 list, while St. Croix, 2.14 3-4, wa
o f business, D ecem ber 31th, 1915.
Mr. and Mrs. D. F. Field went to for probate.
During the open season herein pro
a sire, among others, of Anidrosiis, Augusta this morning for a few- days
RESOU RCES.
Sheets, a contractor, made the will
vided
for on the lands above speciLoans and Discounts.
$218,448 77 1.05 1-4, the fastest Maine-bred
perin 1893. He was then seventy-two
42 49
O v erd ra fts, unsecured,
ormor, and St. Croix was by Wilke® j M E T H O D I S T E P IS C O P A L C H U R C H years old.
A year later he disap- j tied'
be lawful for any licensU. S. Bonds to secure circulation.
50,000 00
Bonds, securities, etc., on hand, (other
peared. The family did not know of ed hum,ter and trapper of fur beariK
Nelson’s ) , who got two 2.10 perform
than t-tocks)
6?,045 98
the existence of the will until a few andmaiis to trap beaver thereon, bu'
Subscription to stock o f Federal
irs, something not achieved by any
Bessie P. Omwelll, pastor.
R eserve Bank,
6000 00
3 .0C0 00 .bher sire that has been at service in
Less amount unpaid,
3000 00
Sunday, January 16—'Morning wor days ago, when Attorney Edwin Parke no person shall set a trap within tea
B an king H ouse,
4.884 00
Sermon, “ What Consti discovered the document in his safe, f^et of a beaver house
D ue from Federal R eserve Bank,
5,6 u to Maine. Mir. Bl'ake’s youngster is well ship, 10.45.
Parke turned it over to the clerk of
w itness our hands this 7th' day el
D ue from approved R eserve A gents in
developed
for
his
age,
and
should
be
tutes
a
Christian.”
Sunday school, the
other R eserve Cities.
71,094 79
court.
T
. _
I
January,
A. D., 1916.
Outside ch ecks and other
able to show his breeding in the way 12. Junior League, 3.
Epiworth
cash item s.
80 87
Harry B. Austin,
of fast stepping, when he reaches' a League devotional meeting, 7. Sub
Fractional C urrency,
1 88
8? 75
Walter I. Neal,
ject, “ Evangels of the Home Land.’ *
N otes o f other N ational Banks,
4C0 00 proper age.
__F . E. Mace.
L a w f u l M o n e y R f se r v e in B a n k . V iz .,
Gospel
service
of
song
and
praise.
Mr. and Mrs. Firank Toothaker hav
Total coin and certificates
5,337 90
Commiis stioners of Inland H sheri#
Legal- t°n d er notes,
9,060 00 purchased for their daughter, Flor 7.30.
Rede i p tion fund w ith U. S. Treasurer.
and Game, State - of Maine
Thursday. Jan. 20—Midweek prayer ^ Y o u need not b e an
(5 p e r c e n t o f circulation)
2,1-00 00 ence, a Marshall & Wendell pdano of
meeting,
7.30.
Mr.
Charles
Norton,
Farmington.
Total.
$ 136.19S 68
rp r rn
rnpcA
ad w
wn
riter”
to use these
Miss Forence Toothaker, who has
L IA B IL IT IE S .
C apita' stock paid in,
$50,000 00
been, visiting her brother, Howard in
FEDERATED CHURCH.
Surplus fund,
50,000 00
c o lu m n s ,
O l3 .t 6 ^ o u r
I have opened a fully equipped office
Portland
since
the
hoddays,
returns
Totnl Capital and Surplus,
100,000 00
,
•
1
l
i
i
in
Belfast, Me., including a grinding
U ndivided Profits,
10,801 83
home today.
Melvin Sherburne Hutchins, pastor. wants S i m p l y , and above plant which will enable me to duplicate
Less rurrent expenses,
intercut and taxes paid.
152 94
Calendar for week ending January
r J
1broken lenses and make other repair*
1C.618 89
the same day received. Although.1
22 .
C ircu la tin g notes-, t u tsta r.dirg
•19.4' 0 00
all
truthfully.
D ividends Unpaid,
1.465 00
little farther away the mail service B
II
Sunday, Jan. 16: 10.45—Morning
Demand deposits:
just about the same as at New Sharor
Individual r’ eposita
worship.
Sermon-,
“The
Blessed
t e l e p h o n e thi s All you need to do is to send the broken
subject to check.
1(14,04'! 09
C ertificates o f deposit
12.10—Sunday school. 7.30—
lenses or if I have previously fittedjot
is a much-abused word, especially in Meek.”
due in less than 30 days.
373
applied to People’s service.
Music by Choral office and the clerk will I have the record to refer to which will
Tim e Deposits:
170.565 71 some of its recent n«es
insure prompt, accurate and efficient
JE W E L R Y
Club.
Address, ‘‘Silence.”
Total,
*436,498 68
service.
'
Webster’s
Dictionary
says:
“
Value
Thursday,
Jan.
20:
7.30—
Prayer
write your ad.
S ta te o f Maine, C ounty o f Franklin, ss:
I shall continue my visits to Phillip5;
anything
1, H. H. Field, cashier o f the above named bank, means that which renders
Rangeley and other towns as oftens;
Mark 1:5; Matthew 3: 7do polemnly sw esr that the above statem ent is useful or estimable.”
A thing is use- meeting.
there is a reasonable demand for
tru t to the best o f m y know ledge and belief
ads
are
the
10; Luke 3: 10-18.
“ The Voice in C|Want
rul
only
so
long
as
it
wears,
especially
H. II. F ie l d , cashier.
services.
h
an
article
of
jewelry.
Our
jewelry
the
Wilderness.”
Subscribed and sw orn to b efore m e this 10th
Thanking you for past patronage a®’
possesses
true
values
and
lasting
biggest
little
investments
day o f January. 1916.
desiring a continuance of same.
quality.
,

Phillips, Maine

WHEN IS A
WILD DUCK?

i

.

N O TIC E TO TH E PUBLIC

VBLUE”

Cony M. H oyt, Justice o f the Peace.

CoRK*er—Attes»:

G. H. Hamlin. )
D. F. Field.
> D irectors
C E. Parker. )

A. G. CRONKHITE,
Phillips,

-

-

True Belief.

To hope and not to be impatient is
Maine really to believe.—Meredith.

you can make.

F R A N K F. GRAVES,
Graduate Optometrist
BELFAST,
MAP

MAINE

WOODS,

PHILLIPS,

M A I N E , J A N U A R Y 13, 1916.

C L A S S IF IE D
On* cent » word in advance.
,,ht»r diuihay S u o je c lx in a. b.

N o headline or

c. ord er

EXPERT IN COOKERY

| Fly Rod s Note Book j

FOR SALE—Desirable house lots in

PliiUip*.

5

Address Maine Woods.

RY

F I ,Y R O H

THE

LOS AN GE LES

TIMES’

MID

WI NT E R NUMBER.

There is no more noted newspaper
annual' than the Midwinter Number
of Tihe Lc® Amgelies Time®,
whosie
joyous issue for 1916 is just at hand.
Southern California h,as> so many un
ique fascinations that a newspaper
Wildcih reflects them is1 in a cUas® by
iUefflf, and the “ Midwinter’' is so
classified by everyone who sees It. It
is made up of five beautiful maga
zines in addition to the usual new®
sheets.
Flive magazines of thirtytwo pages eacili, with art covers, all
printed cu fine book paper in bright
colors.
Tlhie art work is surpassing
ly fine and the text is iitunxinjatiing.
On© can Visuiailize the charm® of the
Southwest by looking through tihls>
pleasing publication.
It tells one
everything he wants to know about
the resources, prosperity and delights
of bhe Soontlhffaind—the climate,
the
crops, the industries, the habits of
life and cost of living, the peculiarit
ies cf each town and county, the fi
nancial conditions and business pros
pects, tourist
accommodations and
openings for settlers.
It is truthful
and sincere as weillb as dressed in
Gen. Oitas dees hi®
Mrs. Jesse Hardy MacKaye of the beautiful garb.
Congressional Union for Woman Suf State great service in! issuing such a
frage, has been responsible for the noble annual.
thousands of articles explaining “the
cause,” sent but by the organization
S U B S C R IB E N O W FOR
M A IN E
in the past two or three years. But
$1.50 A Y E A R .
she is not only known as a specialist W O OD S.
in publicity. In suffrage circles she is
famed as a cook. , She explains: “I
am my own cook, not only because I
enjoy it, but because I believe that,
as in the nation, conservation in the
home is the corner stone of prepared t f l D o y o u f e e l , M r .
ness.”

PRESSED liny at $16 per ton. Small
pigs and shoat.s.
B. F. Bead, Phil
Fish and Game Department,
prouder than ever of the resources of
lips, MeState House, Augusta, Me.,
my own State.
Jan. 4, 1916.
Smokers, my “ government seal” cig
Happy New Year to everybody
I then Visited the Fish, and Game j
ars are better than most 5
cent
who reads the Maine Woods from the Department and found tihe chief cilerk,
cigars.
Send $1.50 for trial box of
Atlantic to the Pacific!
Miss Myrtle H. Hodigdon with five as
60 cigars and be convinced.
J. H.
It is my good fortune today to a- sistant® as busy as busy could be at-!
Harmon. 195 South Mulberry street,
gain be at the State House
with tending to the enormous correspond-,
Dept. A., Mansfield, Ohio.
old friends.
As usual, the most in ence of the Department, issuing Mr
teresting place is the Fish and Game censes to hunters and trappers and
FOR SALE —Beef by the side or
Department and the State Museum dealers in skins cf fnr-beairimg ami- j
quarter. B. F'. Beal, Phillips.
connected therewith which ranks as rna's and the multitude of duties de
one of the first in the country.
volving upon them at this season of
WANTED—Flardwood ashes, will pay
15 cents per bushel.
Will collect • Just as I was comling down the the year.
corridor I was greeted by
Curator
As showing how much trapping is
about the middle cf March. Charles
Thomas A. Janies and Chief Warden dene in unorganized townships, 1
Wilbur, Phillips, Maine.
Howard Wood of Piscataquis county, found by locking at the record, which
the latter since 3 o'clock this morn I was courteously permitted to ex
FOR SALE— Second. hand sleigh.
ing had been on the way from the amine, that 202 persons took out li
Harold Beedy, Phillips, Maine.
Moosehead Hatchery in charge of censes as hunters and trappers last
some splendid specimens of Moose- yeair and to take care of their catch
FOR SALE—A good new milch Jer
head Lake togue caught speciality for 133 persons procured licenses to buy
sey cow. W. T. Hinds, Phillips.
the new aquarium. These fish were the skins of fur-hearing animals..
FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE—Young,' taken with hook and line at Deer
Net a small part of the work in
sound, acclimated horses. Both heavy Island and arrived Jin splendid condi this department is occasioned by the
and light.
’Phone 14-4. R. C. Rcss, j tion and soon seemed quite at home issuance c f IfiCienses to the various
in their new quarters.
Phillips, Me.
licensees.
Last year 1,675 licenses
^Kr—------------------------------------------------- I With others I watched bh-e four and were issued to resident guides, 13 to
TRAPPERS—200 weasel skins wanted! a half pounder as he swam around non-residents living in territory con
at once.
Also a few mink for manu the tank and wished that I miigiht tiguous to the State of Maine, 68 to
facturing purposes.
I am unable to tempt him with a Silver Doctor, or a dealers in deer skins, 43 to taxider
procure them here an will pay a good Brown Hackle, but the law is on un- mists.
price to the trappers wh© supply me. ti! next sum/mer.
For weasel, Large, $1.00 to $1.25; med
I am very proud that the Chair
From reports which are dailly be
ium. 75 cents; small, 50 cents. Stain man of the Coanjmissacxn, Hon. Harry ing received at the department it
ed and uniprimed not wanted; prime E. Austin, is a resident of my home appears that the game shipment ne-|
Reader, that your abili
mink. $3.00 to $6.00.
Act quickly, town and a neighbor Who lives just cord will not fail miudh> below that of
It’s
a
Hummer.
these furs are wanted at once.
A. ac-rciss the street.
It was through last year, partieularly^in, view cf the
Pine Grove, Ark.—Katherine Lucy ties are coining all they
Oison. Box 43, Toulon, Manitoba, Can his efforts that a special appropriat fact that a larger number of hunters
boasts of being the possessor of the
ion was made by the Last Legislature transported game by automobile this
ada.
only brindle Bosco tomcat in these are w orth?
for the building of the fine aquar
parts. A few days ago tabby brought
FOR SALE— Second-hand two-seated ium which has just been completed, season than ever before.
in a black snake 39 inches long.
W h y not d o a little
I
am
more
proud
than
ever
of
pung.
Address, Don Ross', Phillips, work on it coanimemcinig the 14th of
Maine’s fish and game resources
Maine.
September.
prospectin g with
Too i.rany Tongues.
which are our ‘‘gold mine’’ and the
I fancy that when the
Maine sooner the people generally realize
A suffrage talk and. loud rings on a
RABBITS WANTED—Will pay
fif
teen cents each.
Must be in good Sportsmen's Fish, and Game Associa this fact and tihe necessary appro cowbell put to flight two highwaymen ‘ ‘ Situation W a n ted ” ad?
on priations are given the department to; who waylaid a party of women in New
condition and non-poisonous,
and tion meets at the State House
T h e possibilities * are
January
14th
the
member®
w
id'll
be carry on its work more sure we Jersey on a recent day. “What Is
dressed learnng skins cm.
Can use
this?”
asked
one
highwayman
of
an
forty per week unt;l April 1st. Tell. surprised to see suclli a splendid, col shall be that the “ goose that lays the other, and the latter, not knowing, re worth the small expense.
lect iom of our beautiful Maine fisii, golden egg” will be preserved by our
64-15.
M. F. Stevens, Dover, Meplied by flight precipitate, in which hie
all the way from finger lings to four posterity.
colleague joined.— Springfield Repub
and five pounders, of the following
If time permitted I could give some iican.
BIG ALLIGATOR TAKES A NAP
varieties:
The “ speckled
beaut interesting and laughable experiences
ies”—square-tailed
trout,
alls©
“
silver which, were related by wardens who
(Special to Maine Woods-)
beauties” —land-locked salmon, pick called at the office during my stay
Richmond, Virginia, January, 1916—•
erel, white and yellow perch, black
These are days when Billy, the big bass, br wn trout, horn-pouts, suck ! to .report resulLts cf several missions
alligator in the pool of the Hotel ers, sunfiisih, chubs, a rare speci they had been sent on by tihe Com
Jefferson court, pleads afltike, to old men cf albino salmon and a gener missioners.
Tihe Commissioners are very busy,
friends and new, “ Let me sleep,” and ous supply of food fi&h—silver shdnputting
the finishing touches on their!
thereby hangs a story.
j ers.
Annual Report which will in the hear I
“Had to fence him in,”
explains
It is not ‘‘feeding the elephant”
loQuacic'Us Sambo. ‘‘Disappeared sev ; but “feeding the fish” which i9 the future be printed for general! distri
eral years ago and a maod found brim daily attraction at the aquarium, the bution and wiili furnish much inter
under a radiator, dumb as an oyster. ; small fish being fed of ground liver esting information regarding the woik
Next winter he picked a warm spot j while the shiners afford the neces- of the office far the past year.
In a few days, if weather and
beneath a reception room sofa and sa ry food supply for the larger
C on du ct* a first class jo b prin tin g d ep artm en t
i
courage
holds good, I shall start for
came out between two ladies just as ones.
The small boys are already h©me, going via Oquossoc to Moun
they were comparing silk hosiery!
j coming in with a few angle worms tain View and have a sleigh ride after
“Yeesaih! Perfectly harmless, sail, j in their pockets to feed the
w h ich specializes on C am p and H otel w ork
fisih Landlord Rowley's handsome sipan
if you let him alien, but just a bit with. '
putchi'ky at this sasen when he can’t ' •Everyone Who enters the State “ over the Mills” to Ramgeley, and asettle down nice and comfy to dream 1House by the north entrance on the gaiitn see “ God’s own ccawiitry” covere l with that stuff which many people;
the winter days away.
|first floor is at once entranced
by
.
>
“Them little fellers? No, sail, they the beautiful case of sea birds at call ‘‘beautiful snow.”
Fly
Rod.
never steeps.
Sipry as
crickets, the opposite end of the building; the
ain't they?
Tourists working north scene depicted is the one cm the
Cheerfulness Above Levity.
ward leave them in the siponing.-Nov sea coast; the most ciharmimg back
Between levity and cheerfulness
elty all worn off by the time they ground being the work cf the brush
there is a wide distinction; the mind
I
reach here. Yessaih.—thank e-salh! ”
of Curator James, who, by the way, that is most open to the former is fre
is an artist as weld as taxidermist quently a stranger to the latter. Levity
SUSBCRIBE
NOW
FO R
M A IN E and fish cailliturist.
Fine specimens may be the offspring of folly or vice;
WOODS A N D
READ A L L
of geese, ducks and sihore bdirds are cheerfulness is the natural offspring of
T H E LOCAL NEW S.
perdhed on the rocks as well as wisdom and virtue.—Blair.
swimming across the marsh, and the
Natural Query.
whole must be seen to be appreciat
Addington Bruce says men are no
ed.
For an hour I wandered around the naturally lazy. Then what artificial
museum, noting the numerous spec- condition or influence is it that makes
us long for a snarp knife, a piece of
- imens which l ad been added since white pine and a nice seat in the
FO R
my Hast visit. Stopping to admire tihe shade?
g u n s
and
magnificent moose group, second to
F I S H - R O D S
W e d esig n and p rin t B ook s, L e a fle ts Folders,
none in any museum in tlhe United
W i l l i a m F . N y e is the great
States, standing before it gazing at
! e tc ., and w ou ld b e pleased to fu rn ish sam ples,
the beautiful winter scene which af
est authority on refined oils in the
O f an Occasional Trip to
fordsa
moist
appropriate
background
world. He was the first bottler; has
for tlhi-s group f an oth er specimen of
dum m ies and prices on requ est.
the largest business and N Y O I L
Curator James’ handiwork) I could
Will Be Greatly Enhanced If the
is the best oil he has ever made.
really almost believe I was om.ee
N Y O IL
more in the great month, woods where
1 was wont to wander, and thought
HAS NO EQUAL.
how thankful we should be that bher Is the Hotel Decided Upon as a
Beware of scented mixtures called
Home During Your Stay.
oil. Use NYOIL on everything
is a four-years otiose time on moose.
Positively the Only First-Class Modern
where a light oil is needed. It pre
I was ‘‘brought back to ©airt)h>” by House In the City, With All Conven
vents rust and gives perfect lubrica
a
friend who accompanied me cm my iences Including Hot and Cold Running
tion.
,
tour
around the museum asking if Water and Local and Long Distance
Sportsmen, use it liberally on
your firearms and your rod. You will ! this was a partnidige, or if that was Telephone in All Rooms.
find it by far the best. Hardware and 1 a (loon, and where the beaver were, Just a step from Monument Square
sporting goods dealers sell it in large
R esta u ra n t C o n n e cte d . R ates R e a so n a b le .
bottles (cheaper to buy) at 25 e. and 1 if I had ever seen any of them in the T a k e th e " J it n e y ” or M u njoy H ill ca r f om
P H IL L IP S ,
M A IN E
U
nion
S ta tio n .
woods, were tlhie black bears found in
in trial sizes at 10 c. Made bv
E uropean Plan Only, Pates $1.00 and up.
Maine, where did this case of gran
B E S T ROOMS IN TH E C IT Y
W M . F. N Y E ,
ite come from, etc., etc., and as J
.1
R. F. HIMMELEIN.
New Bedford, Mas*.
left to call on. miy friends in the H E. THURSTON,
Proprietors.
‘U
• Fish and Came Department I felt
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FORfeHUNTERS, TRAPPERS,
FISHERMEN AND SPORTSMEN

BOOKS

on foxes and coons, or, in other
words, on ailil fur-bearing aminials
This would be hazardous to the aver
age hunter’s interests.
In tihe first
place there are too many foxes at the
present time to suit the bird hunters,
T h e following books arc endorsed
Some of the Proposed Changes Call and these foxes are the worst enemy
by
leading publishers, hunters, trap
of the partridge.
Foxes are increas
to Mind Maine's Need for
ing because tihe dog is going. Farmers pers-and sportsmen in North America.
More Uniform Laws.
who formerly owned fox hounds have T h e information they contain is re
killed them beca/use of the com.plaint liable, having been gathered from ac
Lovers of sport with the rod and that they chased deer, and the fox tual expiences and successful experi
the gum are interested in the possi hunter is a gamester of the past. Pro
ments of men who are leaders in the
ble hills which, will be placed before tecting coon until October, as sug
different
branches covered by these
.the Legislature for action governing gested, would be protecting these tunlthe taking of game, says the Spring- mals jusft when the hunting reason na- works.
field Republican.
There leave been urailflry is on, fotr few people want to
These books should be in the
several conferences- among tihe mem- hunt after that date and after the hands of every man who goes into
This law
bens of the Lee sportsmen's chub and corn has been harvested.
the woods, either for pleasure or
one meeting of delegates from all the wouilid also protect skunks;, wlhdch are
profit.
clubs in till© county. It has been, pro at present one cf the best fur aniiposed to ciheuntge the liaw asking that mais, and its ipeilt is known as ‘‘Alas
If there is anything that
the taking cf trout he placed one kan ©able.”
FOX TRAPPING
month later, or May 1.
In Berk- the majority of the hunters want In
BOOK of
sihiire tliiiis would be a good .tilling, hut regard to foxes it is a bounty on
instructions
The point is not a good one
the fisiliienmeni raise the question that them'.
tells how to trap;
it would simply be saving up the for the hover of fox iimntatng, * but s n a r e , poison
good fisihiinig for people of other coun where tihere is one fox Iiiunter there and shoot. A
valuable b o o k
ties who, taking their fishing on Apri a.re 50 bird hunters.
for trappers. If]
There ihia® been, a great amount of all the methods
1 , would then be at liberty t*o he in
at the first fisihd.ng in. Berkshire on criticism. the past year regarding il as given in this
May 1.
If Bias law cioiuld be made legal hunting and filsihing.
Thris un had been stud
out by one
state-wide all would be well.
' The doubtedly come® from the fact that ied
man and he had
counties east of B-eirkshdire find trout there are more sportsmen to-day by begun trapping
fishing some 10 days earlier than in double than there were 10 years ago when Columbus
this county.
After much debate and a greater interest is taken in d i s c o v e r e d
America, more
the ciliubs of Berkshire have decided these things, hence a greater public than four hun
to support a bi!U calling, for the open ity a® given to the infringement of dred years ago
season can May 15 instead of April the law.
There has been a senti he would not be
1, hut will oppose a bill naming May ment brewing looking to a secret half completed. This book is edited by A.
R. Harding and contains about 50 illustra
1.
service in the game protection, that tions, and about 200 pages, is divided into
Tihere seems to be a growing sen is, a suggestion that a, bdlfl provide 22 chapters, as follows:
General Information; Baits and Scents;
timent among the sportsmen's dubs for six secret wiairtlenis wib-o shaJQi have
Foxes and Odor; Chaff Method Scent;
of the county for a joint fisherman’s the run of the state and prosecute Traps
and Flints; All Round Land Set; Snow
and hunter’s license.
The exper lawbreakers whenever found.
It Is Set; Trapping Red Fox; Red and Grey; Wire
ience of the Lee oliub illustrates why. claimed for this that an unknown and Twine Snare; Snare, Shooting, Poison;
The Lee club received more fish tihe warden would, by fear 'of his pres My First Fox; .Tennessee Trapper’s Methods;
Many Good Methods; Fred and the Old
past year than in. any other season, ence, alone prevent many infringe Trapper; Experienced Trapper Tricks; Rey
by a large quantity.
They combim ments cf the Taw.
While this its nard Outwitted; Fox Shooting; A Shrewd
ed, gave personal work in many true, it as feared that such a law Fox; Still Hunting the Fox; Fox Ranches;
cases and got by with an expenditure would not be hooked upo-n favorably Steel Traps.
of $84 for distributing fish and $6 for because of the added expense. Then
Price, postpaid, cloth foonnd, 60 cents.
liberating game.
This money was tuere comes a substitute suggestion
paid by members w»ho do not hunt or that wardens now serving act- in such
SCIENCE OF TRAPPING
fish more .than once or twice ion a capacity, that is, wardens in the east
ESCRI
year, in many cases, and some cf ern and western parts of tihe state
BES the
the members do not know what it is exchange fields1 occasionally and
fur-b e a r i n g
to pack a gun or wet a line, but thereby (be given not amity the advan
animals, their
cheerfully pay thieir money to produo tage of being unknown, but have a
nature, habits
and distribu
.the wiild life.
This provision for sheet of instruction from the warden
ti on, w i t h
sport is enjoyed by tine community at who has been covering the territory.
p r a c tic a l
large, and one or two of the men Stiilil another suggest icm along
methods for
tihlis
their capture.
wluo do the most hunting and fiisihnmg l'irne is that a dozen of the best wardContains 245
ir Lee have never paid a doUHar to-1 f.rig tie selected and the money now
pages, size 5
ward the club or its work in stocking: expended by the whole force of suborx 7 inches,
with 40 illus
brooks, lakes or forests.
A fishier- d'-runibe warden® (be put into this new
trations. The
roan’s license would make them pay secret warden service.
The game
c h a p t e r on
their share. Tihe cil/ub seems to fav- business cf (the state has net advanc “ Tracks and Signs” is worth dollars to
er the exemption of women and boys ed to a position where a much, larger young and inexperienced hunters and trap
under 15 from the obligations of the ; expenditure for protection can be af- pers, as the author shows drawings of the
fisherman's license.
If the 100 or ferded; the Haws1and the workings of footprints of the various animals. The au
thor is personally acquainted with some of
more men in Lee who work for bet the commission are far from reaching the most expert trappers in North America,
ter sport were assisted by the 200 a state of perfection, although Massa and has also followed the Indians over their
o»* more who enjoy it yet never give chusetts is ahead of some of the ot>h- trap lines, and in this way learned many
which to the white man are not gen
a hand, iit would he a different que-s- e~ states in this matter, 'ft is bet- things
erally known.
tion.
It does not appear quite right j ter to go slow in making game laws
The book contains twenty-four chapters
to expend $100 for fiislh betterment j and .let the situation determine the as follows: ThefTrapper’s Art; The Skunk;
Mink; The Weasel; The Martin; The
and then let everybody fish, and $10 j action, as tit ihas in the proposed fish*- The
Fisher; The Otter; The Beaver; The Musk
for game bettemiient and then tax the orni&n’s License.
When this was rat; The Fox; The Wolf; The Bear; The
huntpr.
If a biilil i® brought before first suggested four years ago ,'1 very Raccoon; The Badger; The Opossum; The
•the Legislature this winter for a fish few sportsmen were found in favor Lynx; Bay Lynx or Wild Cat; The Cougar;
Wolverine; The Pocket Gopher; The
ermam’s license, meaning fireshrwater of it, and now very few nre found The
Rabbit; Tracks and Signs; Handling Furs;
fishermen, the cliuhs of Berkshire will who Look upon it unfavorably.
Steel Traps.
do all! they can to support itLee ha® had some- samples of deer
Price, postpaid, cloth bound, 60 cents.
In one totwm the sportsmen
are shooting by farmers which seem the
talking of getting a protection bill limit.
There was one case in par
DEADFALLS AND SNARES
ticular wfhere a farmer shot three
deer in one week and, while no dam
BOOK of in
ages were paid to him by the town
structions for]
or county, the three carcasses were trappers about these|
given to him. When the state stops a n d o t h e r home
made traps by A. R.1
should have a wholesome,
giving thie c acreass of the deer shot Harding. This book
tender crust that melts into
by
a
farmer
to
:
t
he
farmer,
there
will
contains
232 pages,
the filling so perfectly that
even two pieces are not
be lies® than (hailf the number
of sizes 5 x 7 inches,
enough. Y on can make such
deer shot and nowhere near the a- and 84 drawings and
illustrations, printed
pastry with the specially
moumt of ‘‘damage” done to crop®. St on good heavy pa
milled Ohio Red Winter
is an easy task to find-termers who per. The most com
wheat flour that makes
everything bettrrand goes
mourn the loss of the deer more fcheun plete book cm how
to m a k e “ home
farther—the nil ’round flour
the hunters, men who never shoot otn made” traps ever
for bread, cake and pastry
and
have
never
found
fault
with
the
published. Building
known as
animate, alifjhough they were on tflieir deadfalls and con
premises almost every day.
There structing snares, as
explained in this book is of value to trap
are damages done by deer without a pers where material, saplings, poles, boards,
question, but a great proportion, of rocks, etc., are to be had for constructing.
The book contains 28 chapters as follows:
the ciliaims are pure buncombe.
Building Deadfalls; Bear and Coon Dead
Gaimie is what you make game of. falls; Otter Deadfall; Martin Deadfall; Stone
Sometimes it is deer, sometimes ccotn Deadfall; The Bear Pen; Portable Traps;
and now wie aire informed tlhat it is Some Triggers; Trip Triggers; How to Set;
something unusual!.
Two hunters When to Build; Where to Build; The Proper
Bait; Traps Knocked Off; String Pole Snare;
claim to have run across a foreigner Trail Set Snare; Bait Set Snare; The Box
in the woods not long ago and as he Trap; The Coop Trap; The Pit Trap; Num
was carrying something they asked ber of Traps; When to Trap; Season’s Catch;
General information; Skinning and Stretch
him What he had.
Holding up the ing; Handling and Grading; From Animal to
bunch, hie said, “Three rabbey, one Market; Steel Traps.
tommeycatta.”
They affirm that he
j Price, postpaid, cloth bound, 60 cents.
had. a large btoeik tomcat.
From
another source comes the story that
cr a certain street in the town, near
'AN":
a foreign section, i:t is impossible to
keep a house eat.
The cio<nelusion is
natural! that the cats acre being used
for food.
If this story keeps up
H. McKenzie Trading Co., there will have to be a biM askiintg for
Phillips, Maine.
a closed season on tomcats.

CHANGES IN MASS.
GAME LAWS

A

D1

A

SEND ALL
ORDERS TO

CANADIAN WILDS

HUNTING DOCS
e s c r ib e s

D

in a

practical manl
Miner, the
training,
ih an dling, treatment,
''
‘ ■•-sK^sr:' fSbreeds,
etc.,, best
ffjadapted for n i g h t
jg & ftTj bfjhunting, as well as
*lgun dogs for daylight
[sport. This book is
jnot intended for the
jfield trial dog men,
Jbut is for the real
Idog men who delight
chases that are
genuine.
Contains
253 pages, size 5 x 7 inches, with 45 illus
trations, 26 chapters as follows:
P art 1—H u n tin g D ogs, N ig h t Hunting.^ The
N ig h t H u n tin g D og—His A n cestry. T ra in in g
the H u n tin g D og, T raining the Coon D og, T ra in 
in g fo r S kunk. Opossum and M ink. W o lf and
C oyote H u n tin g . Training fo r Squirrels^ and
and R abbits. T raining the Lteer H ound, T raining
--S p e cific T h in g s to T each, T ra in in g—Random
S u gg estion s fro m Many S ources. Parr. 2—B reed 
in g and C a te o f D ogs—S electin g the D og, Care
and B reeding. B reeding. B reeding (C o n tin u e d ),
P ecu liarities o f Dogs and P ractical H ints. A il
m ents o f th e D og. Fart 3 —D o g L ore—Still T ra il
ers vs T on gu ers, M usic, T he D og on th e T rap
Line, S le d g e D ogs o f th e N orth. P art 4—The
H un ting D og Fam ily—Am erican F ox H ound, T he
B eagle. D a ch sh u rd and B asset H ound. Pointers
and S etters, Spaniels.^Terriers—A iredales, Scotch
Collies, H ouse and W atch Dogs, A F arm er H unt
er—H is V ie w s, D escrip tive Table o f Technical
Term s.

T

ELLS about the
Hudson Day Com -CM S
pany; Northern Indians
and their Modes of |
Hunting, Trapping, etc |
Provisions f o r t h e ’ gag
Wilderness, Things to W jv
Avoid, etc., etc. T he! if,
author (Martin H u n t e r ) B
was with the Hudson" ]
bay Company for about |
40 years— from 1863 to |{
1903 and the informa-1
tion is given from al-F
most a half century’s 1
experience. This book contains 277 pages,
thirty-seven chapters as follows:
The H udson’s Bay Com pany: T he “ Free Trader"
O utfitting Indians. T rackers o f the N orth. Provis
ions fo r the W ilderness, Forts and Posts. About
Indians, W holesom e Foods, O fficer’s Allovranceg,
Indian Packs. Indian M ode o f H unting Beaver,"
Indian Mode o f H un ting L y n x a rd Marten, Indian
Mode o f H unting Foxes. Indian Mode o f Hunting
O tter and M usquash, R em arkable Success. Things
to A void, A nticosti and its F urs, Chiseling and
Shooting B eaver, The Indian D evil, A Tame Seat
The Care o f Blistered Feet. D eer Sickness, A Case
o f N erve, A m phibious Combats, A rt o f Pulling
H earts, Dark Furs, Indians are Poor Shots, A
B ear in the W ater, V oracious Pike, The Hrasi
E yed D uck, Good W ages T rapping, A Pard Necessary. A H eroic A dvervure. W ild Oxen, Long Lake
Indians. Den Bears, T he M ishap o f Raison.
Price, postpaid, cloth bound 6 0 cents

STEEL TRAPS

Price, postpaid, cloth hound 6 0 cents.

FUR FARMING
BOOK of
information
A
about fur-bearing
animals, encios- ,
ures, their habits, i j
care, etc-., and is|t
th e recognized
authority on J u r
i f ; -■ # ,
raising—now irr
M m m
fourth edition—
iV.i
written from in
formation secur
ed from reliable J {
sources, includ
ing U. S. Govern -1 1
ment r e p o r t s . ^
Demand for furs
is increasing yearly while the supply is loecoming less.
Fur farming is at profitable
industry. Book contains 266 pages, 39 il
lustrations from photographs; 15 chapters
as follows:
Supply and Demand, What Animals to
Raise; Enclosures, Laws Affecting Fur
Family,Box Trap Trapping, Fox Raising, Fox
Raising in Canada, Skunk Raising, Mink
Raising, Opossum Raising, Muskrat Rais
ing, Raccoon Raising, The Beaver and the
Otter, Killing, Skinning and Stretching,
Deer Farming.

^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ — - ^ F t E S C R I B E S the
j-*-' various makes
1
and tells how to use
;h
th e m . A ls o chapters
I
.;!%*£ ''(
on care of pelts, etc
i T h is b o o k contains
U.l Pages, 5 x 7 in,
us trations,
jHHfflfprinted on good qua)
*■' :f. . ity heavy paper. Just
. the book that trappers
■Kgw jM have long needed.
‘ ; 1 ( lives the history of
i’i Jsteel traps, how made,
—--"s iz e s for various ani
mals with detailh in
structions on where and how to set. This
book contains 32 chapters as follows:
.'3
Sewell Newhouse; Well Made Traps; A
Few Failures; Some European Traps; Proper
Sizes; Newhouse Traps; Double and Web
Jaws; Victor, Hawley & Norton; Jump Traps;
Tree Traps; Stop Thief Traps; Wide
Spreading Jaws; Caring for Traps; Marking
Traps; How to Fasten; How to Set; Where
to Set; Looking at Traps; Mysteriously
Sprung Traps; G ood Dens; The Proper
Bait; Scent and Decoy; Human Scent and
Signs; Hints on Fall T*apping; Land
Trapping; Water Trapping; When to Trap;
Some Deep Water Sets; Skinning and
Stretching; Handling and Grading; From
Animal to Market; Miscellaneous Informa
tion.
Price, postpaid, cloth hound 60 cents.

Price, postpaid, cloth bound, 6 0 cents.

Land Cruising and Prospecting

I

S A valuable
book for home
steaders, hunters,
prospectors, guides
ffe&p* 'M&m
etc. The writer,
Mr. A. F. Wallace,
•*0;
an e x p e r i e n c e d
land surveyor, land
cruiser and pros
pector, in his intro
duction says: “ To
the men who folj p low the compass,
the trap and the trail, this work is inscribed.
It is not intended for t jie ‘ Professor’ who
can tell you all about things after they are
done (by someone else).” Contains about
200 pages, 5 x 7 inches, good quality paper,
with nearly 40 illustrations and contains 20
chapters as follows:
Maps; The Compass; Examining and Lo
cating; Early Surveys; Comer Marks; Mis
cellaneous Information; Points for Home
steaders; Prospecting for Gold; Sampling
Ore; How to Locate a Claim; Poor Man’s
Ore Mill; Prospecting for Fur; Prospecting
for Pearls; Prospecting for Bees; Rations
and Camp Cookery; Camp Kits; Guns, Axes
and Packstraps; Building Cabins; Tanning,
Etc.; Getting Lost; The Red River Trapper.

CAMP AND TRAIL METHODS

T

HIS is one of the
m o s t practical11
books on woodcraft
ever written contain
ing valuable informa
tion for all lovers of
the great outdoors.
The author of this
book has spent years
in the woods, so
knows what is want
ed by the woodsmen,
mountain men, pros
pectors, trappers and _________________ _
the hardy outdoor people in general. It
contains 274 pages and 68 illustrations.
There are 19 chapters as follows: Pleasures
and Profits of Camping, Selecting a Camp
Outfit, Clothing for the Woods, Pack Straps,
Pack Sacks and Pack Baskets, Cooking
Utensils, Beds and Bedding, Firearms,
Hunting Knives and Axes, Tents and Shel
ters, Permanent Camps, Canoes and Hunt
ing boats, Snowshoes and Their Use, Snowshoe Making, Skis, Toboggans and Trail
Sleds, Provisions and Camp Cookery, Bush
Travel, Traveling Light, Tanning Furs and
Buckskins, Preserving Game, Fish and
Hides, Miscellaneous Suggestions.
Price, postpaid, cloth hound, 6 0 cents.

Price, postpaid, cloth bound, 6 0 cents.

SCIENCE OF FISHING
MINK TRAPPING
BOOK of in
struction, giv
ing many methods
of trapping. A val
uable book for trap
pers as it tells in a
plain way what you
want to know, that
is if you want to
catch mink. This
book is edited by
A. R. Harding, con-;
tains about 50 illus-itrations and nearly
200 pages, and is
d i v i d e d into 20
chapters as follows:
General Informa
tion; Mink and Their Habits; Size and Care
of Skins; Good and Lasting Baits; Bait and
Scent; Places to Set; Indian Methods; Mink
Trapping on the Prairies; Southern Methods;
Northern Methods; Unusual Ways; Illinois
Trapper’s Method; Experienced Trappers’
Methods; Many Good Methods; Salt Set;
Log and Other Sets; Points for the Young
Trapper; Proper Size Traps; Deadfalls; Steel
Traps.

A

Price, postpaid, cloth bound, 6 0 cents.

T

HE most practi
cal book on fish
ing ever published.
T h e author says;
“ For those who have
caught them, as well
as for those who
never have.”
This
book describes' the
fish, tells their habits
\ i4 and H O W , WHEN
1,Mand W H E R E to
1
catch them; also tells
J the K IN D of tackle
'v.
used for each fish.
Book contains 255 pages, more than 100
illustrations, 22 chapters as follows:
Remarks on the “ Gentle Art” ; Rods;
Reels; Hooks, Lines and Leaders; Flies;
Artificial Baits; Landing Nets, Gaffs, Tackle
boxes, Etc.; Bait-Casting; Fly-Casting; SurfCastipg, Trolling, Still Fishing, Etc.; Use of
Natural Baits; Handling the Hooked Fish;
Fishing for Black Bass; Fishing for Trout
and Salmon; Tike, Pickerel, Muskellunge
and Pike-Perch; Sunfish, Carp, Catfish and
Suckers; Fishing for Tarpon and Tuna;
Fishing for Other Sea Fish; Making, Repair
ing and Caring for Tackle; General Informa
tion; Commercial Fishing; Distribution of
Fish— Good Places.
Price, postpaid, cloth bound, 6 0 cents
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above loads can testify.

35 yds., I ant afiraid that the 16
gauge wild not be very effective.
2. How is blue pattern of this
gun at 40 yd®.,, using one ounce No.
7 sihoit?
An.s. AilL full choke shotgun® of
whatever gauge should place at least
70% of their charge in a 3(Kmdh
circle at 40 yds.
3. What choke wexudid you advise
m-e to have in gun barrel?
Ans. For shooting under condi
tions such as you suggest, the only
thing to use is a fulil choke barrel.

his brother editors, and yet he feels
t/hat he ha.s not been
appreciated.
Jump Trap.
When he fiiiniaifiy Lays down, hi® work,
1. WiIH black powder harm a' bar
th people of hiis city wiillll do him,
S e n d Questnons^to
------- ^ T
ren of a gun any moire than smoke M itL
honor and many of lids brother ediiroei
less?
tors will journey there tc assist, but
Ans. It will. not.
No matter
a few words of appreciation
from
wihajt standard biraind of powder you
the people whom he lias been serv
use, if the gun is cleaned thoaxougiily
ing atll'these years would do him more
at the end of each day’s Shooting,
good than PO-’it-nio-rteim honors.
you wiiill have no trouble.
Wi at a wonderful change ilhere
2. Willi the ordinary crimper crimp
would he in this world if we could
brass shotgun shells, satisfactorily?
bring oaiirsellVes to acknowledge the
good we see in others-.
As I have
An.s, .Brass shells are not
sup
said, a word of com mend attan means
posed to he crimped.
The ordinary'
W. P. D., Ora fiton, Mass.
fa • more to a hive person tihan. elab
crimper would spoil th e shell.
Being interested in guns and bird
3. Does1 the length of a rifle bar shooting, and seeding your tailks, I orate floral tributes' to a dead one.
rel make a difference in the range write you to see if you tan give
cf sarnie?
me anty help in- selecting a gun for
SPORTS
Ans. No.
brush shoot Song.
i have a Fox gun,
B
grade,
30-dinoh
barrels—one
modif
The following letter was received they drop?
F. H. R., Lisbon, Maine.
ied, and the either choke, hut it
in a little envelop measuring about
Ans. The trajectory at 50 feet is
1. What do you consider the best shoots too dose, and I ami siure it
two by three inches, proving that very flat.
The .22 tong rifle Legi- target revolver?
does not fit me, as I shoot under the
good tilings come in small packages! mok cartridge has a trajectory wihen
An,s. There isn’t any such thing.
Several City Parties Enjoying a
It is copied weed for word.
fired a.t 100 yards which is 6.28 inch 'There are a number of revolvers— bird. I want to change it for a 28inc.h
barrel
and
want
to
get
it
bored
es high at 50 yards.
Tlh,e .22 long aid excellent weapons, and a dhoice
Few Days Outing
so as it will shoot more open. If you
‘•Dec. 1915. rifle sanoikeliess when fired at 100 between them is a good deal a mat
can write and telll me how I can get
yards has a height at 50 yards of
"From a Northern Hunter:
(Special to Maine Woods.)
ter pf personal preference.
If you a good fit and how to have it bored
The .22 long rifle car buy a revolver made by a reliable
“I have shot Deer and Bears and 7.04 inches.
Rang
©ley Tavern, Rangeley, Jan. 11,
for brush shooting, I shall be obliged.
everything that runs the Woods and tridges give accurate results at 200 maker, you wiiiR get satisfaction. The:
—Winter sports are in fulil swing and
An®.
For
brush
shooting
at
short
I believ I know mere about hunt yards and are used a great deal for most popular size is a revolver to
er ranges, a cylinder bore
barret every day there were seen skaters on
The .22
ing than you do or moire about guns target work at 100 yards.
handle the .38 Special cartridge, I end a modified barred would be best. the ice playing hockey and other
Black powder is the worse thing in short will not do very accurate work would suggest that you go into a
If you wish, you can get the Com games until the last snow fell and
the World for gun®
I spoilt more over 25 yards.
well-stocked hardware store and try pany who made your gun to rebore now there are .the other sports of
guns when I could not get any thing
4. What would make a good com the balance and feel the weight of
and
the barrels so that you will have the snows:!; ©eimig, skiing, coasting
else but black powoder than enough bination of sights for shooting squir several different models. It' is im
The bay of fox
combination I siuggest.
Wiitih re sleighing parties.
that powder bums right in the rifl rels, woodchucks and ducks?
portant to get a revolver which fits gard to shooting under the birds, why and rabbit dogs are heard echoingings you don’t know any thing about
Ans. Editilier ivory or gold, bead your hand and balances well.
not try using a leather pad on top ever the hiilfe and through the
what kind of a rifDe to use your self front and a rear peep sight.
2. Will at is the .22 Bekeart S&W of your stock.
Tihiis will be a good woods.
you might as well Learn feUKows right
5. Do they make greased hiiJlLefs capable of doing at 50 to 100 yds.?
thing to try, then you wilUi he able
Mfr. and Mans. B. F. King and son
as wrong for wihen they read your in smokeless cartridges?
if not,
Ans. When used with Lesmok or to figure cut whet dimension® you of Stoning (on, Conn., are spending
ans. they laugh at you and say ‘that wiliy?
semd-simokeless ammunition it should need.
These Leather padis lace on the wiiaiiter here.
guy is a John/ Why your a fool be
An®. They do, and I would cer give about 3-imch groups at 50 yds.
and can be purchased from sporting
Mrs. F. B. Bunns aind son, Junior
fore you try to learn any-body else tainly suggest that you use them in At 100 yds1, tli© groups would prob
ot the Mcoseliookm egumttic House have
goods oir hardware stores.
anything learn yourself and
don’t preference to the ungreased. If you ably be between six and eight inches, j
t; ken rooms here and are enjoying
iave them spoiling there guns I do want to get the best results with
3. Regarding the .32 Winchester
the ice racing on. Haley Pond.
At
as much target shooting yet as any the ileasst wear on the barrel, use .22 Spl. and .33 Wimcfl’ester rifle cart
present Mrs. Burns’ horse is the un
one at the traps Ans iin your paper, Long rifle cartridges, with' the regular ridges (tike .33 especially), I think!
beaten champion.
what you- think of this scripture.”
greased bullets and Lesmok or searnfi- there d® too much powder as no two
Letters are coming daily expressing
i
Ans. After deep thought We have smokeless powder.
Next to that, boxes of Winchester cartridges or
a desire to spend a few weeks in
concluded that our correspondent use the smokeless powder with the UMC shoot the samp.
There I® a
the heart of the Maine woods be
T E L L T H E M SO.
may be more than half right. We 'will greased bullets. I would no,t use the foot or more variation at 150 yds.
tween now and spring.
try our best to answer any specific .22 smokeless, greaseless cartridge in. in a new riffle.
I sighted it right [L. P. Evans in the Piscataquis Ob
Mr. and Mrs. C. W. LaseLl and Miss
question Which he may care to sub any rifflie that I had further use for. for one box and with the other they
Hildagcrde Laseill of
Wlliitinsville,
server.]
mit.
6. What do you think of the Max are all over the target and
this
Mass., Miss J. Foster Wanner, Roch
I
was
told
that
when
my
famd’iy
im Silencer?
from a rest,
physician left me in a hospital sev- ester, N, Y., aaid Miss Derm an of
G, T, B , Washington, D. C.
Ans. Personally I have no partic
Acn.s. There is certainly something
Saturday night
enail
years ago unconscious after an New York arrived
1. Why is the .22 high power ular need for oneIt will give sat wrong somewhere.
There are, of
with snow shoes, skid®, gums and a.llL
operation,
he
charged
the
people
to
Savage more powerful than the .303 isfactory results.
course, slight difference® in the ve take gcod care of me, “because we the winter paraphernalia necessary for
Savage? The .22 high power having
7. Would i(t have a tendency to locity
produced by different kinds need him up home.’'’
They have John J.
I had lived in a week’s sport.
a 12 grain powder and a 70 grain, raise or lower the bullet?
of ammunition, and also slight dif Dover over thirty years at that time Wilbur, Victor Fuller and James
lead bullet, and the .303 having a 27
An®. It will not necessarily raise ferences between different lots of
and had tried to be a useful citizen, Mpthiesoni a® guides.
Exain powder, and a 195 grain lead or lower the point of impact on the cartridges.
Tlhis variation its so but so far as I can recall!! that was
C. P, Cowles of New York is spend
ballet?
target; it may b etto the right or left, small, however, that it should hot be
ing
several) days hier'e.
the first acknowledgement (and last)
Ans. Your assumption is wrong. bait it will certainly change i,t to j noticeable at ranges less than 300
Dudley P. Rogers and friend of
that
I
had
succeeded,
inany
degree.
The ,22 high power cartridge has a some extent.
The direction will us to 500 yd si.
A foot or more differ
I could not camplUaSm for I,
too, Boston will join Chester W. Alden,
ctuzzle velocity of 2,700 feet per sec ually vary with each particular rifle ence at 150 yds. indicates
either had failed in acknowledging tlhe mer who is spending the* winter in this
ond, and a muzzle energy of 1,132 when silenced.
Silencers.
need chat your sight is loose or that your
its of others, and yet I was no worse section January 12/tlh.
foot pounds.
The .303 Savage has a cleaning occasionally, and this can gun illas become fouled.
Make the tihan the average individual.
Mrs. W. R. Fronefield of Moylian,
Take
muzzle vekxity of 1,952 foot seconds be done by allowing hot water to test again, betog extremely careful to
the average family as an Illustration. Pa., recent lliy registered here en route
and. a muzz!© energy of 1,658 foot run through them for some time, or see that tlhe barrel is kept clean and.
The (husband gets the wood in 363 for camp at Dodge Pond, where she
pounds.
The advantage of the .303 else boil them.
is not allowed to stand over three days during the year hut the two joined friends for a few weieks’ out
is about 500 foot pounds.
or four hours without cleaning.
No time® wihen he forgets it only receive ing.
2. What is the velocity and pierc S. S., Carthage, N. Y.
'aria*ion should be patterned due to notice.
The wtife makes gcod bread,
1. Would a rifle shooting a cart difference in various makes of am
ing power of .these rifles?
CURATOR JAMES INVEvNTS
or cake, or pies, or doughnuts 50
ridge of .the .30-.30 cliajss shoot march munition of over 1 impjhi at
Ans. See answer to No. 1.
this weeks in the year, but the two
3. What big game is the .303 Sav better with a 26-inch barrel than with range.
A good test would be to weeks when misfortune overtakes her
In the Boston aquarium, air pumps
9 22-inch one?
If so, h©w much in |t-ike the two lcits of ammiunitiocn
age suiitaibflie for?
are the ones that are mentioned. are used to inject a sufficient quan
The .303 Savage is used for bdg regard to velocity and energy?
which give the greatest variation and The clhiilldren may be 90 percent per tity of water into the tanks in which
Ans. It wiillii not shoot any better. s1oot cine cartridge from each box
game such as found in this country.
Curator James ap
fect, but the 10 failures in behaviour the fish are kept.
The length cf barrel.does not deter alternately, and see if you get two
receive more notice than the 90 suc parently has a method just as satis
G. H. S., Rochester, N. Y,
mine the accuracy.
There would be distinct groups separated a foot or
factory in the new Maine aquarium
cesses.
I have a new' .22 caliber Reining-' a theoretical difference in velocity, more from each other.
and
a much less expensive one.
He
And take it outside the home.
It
ton. It shoots high. The rear sight bu,t it would not be su fifthlent
to
is the rare failure of your
baker, is now experimenting with his inven
slides sideways when it catches on bother with if you desire the shorter A. A. S., David, N. M.
your Iiaiundcryimain, your meatman or tion—a moist simple one—and if he
my clothes or on branefhes. I have barrel because cf its hamdUilng qualit
1 . As I am a great admirer of your grocer that receives attention; considers it satisfactory he Will in
tightened the screw that holds i.t, but ies.
the 16 gauge gun, I would apprec the good things they furtnffisih, are ac stall one in- each tank.
The inventhat is not entirely sufficient. There
2. Does the Winchester .30, ’06, iate yotur information.
Will
tihis cepted as a matter of course. It is tion is a pipe whtiicih extends down
seems to be no place in town where require a different adjustment of shotgun give a good account of itself
the minister’s occasional' ‘‘not
a® into the barak to within a few inches
the in quaiiil shooting where no shots* can
1 can have it sighted.
Can it be slights when shooting the 150,
goed as usual” sermon that gets the o>: th© bottom; that'a aid' there i® to it.
dene by putting in a frame o.r any 180 and the 220 grain bu’ilet?
be had at lasts than 35 yds., using notice; tihe good ones are alls© taken And the aiir?
The pipe iis attached
thing rigid?
Ans. At hunting ranges there is 2% dram® cf powder and one ounce
as a matter of course.
Your cihoir tc the main- feed pipe over tihe tank
it No. 7 shot?
Aids. There surely is something not enough difference to make
may practice ever s© faiiitihfuiUly, yet from whiiicib, at first, the feed stream
wrong wfttlh the sight. Since you are worth, while to adjust the sights. At
Ans. If the ranges are to be over the members do not know what you was allowed to piour nciisi/ly iinito the
located near tile Reimiiingtcn. factory, long ranges, say 500 to 1,000 yards,
thiimik of their work uniiess something water a few inches bellow, making a
I would suggest that you send it to there is, cf course, oonsideirabile dif
goes' wrong; comments on that gen very correct imitation cf a woodland
them by parcel1 post and have them ference.
stream,'.
Tlhd® pipe is much, larger
era. Lliy reach them.
fit the sight aind siiigflit it to again.
runs
Your lcciaili paper (not the Observer than the small! stream which
2. What distance are these rifles R. R., Lodi, Was.
only) P'Ubliiisihies your church notices, through it into the tank and is at
Which, has more reccSJ, a shell
generally set at?
your clUub notices, your various, other tached loosely at the coniinect.iom with
loaded with, 3% djnarns of powder and
Ans. Twenty-five yards.
notices without price, but tlhe only the feed piipe so that a. surprisingly
3. What i©i the trajectory of 50 1% ounces of shot or one loaded
recognition it gets, as a rule, is when large quantity cf air is drawn down
ieet and 100 feet, and where does the witlhi 3 dr amis of powder and 114
some notice is left, out or a mistake the pipe with the water amid forcedi
highest point occur?
Usling either ounces of sthlat?
is made.
It fo the occasional mis into thie water of the tank near the
rA,ns. Tlhe 3!£ dram load meet as
tesniok or smokeliesis' .22 Jong rifle,
Curator Jaimes needs
no
take youir postmaster or letter car bottom.
also .22 short?
How far is either suredly produces a. heavrier recoil, as
rier makes that reminds hdimj that pump; give him a few feet of pipe
ghell to shoot and how much would anybody who has shot both of the
you know he is Hiving; he might be and a wrench, and he’ll give Ms fam
dead s© fa,r as any recognition of his ilies of fiish ailll the air they cam eat.
eood work goes.
Opposite State House, Boston, M ass.
Wlia.t I have said applies to every
Offers room with hot and
A good remedy to
cold
water
for
$
1.00
per
dsy
public
servant from a railroad down to
keep in the house, for
and up, which includes free
a milkman; you. comphaiin when the
stomach ailments, bil
use o f public shower baths.
0 . W . PIC K K L,
train is late, or if the miik sours on
ious attacks, sick head
TA X ID E R M IS T
Nothing to Equal This in New England
a very hot day, forgetting the usual' D ealer in S portin g Goods, F ish in g T a ck le ,
ache, constipation and
Indian M occasins. B askets and Souvenirs.
good
train
service
and
the
usual
Rooms with private baths
those little ills that go
RANGELEY.
M A IN !
for $1.50 per day and up;
good quality o f the trdilk.
often make you, or
suites of two rooms and bath
I know a man who has- the reputa
“ Monmouth Moccasins”
for $4.00 per day and up.
your children, so mis
tion of publishing the best
Weekly
They are made for
erable. It is safe and
A B S O L U T E L Y F IR E P R O O F paper in hi® State.
Sportsmen, Guides, Lumberrreu
He has always'
sure, and always gives
Strictly a Temperance Hotel
stood for civic righteousness- and com-’ Known the world over for excel
Send fo r Booklet
lence. Illustrated catalogue free.
speedy relief.
miencdial advancement, and his gcod
STO RER F. CRAFTS
G en.
Manager
M. L. GETCHELL CO.,
work hia.s often been ecimtaiended b<y
Monmouth.
Maine
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LOCAL SHOTS

during the fiscal year ending Juhe^
ley, Mrs. M. D. P. Thompson, Mrs. R. were taken to Farmington by L. P.
1915. Since approximately from 58 to
Hinds.
L. Kimball60 per cent of the animals killed in
Tlhe last of .tihe week wia® the cold
Tine meeting of the Wlomanis Heme
WERE
BEATEN
the
country are slaughtered in estab
Friday morn
Missionary Society of tlhie F. B. est of the season.
lishments where federal inspection is
church wais held at blue (home of Mrs. ing tilme thiermiametar registered 16 de
maintained, it appears that about 100,.
F: B. Hutchins Tuesday
afternoon. grees bellow zeroi and Saturday moron
000,000 meat animals are now being
Double Basket Ball Games Enjoyed After the opening exercises they pro ine at 4 o'clock the mercury stood at Mail Match Shot Tuesday Night killed each year in the United States.
ceeded to elect tine following officers 40 degrees below a,t O. I. Landers’ .
Of the animals subjected to federal
Created Much Interest
by Large Audience.
inspection, 299,958 were condemned as
Secretary, Mirs. Rachel Lander; Presi
A double basket balil game wias
unfit for human use, and 644,688 were
dent, M.ns. A. G. Murray; Vice Pres .held at French, li-aldi Friday evening,
condemned in part. Thus a litle more
January
8
,
when
the
Wilton
Academy
Androscoggin
shooters
were
cap
ident,
Mrs.
Wallace
Sniffocrd;
Treas
(Special Correspondence.)
urer, Mrs. W. S. Stafford.
The foF quintet miet blue Kingfield High school tured by the Livermore FaJHs team than iy 2 per cent of all the animals
Kintgfielid, January 11.—The mairinspected wore condemned either in
I'owing committees were chosen, look team, and the Farmington High school; in the first shoot otf tlhe Lewiston
whole or in part. These figures in
riage of Oastcn Oo-llle-solUe ‘ and Bernaout committee, Mins. Lesfcdnua Sprague, girls plllayed the Kingfield High schocil club.
Tihe match, was shot “ through clude only cattle, calves, sheep, goats
d'ine Larrabee Annsltiin took piliace on
There j the mails,” that is, Livermore shot and swine.
Mrs. F. E. Boynton, Mrs. L. P, girls after the boys game.
the evening of January 1st at the
Hands; to greet strangers, Mrs. F. was an especially liairgte and eiutlnusiati^at home as did tire And-no club and
Tuberculosis was the chief* cause of
home of tine bride’s father, E. S.
B. Hutchins, Mins. I. F. Burnell, Mrs. tic audience and tihe receipts cf the the results obtained by telephone di the oondemnations. More than 32,644
Larrabee, Rev. Irving Towsley, pastor
Tihe range carcasses of cattle and 66,000 car
Chas. Cross, Mts . L. A. Thomas; visit evening , were about $50.
Not only rectly after the match.
of the UmiversaMst chiuroh, officiat
ing sihck and flower mission, Mrs. J. was there a good repiresenit^tiiom fncim. was 50 feet and scores were made casses of swine were entirely rejected
ing.
It was a very quiet hut happy
The scores were Liver on account of this disease, and in ad
A. J ac k sen, Mrs. Leon Thomas, Mrs. Wilton and Fairmdnigton bait
New offhand.
wedding wiiith only a cousin of tihe
dition, parts of 48,000 cattle and 40,000
R. Frank Cook; enitieirtiadnmieint con> Portland furnished a number of spec more, 1:10 L, ndif fccoigem 1,148.
bride, Mrs. I. L. Elldridge and her
swine.
Hog cholera was responsible
miittee, Mir©. Airtihiur Jackson, Mrs. tators.
Following the games there
Whitney with 13 <
nosed out for the next largest loss, nearly 102,husband present.
Mr. Ooililiesottlle is
F. B, Hutcihinis, Mrs. H. G. Winter. was a social dance with music by Stetson by one point far high gun
a professor of French, language and
000 swine being condemned entirely on
Advertising committee, Mrs. F. B. Peerless orchestra. Fa inning ton High, for the Lewiston club.
this account.
has resided in Redibamk, New Jersey.
Hutchins, Mirs. H. G. Winter, Mrs. school girlls 12, >K. H. S. girlis 6 ;
The annual appropriation for the fed
The Livermore scores were higher
He was born and educated in France
L-estin Sprague, Mrs'. Finank
Cook. Wilton Academy 51, K. H. S. boys than Lewiston by two or
three eral meat inspection service is now
but has beein in the United States
This society wiilil meet with
Mrs. 6 .
points to a man from Pusihaird, who about $3,375,000, so that the cost to the
for ten years.
Mrs.. Cd&Lascilile is a
, ,
, Murray when sihe is abile otherwise a
1 red Crocker has bought out the ice ; with 45 wias high, mam to Wendadd people would be between 5 and 6 cents
graduate of Fatrmangtoin
Normal i
J
per animal and carcasses. In addition,
and trucking business of J. M. Dofh last nwn with 34,
school and hias taken a businesis 1' 1e vestry.*
however, great quantities of the meat
education in New York.
She was] A very pretty home wedding took bier.
and products are re-inspected. In this
The
linstaillliation
of
officers
of
Carhead clerk and correspondent of the P;'ai0e at tlhie residence of Mrs. L.
Androscoggin Rifle Club.
item there was a very considerable in
Jersey Cattle Club of New York City. V. Gordon on New Year’s eve, when
5 5 5 5 4 4 4 4 4 3—43 crease during the last fiscal year, the
Whitney,
Mr. and Mrs.. Collesoile will reside In her .sister, Miies Ada Vose, was unit' place at tihie- ledge halil Thursday even "Stetson,'
5 5 5 5 4 4 4 4 3 3—42 re-irfspection resulting in the condem
Kingfield with the bride’s father. They ed in marriage with) Roy Clifton Huis ing, January 6 and were installed by Kroon,
5 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4—41 nation of a total of nearly 19,000,000
Mr. Huse is District Deputy President Mrs. Adr Edwards,
have many friends lueire who wfisih by Rev. C. J. Langley.
5 5 5 5 4 4 4 4 3 2—41 pounds^ of products of one -kind or
another.
* Furthermore
2^45,000,000
assisted
for them a long and happy wedded one of ouir prominent and popular die Norton of Farmington,
5 5 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 3—41
Turgeon,
pounds of imported meat or meat prod"
by
Grand
Marshal
Mrs.
Della
W.
businesis
men
and
the
owner
and
pro
life.
6 5 5 5 4 4 4 3 3 3—41 ucts were inspected, and more than
Kincaid,
There was a j Hammond,
The Kingfield Water Company held prietor of the R. C. Huse Ruill Spool Lu-ce of Farmington.
5 5 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 3—41 2,000,000 pounds condemned or refused
Mrs. Hu.se is one of .the higih- good attendance, 46 members being ! Pendleton,
their annual meeting in the b^nik mill.
5 5 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 3— 41 entry.
Refreshments of
oyster
building Monday evening and thi^ fol ly esteemed town girlls, a graduate of present.
In the course of its work, the bu
5 6 4 4 4 4 4 4 3 3—40
|WMitehoftise,
lowing officer® were elected: Presi the KingfieM High school and has stew, cake and coffee were served Chase,
5 5 6 4 4 4 4 4 3 2—40 reau of animal industry, which is in
dent, E. E. Jenkins; Vice President, been for a number of years> the clerk foJ lowing tihie ceremonies. The supper |Julia,
5 5 5 4 4 4 4 3 3 3— 40 charge of the meat inspection service,
Tihie best Qomnmittee were Mirs. Annie Page,
Dr. 0. W. Simmon«; Sec. and Treas., in I. L. ELdridgie’s store.
5
5 5 4 4 4 4 3 3 3—40 has discovered a new method of de
J. White,
stroying trichinae in pork, which i8
Mrs.
Mae
Berry,
M
ars.
Hortense
Sav
wishe®
of
the
community
are
extend
H. S. Wing; Directors, G. H. Winter,
5 5 5 4 4 4 4 3 3 3—4
Hosimer,
an additional safeguard to human
age, Mrs. Bessie Vance, Mrs. Evelyn Pottle,
Dr. O. W. Simimotnis. E. E. Jankinis, ed to the bridal couple.
5 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 3 3—39 health. Refrigeration at a tempera
Taylor.
The
officers
fcxr
the
en
The ammiual meeting and election
H. S. Wing.
5 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 3 2—3 ture of 5 degrees, F., or lowerr for a
Abbott,
A parish1 supper of Grace Umiver- of officers of tlhe Kingfidld Chamb suing year a,re: P. G., Mirs. Vesta Ely,
5 5 4 4 4 4 4 3 2 3—38 period of 20 days, will destroy these
Myers;
salist chiuirdh wdilll be given Thursday er of Commerce wais (held in their Dolbier; N. G., Mrs. Alice
5 4 4 4 4 4 4 3 3 3—3 parasites which occasionally give rise
II.- Coombs,
evening, January 13, at 6 o'clock. In rooms Monday, January 3, at 8 p. V. G., Mrs. Bertha Tayhor; R. S. N. Hibbert,
5 4 4 4 4 4 4 3 3 3—38 in human beings to the serious dis
The report of the sec ret airy- G., Mrs. Delia Savage; L. S. N. G., Woodliouse,
connection with the supper a recep m.
5 4 4 4 4 4 4 3 3 3—38 ease known as trichinosis. Hitherto
tion will! bie texiidered their new pas showed 17 active members.
The Mrs. Mina Landers; R. S. V. G., Mirs. WaTingfcxrd,
5 5 4 4 4 4 3 3 3 2—37 the only known safeguard against this
disease has been thorough cooking-of
tor, Rev. Irving Towsley and wife, in matter cf new members was discus^ Bessie Vance; L. S. V. G., Mrs. Eve Haskelfl,
5 4 4 4 4 4 3 3 3 3—37
all pork and pork products, and those
the church auditordiuim.
A musical sed and iit was proposed that more of lyn Wilber; Rec. Sec., Mrs. Hcrtense Pelley,
5 5 5 4 4 4 3 8 3 0--36 persons who neglect this precaution
and literary program will be render the business men of the town, be in Atwood;- Fin. Sec., Miss Esther Sav Elliott,
5 5 4 4 4 3 3 3 3 2— 36 have always been more or less exposed
Batohelder;
ed at this time.
The New Port vited to join.
The dues and admis age; Con., Mrs. Klitty
5 4 4 4 4 3 3 3 3 3—36 to the danger. Unless pork is known
Delano,
land Universialiist parislh, has been in sion. fee remain the same as last Ward., Mrs. Edna Tayllor; Treas., ! Randall,
5 4 4 4 4 4 3 3 3 2—36 to have been subjected to refrigeration
vited to be present and aside from year.
Tlhe officers^
elected are: Mrs. Alima Dolbier; Chap., Mrs. Jean Jordan,
4 4 4 4 4 3 3 3 3 3—35 as above indicated, it should be thor
the church and parish, here, alii mem President, Dr. O. W. Simmons; Vice nette Hosfley; I. G., Miss Florence Cushman,
4 4 4 4 4 3 3 3 8 3—35 oughly cooked. The microscopic ex
bers of .the Sunday school and people President, Lecn Sambom; Secretary, Weymouth; O. G., Miss Agnes Check- Curley,
4 4 4 4 4 3 3 3 3 3—35 amination of pork for the detection of
L. ley.
interested in the church are invited A. C. Woodard; Treasurer, L.
4 4 4 4 4 3 3 3 3 2— 34 trichinae has been abandoned as the
Getcbelil,
usual methods have proved inefficient
Ohas. E. Ghiambeirliain
has been Alden,
to attend.
The supper committee Mitchell; executive coanniSttee, O. W.
4 4 4 3 3 3 3 3 2 2—31
In this connection it is interesting to
are Mirs. Kate Porter, Mins. Charles Simmons, L. A. Sanborn, E. Linme drawn traverse juryman to serve at
note that more swine were slaughtered
the February term of S. J. court.
Chamberlain, Mrs. Raymond Phillip®, Strickland.
,
1143 in the past year in establishments un
Total,
M. D. P. Thompson is to ret
Mrs. Nellie Vaughan, Mrs. Augusta
Marcus Johnson, and Daniel O’Conder federal inspection than ever be
Parker, Mrs. I. L. Bldcrtidge,
Mrs. neltl left Hutchins & Potter’s camp
fore. A total of 36,247,953 were in
Livermore Falls Club.
Geo. French', Miss Agnes
Stanley. and were arrested by Deputy Sher
spected at the time of slaughter, and
Pu shard,
\
45
The rieceptikciix committee are M.r. and iff L. P. Hind® at Bigelow.
approximately 35,900,000 passed for
They wild begin work at once.
/
Coodidge,
Tlhe officers of Pilgrim Temple No-. Daflitom,
Mrs. A. C. Woodard. Mr. and Mrs. were brought before Trial Justice O.
43 food.
L. L, Mitclhieilll,, Mr. and Mrs. J. E. C. Dolbier Thursday p. m., on charge Gl, Pythjain Sisters were installed Bartlett,
43
Voter, Dr. and. Mrs. 0. W. Simmons. of desertiinig and fined $5.00 a/nd costs Wednesday evening, January 5,
42
Buck,
The entertainment
committee are and in, default of naytment were com Mrs. E. E. Jenkins as installing
42 CHILD SMOTHERS IN COTTON
Adkins,
Mrs. Herbert Walker, Mrs. L. P. lips mitted to jail for 30 days.
They ficer, assisted by Mrs. Carrie Durrell Larkin,
42
Little Oklahoma Girl Digs Hole in Pile
as Grand Senior and Mirs. Alice
Clouitier,
42
and Then Accidentally
veil as Grand Manager. A 111 of the Winter,
41
Tumbles In.
officers were ianstailtlied except Mrs.
.
41
Armistead,
Edna McKenney who was ill and Urn Robinson,
41
Guthrie, Okla.—The nine-year-old
Hole to attend.
The report of tine Ray,
41 daughter of Paul Richey, a farmer liv
auditing comm/ittee, Mrs.
Josep
Waite,
40 ing near Prague, thirty miles east of
Jenkins, Mirs. Blaandhe Duniton, Mrs. Allen,
40 here, was "drowned” in a pile of cotton
OTTER POND CAM PS
Susie Norton, showed the total j
A re open to accom m odate spoa-tsmen fo r fish
Halil,
40 in her father’s field.
LAKEWOOD CAMPS,
in g and h u n tin g. Send for circular.
When the little girl was missed, her
her of members to he 59.
Of this SawteLLe,
40
M ID D L BD AM , MAINE
GEORGE H. MeKENNEY, Prop..
parents started out to search for hef.
r umber 16 are Knigfhits and 43
Newberg,
40 Her father finally saw her shoes on
Caratunk, Me.
In on e o f the b est localities for fish in g and
There are fifteen Past CO
h u n tin g in the R a n g e le y R e g io n . C am ps w ith ers..
Roys, Jr.,
39 top of the huge mound of cotton, and
o r w ith ou t bath . F o r particulars w rite fo r free
recorded.
The officers for
circu la r to
Hatch,
39 closer examination disclosed her body
CAPT. E. F. COBURN,
new year are:
E. C., Mrs. Alma Smiith,
F I S H I N G
39 buried, head first., in the fluffy mass.
Lakewood Camps,
Middledam, Me.
Dolbier; E. S., Mrs, Mima. Landers; Martel,
AT
39 She evidently had dug a hole in the
E. J., Mrs. Alice Myers; M.( Mr®. O. Jewell,
pile and then accidentally fallen into
39
V IA RUM FORD FALLS
Susie Hcdgmam; M. of F., Mrs. Edna Giiibert,
39 it, the loose cotton packing about her
at S p rin g L ake
Best Salmon and Trout F ish in g in Maine. F ly
C., Mirs. Bradford,
Salmon, square tailed and lake trout. My cam ps hstiing begins about June 1. Send fo r circu lar. McKenney; M. of R. and
38 and smothering her.
are m ost ch arm ingly situated on the shores o f House alw ays open. JO H N C H A D W IC K & CO.. Margaret With am; Protector,
Mrs
Uppter
Dam.
Maine.
F. Jewelli,
S p rin g Lake, well fu rn ish ed , excellen t beds,
38
p u rest o f Bpring w ater and the table is first-class,
Lura Hufcdhins; Guard, Mrs. Blanche King,
38
elevation 1.800 fe e t above sea level, grandest scen
Duntan.
ery and p ure mountain air. H ay fe v e r and malaria DEAD RIVER REGION
Libby,
37
unknown. S p rin g L ake furnishes excellent lake
The Sargent. Up-to-date in every
trou t and salm on fishing and in the neighboring
Small,
37
ftrea m s and ponds are abundance o f brook trout. particular. Maine’s ideal family vaca
Pomeroy,
34
B uckboard roads only 2-12 miles. A n ideal fam ily
cum m er resort. Telephone com m unications with tion resort. Good fishing and hunting
M o re property is sold
Wendiaill,
84
Milage and doctor. R eferen ces furnished- Term s section
Cuisine unsurpassed.
E. F,
reasonable. A ddress fo r fu ll particulars,
J O H N C A R V IL L E . Flagstaff, Me.
Look, Prop’r, Eustis, Maine.
Crocker, Charlies Wlhittean, Keac
11 Total,
1201 through classified adver
Whitten, John, Ohedkley, Lueille ’
Doris Browm, Nyira Dolbder.
They
Blakeslee Lake Camps
P A C K A R D ’S G A M P S
Other members of the local cliub tising every year than is
are
being
coached
by
Frin.
L.
P.
Hcsshot
the following scores
Tuesday
JOSEPH H. WHITE, Proprietor
R an geley L a k e s
sold through agents.
ley.
Best of Bear, Deer and Bird shoot
niglut:
—
R an geley,
M aine
Tihe officers elect of
Alhambra Bllagden,
ing.
Write for illustrated booklet and
5 4 4 4 4 4 3 3 0 0—31
C om pare the cost
map. Address, Oct. 15 till May 1st,
Open from May 15th to Dec. 1st. Lodge No. 93, K. of P., mre:
C. C„
5 4 3 3 3 2 2 2 2 2— 28
Skinner, Me. Summer address, Eustis, Trout and salmon fishing. Deer, part J. E. Voter; V. C., Rule! WiMi'am®; R. Goomib®,
Whittum,
4 4 3 3 3 2 2 2 2 2— 27 a
Maine.
want ad with the
ridge and duck hunting.*
Prelate, L. A. Thomas; M. of
E., Bates,
4 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 0—27
L F. Hutchins; K. of R. and S., O.
customary commission
R o n n d M ou n ta in L a k e C am p s. W rite fo r fr e e KANGELEl TAVERN 8 LAKE VIEW HOUSE W. Gilbert; M. at A„ Guy
MicVoy;
booklet. D IO N O. B L A C K W E L L . P roprietor.
On Rangeley Lake.
R o u n d M ou n tain . M aine
M. of W., Alfred Moores; I. G., Em
charged.
T h o r o u g h ly m od ern . O n d ire ct a u to m o b ile ery Streeter; o . G., Frank Finkiham;
rou te. T a v e rn all year. L a k e V ie w H ou se
July
1
to
O
ct.
Delegate
to
Grand
Lodge,
Herbert
M O O SELO O K M EG U N TIC HOUSE
B est fish in g and h u n tin g . B ook lets.
A N D LO G C AM PS.
Walker; Alternate, C. R. Vose. The
N. H. ELLIS & SON, Props.,
H eart o f the R angeleys. BeBt fishing regioniD ecial June and Septem ber rates. Booklet.
Raugeley, Maine.
installation willl take place soon.
Sixty Per Cent Killed Under Fed

VARIOUS OFFICERS
ARE ELECTED

Where To Go In Maine

John 6arville*s Camps

of

^

TSAFE

MRS. F. B. BU R N S.

BILLY SOULE'S NEW CAMPS
LAKE M ILLM AGASSETT
S eptem ber fly fish in g fo r B ig T rou t. Plenty
o f partridges and deer. P . O. address O x Bow,
Maine.

YORK C A M P S,
RANGELEY, MAINE

J. LEWIS YORK, Prop.

Rocks Had to Be Cooled.

eral Inspection.

Come to the Maine Woods
When engineers have been boring
Saddleback Lake Camp offers rustic tunnels through the Alps they have
surroundings and comfortable cabins to found rocks inside so hot that it has Hundred Million Meat Animals Slaugh
anyone looking for good fislaing and
tered Each Year in United States
rest. Write for booklet and references to been necessary to cool them with wa
— Tuberculosis Is Chief Cause
ter before the men could continue
HEMON BLACK W ELL.
D allas. M aine
their work.
of Condemnation.
RANGELEY LAK ES
Camp Bemis, T he B irches. The B arker. W rite
fo r free circular.
C A P T . F. C. B A R K E R , Bemis. M aine.

Dally Thought.

Those who bring sunshine into the
lives of others cannot keep it from
themselves.—Barrie.

Washington,—More than 58,000,000
meat animals were slaughtered in es
tablishments under federal inspection

T h e agen t has many
properties am ong which
to divide his selling
efforts

*S A

want ad finds the

party w h o wants

your

property in a few days.

MAINE

WOODS,

PHILLIPS,

MAINE, J A N U A R Y

13, 1916.
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her school at Farmington Fate Sat : recently operated on in a hospital Butterfield January 7:
President,
urday.
[ at Portland is making good progress Norma Haiiil; Vice President, Clara
Mrs. Mary Taylor sipient last week ! toward recovery.
Butterfidkl; Secretary, Florence Snow*
with her son, Fred Taylor and wife. !
man; Treasurer, Hildired Holt; Super
intendent of work, Eidlth iButterhie’d .
Holman Daggett was> in Farmington
Catarrh is as much a blood disease
EUSTIS
Harmfette Farrar is,the guest of her as scrofula or rheumatism* It may
Saturday
on
business.
Mr. Dunstan Gives Subjects for a
grand parents, Mr, and Mrs. G-tdeon be relieved, but it cannot be removed
David Richardson, who met with a
Butterfield.
Series of Meetings.
~
Jan.
10.
by simply local treatment. It causes
j Painful accident last week by crusihWe have been haying some fine
Mabel Dugas has returned to Rum headache and dizziness, impairs the
i i,ne his foot under a tog has been a
weather for the past week.
ford after spending tihe Christmas re taste, smell and hearing, affects the
(Special. Corresaondence.)
|great sufferer, but is, lnowever, gain
voice, deranges the digestion, and
Mrs. Merrit Gould is ill at ‘‘Tihe cess with relatives in town.
breaks down the general health. It
Strong. January 12.—'Miss Percie ing sJowly.
Sargent.”
Mrs. Clinton Meader is
weakens tlie delicate lung tissues and
jjgckett has been a recent guest of
Recently, word was received from
caring for her days.
leads to consumption.
1
George
B.
Ninde
of
Maderia
[siand,
i
relatives in town.
FREEMAN VALLEY
H ood’s Sarsaparilla goes to the
J. P. Sylvester has gone to Albion
Carroll Rounds, Vincent Pottle and that he is enjoying good health, and
seat pf the ti’ouble, purifies the blood,
cn
business.
and is so successful that it is known
Berchard Look spent last Saturday on wishes to be remembered to his many
Jan. 4.
Horace Potter has returned home
as the best remedy for catarrh.
Pay Mountain, where they enjoyed a friends, add) of whom are glad to hear
A Christmas entertainment
con
from Lewiston, where he Left his
H ood’s Sarsaparilla strengthens
[
from
him,
good campfire dinner after a snowsisting of two trees and a short pro and tones the whole system. It builds
father at the Sister’s hospital.
Austin Gilman o f WWton is work- j
shoe hike.
Coughs and colds are prevalent in gram was held at the -home of Mr. up. Ask your druggist for H ood’s,
Mrs. Ralph Starbird returned Sat ing fear Elf or d Winslow for a few tovym.
Wm. Welc/h and son, Hervey, Decem and insist on having it. There is no.
real substitute.
urday noon from a week’s visit with J with Mrs, Sam GcJlmam and visiting
Mrs. Ziha Davis has come out from ber 25th, which, all enjoyed.
ier parents, Mr. and Mrs. Frank relatives and friends.
Miss Gelia Weymouth is working |
King & Bartlett where she has been
Maurice Leighton returned Monday j
WiBfs of Topsham.
at Salem.
working.
wcod landed on the brook last week
Charles Richards spent the week noon from a week’s visit with friends 1 George Ricker is working for A. L.
Mr. and Mrs. Dana Newell and littl by the teams working for Ezra Noyes.
in Lewiston.
end in town with his family.
TayLor, hauling wood from the Ridge. daughter of Strong recently visited j George Coburn, who bias been quite
Mrs. Olive Dodge has
returned ■
Sunday morning, Rev. Joi n Dunsta
Some of the electric lights are al their sister, Mrs. Hervey Welch.
ill, is improving.
preached a most helpful and inspir I from a visit with Dr. F. H. Badger i ready installed on the streets
Mr. and Mrs. F. E. Fitch and
and
Oscar Con amt, wih© hives below the
ing sermon to young and old.
In I and family at Wimthnop.
they are putting them in to A. L. daughter have moved to Strong for j
village is very poorly.
Mrs. Lee Peary was a business call
each pew was a program o f the sub
the
winter.
Taylor’s house.
jects for morning 10.45 and evening er in Farmington recently.
Master Clinton Weymouth, although We are sorry to t e r n that Elbem
The Ladies* Aid met this week. !
7.00. from January 16 to April
9,
hut 14 years of age takes the lead in j Harnden, wh.c has been, on tlhe sick
M rs.!
EAST DIXFIELD,
1916, which is as follows:
January ; Wednesday afternoon, with
this vicinity this year for game. He list for some time is gradually failing.
The annua] ejection |
hi, “Honor” ; evening, “ Work and Its |Clara Smith.
I. H. Buker is selling his pressed
shot one large 12-poiint buck and a
Jan. 10.
Value.” Jan. 23, ‘‘Seeing the Invisi Iof officers was held.
He
doe and has Inis share of smaller bay at Dixfield and Rumford.
Benjamin Dodge and daughter, Miss
Annie Halil, Verna Whittemore, game
ble’’; evening, “ Our New Hymnal.”
hauled two toads Hast week and re«
very Beatrice Oasey, Mildred Robbins and
Jan. 30, “What <s Methodism?" even I Wilma Dodge, who have been
R. D. Vining and F. M. Weymouth ports the roads in fine condition.
ing. Ts it Wrong to have a good j ill are slowly gaining thedr friends are Lewis Browni resumed tiheir studies have each killed a 300-pound hog re
Eihridgie Masterman stopped Satur
at Wilton Academy Tuesday, January cently.
Time?”
February 6 , “ Life
Work j glad to know.
day night and Sunday with Newton
Mies Verlena Winslow has returned 4th.
Sendee;" evening. “Gad's Call to Ser
Mas term am.
Hon. Frank N. Blanchard o f Far
oice. Feb. 13, “ Abraham Lincoln” from Farmington, will ere she has
mington was dinner guest cf Mr. and
evening, “ How Many Persons
Live worked tlie past few weeks.
EAST WELD
Dr. J. W. Nichols of Farmington Mrs. Ernest Holt Tihonrsdiay.
Cnder Your Hat?”
Feb. 20, “ GcodNEW PORTLAND
Miss Marion Reedy resumed her
ness;’' evening, "W hat
Makes
a was a recent professional caller in
Jan. 10.
duties a® teacher of tlhe Grammar
Home?” Feb. 27, “The Mission of ; town.
Mrs. Rebecca Foster is visiting at
Jan, 10.
Mr. and Mrs. Fernando Dow of Ne school after spending the Christmas
the Church;’’ evening, “They Alii Do
1. H. Bulker’s.
Mirs. Foster is 83
A
large
crowd
from,
North
New
It.” March 5, “ A n gels;’ ’ evening, Vineyard have moved into their wint- vacation with relatives in PlhtHliips.
years old and sews very nicely with Portland attended) the basket bahi
the
Chester Mosiher has moved his out tlhe use of glasses.
“Can a Square Deal be One-sided?” |er home and are working in
games at KimgfieM Friday night of
family back to the village.
Mr.
March 12 to 19, ‘‘A W eek’s Cam tootlhpiiok mill.
There were about 65 cords of pulp- last wieek.
Charles Gilman has recently had a Mosfh-er wild work for Mr. Wilder dur
paign." March 19, Rev. D. B. Holt,
Several in town are ill with laD. D.. and evening.
March 26, Farmers’ telephone ins tallied in his ing the winter.
grippe,
house.
P
R
O
B
A
T
E
N
O
T
I
C
E
S
.
Mildred Look has been a guiesf of
’The Great Commission,” evening,
Lee Holbrook is at home With a
Mr. and Mins. Lincoln Worth Ley her mdblier, Mrs. P. W. Torrey for
"Christ’s Remedy for the
W orld *
cut
foot.
wil
1
*
give
a
reception,
next
Saturday
At
a
Probate
Court
held
at
Far
the past week.
Poverty.”
April 2, “ Loved
Unto
Dwight Boynton has gone to Saule’s
mington,
in
and
far
the
County
of
I
evening
to
their
sen,
Norman
WorthThe
Willing
Workers
elected
tihe
the End;” evening, •‘W'hy
Does
Mdlile to work as cookee for Libby &
Christ Appeal to Mem?’ r April
9, ley and wife to wihich their friends foMowing officers at their last meet Franklin, in vacation, December 27,
Wood in their boarding house.
1915,
in
the
year
of
our
Lord
one
are
invited.
ing
which
was
held
with
the
Misses
’ The Cotrnnonphace L ife ;” evening.
Delimore Adam# isi working for Al
thousand nine hundred and fifteen,
Mrs. E. S. Kingsley was called to
“What Satisfies the Appetite?”
bion Edwards.
tne
following
matters
having
been
j Livermore Fails Tuesday to attend
Roland Hinds of Phillips was the
S C I A T I C A ’S P I E R C I N G P A IN
The school at “The Pines” at Bast
presented for the action thereupon
recent guest of his cousin. Raymond i the funeral of her nieoe.
New
Portland will hold an entertain
hereinafter indicated, it is hereby
Starbird.
T o kill the nerve pains of Sciatica
ment and box supper at the scliooF
ordered:
That
notice
thereof
be
WEST FARMINGTON
Waiter Bradford, who is working
can alwray» depend on Sloan’s Lini
given to alii persons interested, by house on Friday evening, January 21.
st Redington, spent a few' days last
ment.
It penetrates to the seat of
F. O. Dunlap recently made a trip
causing a copy of this order to be
week at home.
Jan. 10.
pain and brings ease as soon as it is
home
published three weeks successively ia to New Hampshire, bringing
Clarence Tash went to
Lewiston
Hazle Hardy is boarding at Ralph applied.
A great comfort too with
with,
him
a
wife.
They
w
iilil
reside
tne Maine Woods, a newspaper pub
last Wednesday to consult an occulist Ellsworthts and attending school in Sloan’s is that no rubbing is required.
lished at Phillips, in said Coun at Mr. Dunlap’s home in New Port
He returned Thursday noon.
Sloan’s Liniment is invaluable for
the Briggs district.
ty, that they may appear at a Pro- land.
Last Friday the High school girls
Carroll and Francis Ellsworth have stopping muscular or nerve pain of
Oh,a.s. Gordon recently lost two
bate Court to be held at said Far
gave a Leap Year party in Luce’s been quite sick with bad co-ids.
any kind.
Try it at once if you
mington, on the third Tuesday of fingers while ©mpilkoyed in C. H. Bart
hall. This was In charge of their
Mr. and M.rs. N. K. Whittemore re suffer with
Rheumatism, Lumbago
January, A. D. 1916, at ten o ’clock lett’s mild.
teacher. Mites Oiarisa Flint, who is an cently spent a day at Wilton making Sore Throat, Pain in Ohest, Sprains,
Mrs. AhMe Hutchins is at her home
ir the forenoon, and be heard tliereWeal helper for a good time, as arrangements for rental; cf the ctlher Bruises, etc.
It is excellent for Neu
Mrs. Lora Saffo-rd is stopping with
or if they see cause.
everyone surely had that night. The tenement o f their 1 om.se.
ralgia and Headache.
25<t. at all
Anne Hutchins, late of Eu-stis, de her at present.
*irl6 called for their gents and did
Edith W elch is keeping house for Druggists.
Sanbo-m Moulton.had tie misfortune
ceased.
First and final account of
everything possible for their comfort Wilson Hayden during the absence of
to lose three fingers white ermpdioyed
Frank B. Hutchins, administrator.
aad entertainment during the even his parents.
N O T IC E .
Anne Hutchins, late of Eustis, de 1u the Newcastle mill at North Ari
ing even to fanning them.
After
Mrs. Mary Parker, who Is ill with
ceased.
Petition for distribution pre sen.
games of different kinds were en grip is somewhat better,
The subscriber hereby gives notice sented by Frank B. Hutchins, admin
Mass Hattie Ennery is spending the
joyed cakes and ice cream were serv i Hardy & Wing have engaged 400 that he has been duly appointed ad
winter with her brother and family
istrator.
ed. after which bh© young ladies es cords of wood to sa.w.
ministrator o f the estate of Margaret
Louisa F. Dill, late of Phillip®, de in Auburn.
corted their gents home. Miss FranA telegram was received by Mr. H.
Murphy,
late of
Rangeley ceased.
Mir. and Mrs. Gimmviilllie Lishernes®
Petition for administrator
Ide Keen furnished excellent music and Mrs. Thomas Davis from their in
the
County
of
Franklin, presented hy Crrin Pray.
were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Frank
during the evening.
Mr. and Mrs. sou, M«w> Davis of New York, stating deceased, and given bonds as the
Levi J. Blaisdell, late of Weld, de Jones Sunday.
F. W. Lock were chaperones.
that hi® wife had dded from the ef aw directs.
All persons having de ceased.
Mir. and Mrs. L. C. Smith visited
First account of adminis
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Lewis of fects of an accident.
Mr. and Mrs. mands against the estate of said de- tration of Orlean McLaughlin, admin relatives' cn New PnrtLand HiOll Sun
South Pari® were recent guests of Davis were married only last sum eased are desired to present
the istrator
day.
Ws mother, Mrs. May Lewis
and mer.
same for settlement, and all indebted
Mr. and Mirsi. Leon. Biutts are in
Amos F. Breed, late of Lynn,
brother, Ray Lewi®.
Mrs. Carroll Thompson, who wts thereto are requested to make pay Massachusetts.
the
woods this winter.
Final account
of
Miss Florence C. Luce returned to
ment Immediately.
Mrs. S. Jones and daughter, GerEugene H. Mather, administrator.
Charles C. Murphy.
Julia M. Hdmkley, late of Weld, de tuide and Miss Ida Cowell were
COLD
W EATHER
ACHES
AND
December
21,
1915.
ceased.
Petition for
distribution. guests of Mr. and M m Ralph Jones,
OUR JITNEY OFFER—This and 5<?.
P A IN S .
Ipresented by Josephine Scammon, ad Sunday.
Many aches and pains, sore mu,so
DON’T MISS THIS.
Cut out this
N O TIC E .
A. H. Adams recently hind a Farm
ministratrix.
silp, enclose with five cents to Foley les, stiff joints and much rheumatism
ers’
'phone instartiled.
Levi
J.
Blaisdell,
late
of
Weld,
de
The
subscriber
hereby
gives
notice
& Co., Chicago, 111.,
writing your attributed to cold weather have their
Mr. and' Monsi, B. Atwood spent the
Petition for license to sell
nam© and address chearty. You will first cause in failure of the kidneys that he has been duly appointed ad ceased.
twelve In return a trial package con- to properly eliminate waste matter ministrator of the estate of War real estate presented by Orlean Mc Sabbath at Eartl Atwood’® canitp.
Foley Kidney Pill ren Stevens, late of Rangeley, In Laughlin , administrator.
taining Foley’s Honey and Tar Oomi- from the system.
J.
Dexter Huntoon,; late of RangePfHund, for coughs, colds and croup,, tone up weak and diseased kidneys, the County of Franklin, deceased,
S I X -Y E A R -O L D H A D C R O U P
Petition for license
FoJey Kidney Pills, and FViley Cathar giving prompt relief front riches and and given bonds as the law directs. ley, deceased.
“ I have a little girl silx years eld
All persons having demands against to sell real estate presented by 01 in
pains.
Floyd E. Parker.
tic Tablets. Floyd E. Parkor.
wl’o has a good deal of trouble with
the estate of said deceased are de It. Rowe, administrator.
crcoip,” writes W. E. Curry, Evans
Wesley N. Hoar, late of Phillips, de
sired to present the same for settle
ville, Ind.
‘‘I have used Foley’s
Petition for confirmation of
ment, and a 111 indebted thereto are ceased.
Honey and 'Tar, obtaining instant re
requested to make payment immed trustee presented by Willis A. Hoar. lief for her.
My wife and I ailiso use
Charles O. Dill, late of Phillips, de
iately.
i-t and will say it is the best cure
ceased.
Petition
for
probate
of
will
Charles L. Harnden.
for a bad cold, cough, throat trouble
presented by Mary N. Dill, the ex
November 16, 1915.
and croup that I ever saw.” Floyd
ecutrix named therein.
E. Parker.
N O TIC E .
Bion P Stevens, late of Kingfield,
deceased.
First and final account
The subscriber -hereby gives notice of Lillian E. Stevens, administratrix.
that he ha® been duly appointed Ad
Ada L. Hunter, late of Phillips, de
ministrator of the estate of Edwin. ceased.
First and final account of
for two weeks on
A.
Spencer,
late
of
Rangeley Edith M. Hunter, executrix.
INITIAL CARDS AND ENVELOPES
in the County of Franklin, deceased,
Sarah E. Hoar, late of Rangeley,
P H IL L IP S , M E.
NO. 1 B E A L B L O C K
and given bonds as the law directs. deceased.
Final account of Linton Regular price 25 cents. Special
AD persons having demands against E. Hoar, administrator.
price for the next two weeks 19
the estate o f said deceased are de
Sarah E. Hoar, late of Rangeley. cents.
sired to present the same for settle deceased.
Petition for distribution
I can furnish you with the
ment, and al'l indebted thereto are presented by Linton E. Hoar, admin
following initials: C, F, G, J, K,
requested to make payment immed istrator.
SUNDAY HOURS: 11 A, M. to 12 M. 5 P. M. to 6 P. M.
J. H. Thompson, Judge of said Court. L , M, N , P and W .
iately.
,
th e s t o r e w h e r e y o u r t r a d e i s a p p r e c i a t e d .
E. H. W H IT N E Y ,
Atherton M. Rosis.
Attest: Daniel B. Belcher, Register.
Phillips,
Maine
November 16, 1915.
A true copy.

girls g iv e l e a p

CATARRH LEADS
TO CONSUMPTION

YEAR PARTY

J

AGAR

th e n e w la x a tiv e .
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FLOYD E. PARKER
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Store
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cept the above and
1.00
50
35
Daniel Pease
lows, to wit:
public lot
10,740 24,000 300.00
C. F. Blanchard,
Owners and
No.
270 1,000 20.00
To be expended on the roads therein,
Daisey land
Description
Acres
Val.
Tax
and Thomas A. Schofield of Weld is
C. F. Blanchard,
Sumner J. Wyman
4 50 appointed agent to superintend the ex
225
110
Foster land
S etter’ s lot No. 10163 $1,200
$24.00
4 00 penditure thereof.
200
C. F. Blanchard,
100
Sumner J. Wyman
On Letter E., the sum of $207.50, as
Settler’s lot No. 11
53
100 2 00 C. F. Blanchard,
4.00 follows, to wit:—
119 1-2 200
lot No. 5
Sumner J. Wyman
^
Owners *
No. Acres
Val.
Tax
Settler’s lot No. 13
112
250 5.00 C. F. Blanchard,
3.00 International
98 1-2 150
Skeetup lot
Sumner J. Wyman
2.00
100
40
C. F. Blanchard
Paper Co.
17,292 $51,876 $207.50
Grant mill privi
lege and lot
12
40
.80 Blanchard &
To
be
expended
in repairing the roads
3.00
150
ments of people residing in far away
40
Wilder
F. J. D. Barnjum,
therein, and B. F. Beal of Phillips is
4.00
200
65
places do not command your con
REED’ S MILL.
Settler’ s lot No. 1
160
800 Hi.00 John Townsend
appointed agent to superintend the ex
1.00
50
30
John Townsend
fidence. Home endorsement is the
F. J. D. Barnjum, ,
penditure thereof.
Settler's lot No. 2
80
400 8.00
To be expended on the roads therein,
kind that backs Doan’s Kidney
And it is hereby ordered by us the
Jan. 11.
F. J. D. Barnjum,
and Harry N. Ferren of Weld is ap said County Commissioners, that notice
Pills. Such testimony is convinc
There was a good attendance at Settler's lot No. 3
70
350 7.00 pointed agent to superintend the ex of said assessments be published as re
ing. Investigation proves it true.
church, Sunday, and we had the pleas F. J. D. Barnjum,
penditures thereof.
quired by law.
Below is a statement of a Phillips
1-2 Settler’s lot
ure of listening to an exceptionally
On Perkins Plantation, the sum of
H. W. COBURN,
resident. No stronger proof of mer
41 1-2 205
4.10
No. 5
fine sermon, by our pastor, Miiss
H. H. LANDERS,
$183.60 as follows, to wit:—
it*can be had.
F. J. D. Barnjum,
Leathers from tihe subject, ‘‘If.”
C. T. GAY,
Tax
Val.
Owners
No.
Acres
Henry W. True, tailor, Main St.,
1-2 Settler’ s lot
County Commissioners of
Fred Hathaway recently sold a grade
$300 $6.00
60
4.50 Peter Merchant
No. 6
45
225
Phillips, says: “ I have used Doan’s
the County of Franklin.
Holstein yearling heifer for .$50, Gil F. J. D. Barnjum,
10.00
500
60
George
Welch
Kidney Pills at different times and
A true copy,
bert Voter also sold two heifers cue Settler’ s lot No. 4
American
Enamel
7.40
74
370
Attest:
B. M. SMALL, Clerk
they have never failed to give re
Co.. Hildreth mill
year old of the same breed for a F. J. D. Barnjum,
lief. I know of no other medicine
44.00
2,200
20
and land
Settler’s lot No. 7
122 610 12.20
good price.
that is so effective. When I have
J. Kendall York,
Tlhe Inward Effects of humors are
The Ladies’ Circle was entertained F. J. D. Barnjum,
slight attacks of kidney trouble, I
Asa Adams farm 350 1,400 28.00 worse than the outward. They en
6.60
66
330
by Mrs. FI. E. Dunham last week. Settler’s lot No. 8
John O. Legroo
get a box of Doan’s Kidney Pills
danger the whole system.
Hood’s
The next meeting of tihie circle will' F. J. D. Barnjum,
estate, house and
9.20
Settler’ s lot No. 12 92
460
at- Preble’s Drug Store and a few
Sarsaparilla
eradicates
all
humors,
he the 19tln, with Mrs. Bert Kinney.
250
5 00
lot
5
F. J. D. Barnjum,
doses make my kidneys all right acures all their inwand and outward
Miss Edith Sargent is working in Settler’s lot No. 9
8.70 C. F. Blanchard,
37
1-2
185
gain.”
It. is the great alternative
3.00 effects.
150
65
Kelley land
tlie family of Ed White.
Great Northern
OVER THREE YEARS LATER Mr
and tonic, whose ‘ merit has
been
C. F. Blanchard,
Paper Co., 2 Cottages
True said: . “ I never use any other)
5.00 everywhere established.
250
Hellen lot
123
1.00
and lots
50
DOW<N ON HIS B ACK
medicine but Doan's Kidney Pills for
C. F. Blanchard,
“ About two years ago I got down on Carrabasset TimberIT. C. McKeen
they answer my purpose.”
land Co., S. E. quar
my back,’’ writes Solomon Bequette,
5.00
160
250
land
ter as divided by
Price 50c, at all dealers.
Don’t
Flat River, Mo.
“ I got a 50^ box Cf
S. J. Court
6,060 12,000 240.00 C. F. Blanchard,
simply ask for a kidney remedy—
Foley Kidney Pills and they straight Carrabasset Timberpart of Hildreth
get Doan’s Kidney Pills—'the same
.50
10
25
iand
ened me right up.
I
recommend
land Co., N. E. quar
that Mr. True had. Foster-Milhurn
Roy Ellsworth,
ter as divided by
them to a-1'1 who have kidney trou
Co., Props., Buffalo, N. Y.
Charles Newell
S. J. Court
4,380 10,000 200.00
ble,”
Rheumatic aches and pains,
Phillips, Maine.
125
850 17.00
farm
Carrabasset
Timbersoreness and stiffness, sleep disturb
1.50
41
75
Roy Ellsworth,
land Co., N. W.
ing
bladder
trouble,
yield
quickljy
to
RUSSELL’S HILLS
M on u m en ts, H ea d ston es,
George Newell,
quarter as divided
Foliey Kidney Pills.—Floyd E. Parker.
old school house
by S. J. Court 5,600 11,000 220.00
T a b lets, M an tle Shelves,
.20
4
10
and lot
Walter Rogers,
Jan. 10.
1.00
50
25
and
ROAD A S S E S S M E N T S .
Settler’s lot No. 15 77
350
7.00 C. F. Blanchard
W. L. Voter has finished cutting
Estate of Bert
Elizabeth L. Huse,
and hauliinig wood for A. L. French.
150
3.00 C em etery W o r k a f all Kinds
30
Lothrop
mill and land
15
150
3.00
State of Maine.
Ralph Stevens -has been working in
M. L. Mitchell,
5.00
35
250
John H. Peary
the mdill at Temple.
house and lot
1
150
3.00 C. F. Blanchard,
FRANKLIN COUNTY SS: P. H. Stubbs estate,
W.. C. Upham and Wm, E. Leadbet- [Seal]
Jos. G. Knowles
P H IL L I P S
M E.
Court of County Commissioners —
hotel and lot
300
6.00
1.50
place
20
75
ter were in CTiesterville looking for
December Term, A, D. 1915. Kingfield & Dead r
.20
10
Mrs.
O.
Hammond
5
All orders by mail or in perso*
cows recently.
On the first day of the present term,
River R. R. Co.
W. W. Wilkins estate,
! promptly attended to.
Arthur E. Thompson is hauliinig nnd being the 28th day of December, A. D.
stations, etc.
200
4.00
N. part lot 3,
loading his pulpwood at West Far 1915, we, the subscribers, County Com
600 12.00
80
range 2
George Woodcock,
missioners for said County of Franklin,
mington.
house and lot
250
5.00 John F. Blanchard,
A. L. Colons called on old friends having by one or more of our board in W. C. Record,
120
lot 4, range 1
200
4.00
the month of September, A. D. 1915,
in Russell’s Miiilisi last week.
70
300
6.00
house and lot
200
4.00 Jones Brothers,
made an annual inspection of all the E. A. Davis,
John F. Blanchard,
H e a d q u a r te r s fo r everyth in g
County roads in the unincorporated
lot 7, range 5
160
6.40
320
saw mill and lot
10
.20
LAST MADRID
townships and tracts of land in said F. J. D. Barnjum,
in the h a r d w a r e line
Frank Holt
20
100
2.00
County o f Franklin, having thereupon
Evans & Owen
Height of Land
made an estimate of the amounts need
Jam. 10.
and Blacksmith’s
Merchant
5
30
, 6Q Lumbermen's
farm
200
500 10.00
Maurice A. York
Miss Feme Gouilid, Whio has been ed to put them in repair so as to be safe Prouty & Miller,
203
500 10.00 Supplies, Doors, Windows, Stoves,
and convenient for public travel, have
Flora E. York
4.00
200
S. W. quarter as
115
teaching school' on Tory Hill has re
assessed upon the following unincorpor
J. K. York
10
.70 Tinware, Plumbing G oods, Sport
35
divided by S. J.
turned home for the winter vacation. ated townships and tracts of land in said
Court
4,260 11,000 220.00
To be expended on the main road ing Goods, Paints, Oils, Varnish,
Mlilfoird True has finished cutting County of Franklin, exclusive of water
E. S. Rogers,
leading from Weld to Wilton, and on
birch for Ezra Wheeler and is stop and land reserved for public use, for
lot No. 14
139
350
7.00 the road leading to the Charles Newell Mu resco, Gasoline, Cylinder Oil,
the repair of the County roads therein, A. B. Martin.
ping at Ms farm for the present.
farm, so called, and Harry N. Ferren
Earl1 Harnden was a ca.liter in the during the year 1916, the following
1-2 lot No. 5
41 1-2 205
4.10 of Weld is appointed agent to superin Automobile Supplies, etc.
sums,
to
wit:—
place Sunday.
A. B. Martin,
We buy for the lowest spot cash
tend the expenditure thereof.
On the South Half of No. 4, Range 3,
1-2 lot No. 6
45
225
4.50
Russell King has1 finished cutting
prices and give our customers the
B. K. P., the.sum of $640.00, as follows, Eugene L Perry,
On the road leading over Dodge Hill
birc-h for S. L. Mechaan.
benefit of the same.
to wit:—
cottage and lot
200
4.00 in said Perkins township, the sum of
Conant & Bean had the misfortune Owners
No. Acres
Val.
Tax
$155.70, as follows, to wit:—
To be expended on the roads therein, Owners
to get a horse hurt in the woods so L. T. Hinds
400 $1,600 $32.00
No. Acres
Val.
Tax
as
follows, to wit: $553.30 on the road
they bad to have it carried out and M. J. Stevens
70
450
9.00
J. S. Merchant
230 $1,000 $20.00
200
get another to take its place hauling Joseph Fotter
900 18.00 from Kingfield line to No. 4, R 2 -line; James Merchant
120
320
6.40
F.
C.
Burrell
20
300
6.00 and from the former site of Grant’s O. C. Merchant
75
250
5 00
lumber.
mill
to
Carrabasset
station;
and
Geoige
Coburn Heirs,
Charles Cushman
160
600 12.00
Inc.
2,200
,7,000 140.00 Woodcock of said Jerusalem Township William Horrick
320 1,400 28.00
is
appointed
agent
to
superintend
the
SALEM
E. B. Hill,
W. C. Cushman,
A L L K IN D S O F
Heirs
2,200
7,000 140.00 expenditure thereof: and $500.00 on the
Hatcn farm
130
300
6.00
road leading from Carrabasset R. R.
Philbrick &
C. F. Blanchard,
Jan. 4.
Butler
4,800
14,400 288.00 station in said No. 3, R. 2, B. K. P. to
Mary J. Cushman
Mirs. Nellie Willis ha® been visit O. & Allen
Somerset County line, and the Dead
place
250
o.W
160
River
road
from
said
line
to
Highland
ing at Jay,
Blanchard
80
350
7.00
C. F. Blanchard,
Plan., and Bert Witham of Dead River
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Willis have Russell Bros. &
log house lot
86
150
3 00
Estes Co.
2
400
8.00 is appointed to superintend the ex- C. F. Blanchard,
been visiting {relatives in North An
peniture
thereof.
To be expended as follows, to wit: in
son.
Skeetup place
140
2SO
5.60
On Washington Plantation, so called, C. F. Blanchard,
E. C. and Elcmer Brackett have repairing the roads leading through the
same, and L. T. Hinds of No. 4, R. 3, being a part of No. 4, the sum of
Lakin Hill
gone to WiItem to work tih-iis winter.
is appointed agent to superintend the $123.70, as follows, to wit:—
pasture
380
300
6.00
Mir. and Mrs. Andrew Sawyer and expenditures thereof.
Owners
No. Acres
Val.
Tax C. F. Blanchard,
son, Kenneth of King field have been
On No. 4, Range 2, B. K. P. the sum W. E. Dodge
Lakin place
40
80
173
$700 $14.00
1.60
P h illips,
M aine
visiting here.
of $912,00 as follows, to wit:—
C, F. Blanchard,
C. F. Blanchard,
Rev. G. A. Woodcock, wfho has Owners
and
Gilbert Miller lot 120
No. Acres
Val.
Tax
Anderson land
50
100
2.CK)
180
3.60
STRONG - MAINE.
been quite ill with, tonsillitis is some Prouty &
C. F. Blanchard,
C. F. Blanchard,
lot 4, range 6
R. 1 and 2 lot 6
40
100
2.00
160
300
Miller
6.00
what improved.
2,000
$4,000 $80.00
C. F. Blanchard,
C> F. Blanchard,
Miss Flora Hunt, who is beaching a Great Northern
R. 1, lot 7,
117
Henry Holman
250
Paper Co. 129,760 40,000 800.00
5.00
Lisbon, was tihie guest of JLulMe Heath
Fred Wilkins
30
land
70
60
100
Garret
Schenck,
1.20
2.00
a few days.
Arthur Chase
15
part of height
100
2.00 C. F. Blanchard and
Mrs. Fired OoQiHins is spending a
Samuel McLaugh
of land farm
200
1,200 24.00 North & Mosher,
few weeks with relatives in Wilton.
house and lot
50
lin, Crocker farm 160 ^ 480
200
4.00
9 60
Kingfield & Dead
Office over National Bank.
Linwood and Frank Reed on the last
Horace North &
Gates & Harlow
30
100
2.00
River R. R.
Leon
Mosher
80
Henry
Holman
60
3.00
200
4.00
150
Co.
Stations etc.
400
8.00
Phillips,
Maine
N. S. Stowell,
To be expended in repairing the roads American Enamel
Both
'Phones
Co.
169
lot
6
,
range
6
160
500
10.00
400
8.00
therein, and F. C. Burrell of No. 4,
H. L. Tobin,
No gain in a child’s health and Range 3, is appointed agent to super C. F. Blanchard,
Kelly farm
120
Holman land
350
7.50
25
75
1.50
strength is possible until all worms intend the expenditure thereof.
C. F. Blanchard,
Fred Cram,
are removed.
J. BLAINE MORRISON
On No 3, R. 2, B. K. P., Jerusalem
Kelly farm
140
350
7.50
homestead farm 130
Signs of worms are: De
,600 12.00
ranged stomach, swollen Township, the sum of $1,053 50 as fol- Wilkins & Mosher
35
156
450
9.00 Berlin Mills Co,
150
3.00
upper lip, sour stomach, of
F. T. Daisey
25
50
1.00 C. F. Blanchard,
fensive breath hard and
FOR C H I L D R E N ’S C O U G H
school lot
Murray Derby
30
100
2.00
160
320
6.40
full belly with occasional
You cannot use anything better for John Adams
50
250
5.00
To
be
expended
on
the
road over Beal Block. Phillips Fir* and Life In*»®nu»*
gripings about the navel,
35
100
2.00 Dodge Hill and James Merchant of said
"pale face o f leaden tint. your child’® cough and cold tihaai Dr. Nathan Severy
Township is appointed agent to super
King’s New Discovery.
It is pre
Trade Mark eyes heavy and dull, twitch
intend the expenditure thereof.
ing eyelids, itching of the nose, itching pared from Pine Tar mixed with
of the rectum, short dry cough, grind healing and soothing balsams.
On the west half of No. 6 township,
It
ing of the teeth, little red points stick
N. o f Weld and between Phillips and
does
not
contain
anything
harmful
ing out on tongue, starting during sleep,
Byron, the sum of $500.00, as follows,
DENTIST
slow fever. If you see any of these and is slightly laxative, just enough
symptoms in your child don’ t lose an to expel the poisons from the system. and C a rria g e R ep a irin g and to wit:—
Hours 8 to 12; 1 to 4.
Evenings by
Owners and
No.
other minute, but get a bottle of Dr.
appointment.
Acres
Val.
Tax
True’s E ixir, the Family Laxative and Dr. King’s New Discovery is antisep P a in tin g d on e in first-class Description
tic—Mills the cold germs—raises the
Worm Expeller.
Berlin Mills Co.,
Mrs. Norrat of Houston, Texas, phlegm—-loosens
the
cougfli
and m anner b y
first front tier
5000 C ord s
writes: “ I would not be without Dr. soothes the irritation.
of lots on south
Don’t piut off
Peeled Spruce, Fir and Poplar PuipTrue’s Elixir in my home.” Good for
side o f said west
wood wanted, delivered at any station
Coughs and Colds often
adults also. At your dealer’s, 35c, 50c treatment.
half of No. 6
4,000 $16,000 $200.00 on Sandy River & Rangeley Lakes R. Rlead to serious Lung troubles. It is
and $1. 00.
between Farmington and Rangeley and
George W. Blanchard
also good for adullts and tlhe aged.
betwjgen Strang and SaHm.
& Son Co., all of
R
A
N
G
E
L
E
Y
,
M
A
IN
E
AH Druggists.
AUBURN, M A IN E
/v.
//LCA_<_ Get a bottle to-day.
A .W . M c L e a r y , Phillips, Me
said west half ex
day of the open season for hunting,
.secured three deer and, a mice fox.
Several different ones have been
Statements That May Be Investiga
quite iluoky in trapping foxes and
ted Testimony of Phillips Citi
Simaililier aoiiimiajis1this fall.
zens.
Mr. John. Malcolm is visiting his
When a Phillips citizen comes to sister, Mrs. Frank Rowe.
the front, telling his friends and [ Quite a niuimber are cutting ice on
neighbors of his experience, you can the tmillll pond; it is about 16 inches
rely on his sincerity. The
state thick.
WORDS

FROM

HOME

No. Franklin

Marble Works

Mrs. W. B. Hoyt, Prop.

Phillips Hardware Co.

Phillips Hardware Co.

FURNITURE
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E. C . H iggin s, M. D.
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"Extra, extra1, Tlie compulsion by
At his suggestion—it was “more like a
advantage or every unprotected loop
command, but she scarcely noticed— which the Midcontinent was brought hole. He won from the Inland Pacific, amour a million dollars Tor That "hu
she telephoned that she was going to to complete tlie big gap in the new at the mere cost of trackage, a pas manitarian jo b !”
A wild fit of sobbing startled them
remain to dinner with Allison; and A.-P. system!
sage which the Inland built through
then they enjoyed a two-hour chat of
Tremendous extra! The contracts the mountains by brilliant engineering all.
many things, trivial In themselves, but of freightage, subject strictly to the and at an almost countless cost.”
C H A P T E R XXII.
fraught now with delightful meaning, interstate commerce law, between
“ Isn’t that accounted clever?” asked
because they had to think on so many A.-P. and the cereal trust, the metal
By
Gail.
Love.
unexpressed things, larger than these trust, the fuel trust, the cloth trust,
“So is the work of a confidence man
George Rvndolph C h ester
Allison swept Gail into his arms,
idle people about them could conceive, and all the other iniquitous combina
or a wire-tapper!” was the retort. “But and rained hot kisses upon her, crush
or grasp If they knew.
and Lillian C h ester
tions in restraint of everything! Wow!
they are sent to jail just the same. ing her closely to him. She offered
Homeward again in the starlit night, Zowie! That was the hot one! The
The Inland created something. It built, no resistance, and the very fact that
still in that whirl of exultation. It was A.-P. was the main stem, and within
with brains and money and force, and she held so supinelv in his arms, made
somewhat chillier now, and Allison thirteen seconds of the appearance on
Ujuitrated by O. C, Rhodes
sincere commercial enterprise, a line Allison release her sooner than he
bundled her into the machine with the streets of the tremendous extra,
which won it a well-earned supremacy might otherwise have done. She had
(Copyright 1914 by Red Book Corporation) rough tenderness. She fek the thrill every other fragile branchlet of a rail of the Pacific trade. It was entitled to
known that this experience must
of him as he sat beside her, and the road not under the immediate protec
firm strength with which he controlled tion of the A.-P., was reduced to a keep it; yet Allison, by making with come, that no look or gesture or word
SYNOPSIS.
it a tricky contract for the restricted of hers could ward it off.
Chapter I—At a vestry meeting of the swiftly speeding runabout, was shrivel, and its stocks began to drop use of the key to its supremacy, uses
“ You must never do that again,” she
part her strength. They were kindred with the sickening plunge of an un
? Market Square church Gail Sarthat very device to destroy it. He has told him, stepping back from him, and
spirits, these two, soaring above the opened parachute!
bankrupted, or will have done so, a regaining her breath with an effort.
Knt listens to a discussion about affairs of earth in the serene compla
Gail Sargent kept Nanette on the
^ sale of the church tenements to cency of those who make trifles of rush for extras from the first yell on two thousand mile railroad system, She had lingered in the front parlors
They did not talk the streets, and she read every word, which is cf tremendous commercial to receive him before her Uncle Jim
Sdwaixi E. Allison, local traction vastness itself
ling, and when asked her opinion of much, for they had not much to talk including the underlines on the miscel value to the country, in order to use a should know that he was in the house,
hundred miles of its track and remove and she had led him straight into the
•jechurch by Rev. Smith Boyd, says about. The details of a scheme so laneous portraits of Allison and the it from competition! Allison has cre
little tete-a-tete reception room. She
comprehensive
as
Allison’s
were
not
funny pi-lines which invariably oc
jg apparently a lucrative business
things to be explained, they were curred in the middle of the most inter ated nothing. He has only seized, by meant to free herself quickly.
cterprise.
stealth, what ethers have created. He
"Why not?” he laughed, and ad
things to be seen in a vision. Once esting sentences.
is rot even a commercial highwayman. vanced toward her, taking her attitude
Chapter II—Allison takes Gail rid- she asked him about the bringing of
It was true, all true! Here was the He is a commercial pickpocket!”
lightly, ascribing her action to a girl
•4in his motor car.
When he sug-i the foreign railroads into the combina first step in Allison’s tremendous proj
Gail had paled by now. •
ish whim, confident in his power over
jjgtj he is entitled to rest on tlie tion, aiid he told her that this would ect an accomplished fact. The rest of
Curtis of his achievements, she asks only be accomplished by a political up it would be gradually revealed, from | “Tell me one thing,” she demanded. her. He meant to dispose of her coy
heaval, which would take place next day to day, as suited his needs, and 'Wouldn’t any of the railroad men ness by taking her in his arms again.
•je disturbine question:
“ W h y?”
She belonged to him.
Chapter III—Gall, returning to her month, and would probably involve the the empire he had planned would nave employed this trick if they had
"Mr. Allison.” The tone was cold
whole of Europe It was another de spread, until its circle touched, and been shrewd enough to think of it?”
Uncle Jim's home from her
drive
"A lot cf them,” was the admission, I enough, and deadly in earnest enough
tail; and it seemed quite natural. She overlapped, and broke into an intricate
with Allison, finds cold disapproval was so interested that he told her all
webbing, over all the land and water after an awkward pause. “Dees that to arrest him.
sthe eyes of Rev. Smith Boyd, wdio aboot Ills foreign visitors.
“What’s the matter, Gail?” he pro
of the earth! And she was to be the make it morally and ethically cor
tested. ready to humor her, to listen to
ji calling there.
rect?”
In the park, Allison stopped at the empress!
“ You may be prejudiced, Jim,” Inter what she had to say, to smooth mat
Chapter IV—-At a bobsled
party little outlook house where they had
Was she? Through all the night she
Gail finds the world uncomfortably climbed on that snowy night, and they had battled that question, and the bat- . polated Aunt Helen, moving closer to ters out.
“ You have no right,” she told him.
(illof men, and Allison tells Jim Sar- stood there, with the stars above, the tie had left traces of darkness around i Gail. “ If they are all playing the game
"Yes I have,” he jovially assured
that way, I don’t see why Mr. Allison
trees
below
and
the
twinkling
lights
her
luminous
eyes.
jeat that hie new ambition i«
to
shouldn't receive applause for clever her. “ I hope I don’t have to wait until
stretching out to the horizon, all alone
Late
in
the
afternodn
Jim
Sargent
conquer the world.
after marriage for a kiss. If that’s
•
above the world of civilization. Be came home, drawn, fagged, and with p la y.”
Chapter V—Allison starts a canr low sounded the clang of street cars,
“ You bet I'm prejudiced!” snarled the case I’ll take you out and marry
hollows under his eyes. He had a vio
paiga for consolidation and control and far off to the left, high in the air. lent headache, and he locked ten years Sargent, overcoming his weariness and you right now."
There was an infection in his laugh,
of the entire transportation system there gleamed the lights of a curving older. He walked slowly into the li pacing up and down the library floor.
contagion
in the assumption that all
“
Ht
came
near
playing
my
road
the
L train. That was a part of Allison’s brary where Mrs. Sargent and Mrs.
of the world.
was right between them, and that any
CHAPTER VI—Gail becomes popu- world which he had long since con Davies and Gail were discussing the same trick he did the Inland Pacitlc.
He secured control of the L. & C.f be difference was one which could be
ii and Aunt Helen thinks it neces- quered a part which he already held future of Vedder court, and dropped
cause
it has a twenty-year contract straightened out with jolly patience,
ip the hollow or nis nand; and the fact into a chair.
ury to advise her as to inatrimon- , that
for passage over fifty miles of our and Gail, though her determination
every moving thing which clung
Grace
Sargent
rang
a
bell
instantly.
would not have changed, might have
ni probabilities. *
upon a track in all this vast pano
When Jim felt that way, he needed a track. He’d throw the rest of our line | softened toward him, had she not seen
Chapter VII—Allison gains control ram aw as under his dominion, served
away
like
a
peanut
hull,
if
he
had
not
hot drink first of all.
in his face a look which paled her lips.
of transcontinental traffic and ar only to illustrate and make plain the
“What is the matter?” she asked promised Gail to protect me. I’m an | Ever since last night he had antici
ranges to absorb the Vedder court marvel of the accomplishment which j him, the creases of worry flashing into object of charity!”
“Oh!" It was a scarcely audible cry pated her, had rejoiced in his possestenement property of Market Sqifare was now under way. Beyond that dim her brow.
of
pain. Aunt Helen moved closer, j sion of her, had dreamed on the time
horizon
lay
another
and
still
another,
j
■‘It’s been a hard day,” he explained,
{Lurch.
and in them all, wherever things forcing himself, with an effort, to an and patted her hand. Gail did not when he should take her for his own;
Chapter VIII—Gail visits Vedder
and his eyes were cloudy with his
notice the action.
moved or were transported, the lift of
thoughts of her.
court, and meeting Boyd there, tells Allison’s finger was to start and stop swer. Years of peadstent experience
“
Why
did
he
make
you
that
promise,
“Let us have a clear understanding,
tin that the cathedral
Market the wheels, to the uttermost confines had taught him to follow' the line of Gail?” demanded her uncle, turning on
least resistance “There has been a
Square church proposes to build will of tiie earth! Oh, it was wonderful; panic on ’change. Railroads are going her suddenly, with a physical motion Mr. Allison.” She was quite erect, and
looking him directly in the eyes. Her
be out of profits wrung from squal wonderful! And she was part of it!
to smash all up and down the line. Al so much like her father’s that she was own were deep and troubled, and the
It was there that he proposed to her. lison s new’ A.-P. read. It’s the star startled.
or.
"He wants me to marry him,” fal dark trace which had been about them
Chapter IX—Gail becomes Die cem- j It did not surprise her. She had piracy of the century. Allison has
in the morning had deepened. “I told
tered
Gall.
known
it
when
they
had
entered
the
brought into the railroad game the
ter of magnetic attraction for the
I you last night that I should need time
Aunt
Grace
sat
down
by
the
other
park, and that this was the place.
same rough-shod methods he used in
men of her aunt’s social set.
in which to decide; I have decided. 1
side of Gail.
He told her that all this empire was his traction manipulations.”
shall not marry you.”
Chapter X—At a meeting of the
“
Have
you
accepted
him,
dear?”
she
being builded to lay at her feet, that
“ Has your company been hurt. Jim?”
He returned her gaze for a moment,
wen financial magnates of the cooin she was the empress of it and he the
asked.
asked his wife, fully prepared for the
: try, Allison organizes the Internat emperor, but that their joy was to be worst, and making up her mind to
There was a lump in Gail’s throat. and his brow clouded.
‘‘You’ve changed since last night,”
She could not answer!
ional Transportation Company.
not in the sway, not in the scepter and bear up bravely under it.
he charged her,
“
She’ll
never
marry
him
with
my
Chapter XI—Rev. Smith Boyd un crown, but in the doing, and in the
“ Not yet,” replied Sargent, and he
"Possibly,” she admitted. “ It is
dertakes Gail’s spiritual instruction having done, and in the conceiving |passed his hand over his brow. He consent!” stormed her Uncle Jim. more likely, however, that I have
“
Nor
with
Miles’
!
The
fellow’s
an
un
and
having
conceived.
was already making a tremendous ef
and Gail unconsciously gives Allison
merely crystallized. I prefer not to
Was this a cold painting of pomp fort to brace himself for tomorrow’s scrupulous scoundrel! He’s made of discuss it.” She saw on his face the
, &hint that solves tlie Vedder ccurt
and glory and advantage and reward? ordeal. “ I escaped today by an acci cruelty from bis toes to his hair! He growing instinct to humiliate her.
oroblem for him.
He added to it the fire of a lover, and dent. By some mistake the Towando stops at nothing! He even robbed
“You must discuss it,” he insisted.
Chapter XII—On an
inspection to that the force and mastery and Valley was mentioned as belonging to Market Square church of six million
“Last
night when 1 took you in my
trip in Allison's new subway the tun compulsion of his dynamic power. She the new A.-P. combination. Of course dollars!”
G ^ ’s head suddenly went up in arms you made no objection. I was
•el caves in and imprisons the party felt again the potent thrill of him, and 1 I didn’t correct it, but tomorrow they’ll
startred inquiry. She wanted still to justified in doing it again tonight.
’ ho are rescued by Allison and Boyd the might and sweep and drive of him, know.”
You’re not a fool. You knew from the
"Mr. Allison was responsible for thar j defend Allison; but she dreaded what first that I wanted you, and you en
Chapter XIII—Tlie newspaper ac and with the hot, tumbling words of
was
to
come.
love
in
her
ears,
and
her
senses
a-reel,
statement,” Gail serenely informed her
counts of the accident in the sub
“We wouldn’t sell him Vedder court couraged me. Now, I’m entitled to
and her mind in its whirling exulta uncle. “ He promised he’d take care of
way place Gail in the spotlight and
at his price; so he took it from us at know what has made the change.”
tion, she felt between them a sympa- j you.”
The telltale red spots began to ap
drive her to her home in tlhe west.
thy and a union which it was not in ! “Great guns!” exploded her uncle. six million less than he originally of pear in her cheeks.
Chapter XIV—Dick
Rod ley
is human strength to deny! Something “ What did you know about this ; fered. He did that by a trick, too.”
“ You.” she told him. “Last night,
All three women looked up at him in
Knt to lure Gail and Arly back to held her back, something made her thing?''
your scheme of world empire seemed
breathless
interest.
withhold the word of promise, on the
1 New York, and succeeds.
“All of It,” smiled Gail. She had
a wonderful thing to me, but since
“ He had the city condemn Vedder
Chapter XV—In the midst of a plea that she must have more time to known that. Allison would keep his
then
I’ve discovered it cannot be built
stmgle with the dregs of humanity think, to consider, tc straighten out j word, but it gave her a strange sense j court,” went on Sargent. “If he had without dishonesty and cruelty; and
condemned
it
outright
for
the
Munici
the
tangle
of
her
mind;
but
she
sufj
of relief that he had done so.
it Vedder court Rev. Smith Boyd
you’ve used both.”
fered him to sweep her in his arms,
Her Aunt Helen turned to her with pal Transportation company, he would
His brow cleared. He laughed
suddenly finds that he is a real liv
and rain hot kisses upon her face, and a commanding eye; but Gail merely have had to pay us about the amount
ing—and loving—naan.
of his original offer; but his own pri heartily.
to tell her, over and over and over and dimpled.
"You’ve been reading the papers.
Chapter XVI—Boyd proposes
to over, that she belonged to him, for
“Of course I couldn’t say anything,” vate and particular devil put the idea There isn’t a man in the financial field
G*il but, on the verge of acceptance, ever and forever!
went on Gail. “ It was all in confi into his head that the Vedder court who wouldn’t do everything I’ve done;
tenements should be torn down any
she remembers tiheir religious
dif
dence. Isn’t it glorious, Uncle Jim!”
and be proud of it. I can make you
C H A P T E R X X I.
“ You wouldn’t have thought so If how, for the good of the public! So see this in the right light, Gall.”_
ferences and refuses.
you’d been down town today,” respond he had the buildings condemned first,
Chapter XVII—Through Allison’s
(To Be Continued)
destroying six million dollars’ worth
connivance with the political boss, Allison’s Private and Particular Devil. ed her uncle, trying again to erase
The free and entirely uncurbed en from his brow the damage which had of value; then he had the ground con
Vedder court is condemned by the joyed an unusual treat. It had a sen
bean done to his nerves. “ They wanted demned! Tun Corman probably got A D V E R T I 8 E IN M A I N E W O O D S.
dty as unsanitary.
sation which did not need to be sup to mob Allison! He has cut the
CHAPTER XVIII—Rev. Smith Boyd ported by a hectic imagination or a j ground from under the entire railroad
Proposes to the vestry to replace the lurid vocabulary. Vedder court had business of the United States! Their
old Vedder Court buildings with mod been condemned for the use of the stocks have deflated an aggregate of
Municipal Transportation company! A billions of dollars, and the slump is
ern tenements.
CHAPTER XIX—Allison make® a,r- new eight-track, double-deck tube was permanent! He has bankrupted a host
to be constructed through Crescent of men, rifled the pockets of a million
I'angernents with foreign ropiresenitatisland to the mainland!
poor Investors; he has demoralized
hes for tlhe consolidation of the
Grand climax! Through this tube the entire transportation commerce of
transportation interests o f the world. and into Vedder court, at the plat the United States; and he gave no one
forms of the surface and L and sub- j the show of a rat in a trap!”
(Continued from last week.)
way cars, were to come the passenger
“Isn’t that business?” asked Gail,
"I see!” interrupted Gail. “ You trains of the new Atlantic-Pacific rail the red spots beginning to come into
have secured control of the steamship road, a line three hundred miles short her cheeks.
*
companies, of the foreign railroads, of er than any now stretching between
‘‘Not quite!” snapped her Uncle Jim.
®verythlng which hauls and carries! ”
Broadway and the Golden Gate! Any “Fiction has made that the universal j
"Airships excepted," he laughingly reader of the daily press, of whom idea, but there are decent men in busi
informed her.
there are several, knows precisely ness. The majority of them are, even
She was silent now, and he left her what the free and entirely uncurbed in railroading. Most roads are organ
silent, brooding, himself, upon the vast did with this bit of simon-pure infor ized and conducted for the sole pur
scope of his dreaming, and planning mation. The glittering details began pose of carrying freight and passen
still to center more and more the on the first page, turned on the sec gers at a profit for the stockholders,
fruits of that dreaming within his own ond, continued on the fourth, jumped and spectacular stock jobbing deals
over to the seventh, and finished back are the exception rather than the
eager hand.
Koseleaf inn. Gail recognized it with among the real estate ads. It began rule.”
a smile as they turned in at the drive. early in the morning and it continued
‘‘Has Mr. Allison been more unfair
She was glad that they had come here, until late at night, fresh details piling than others who have made big con
f°r it was linked in her mind with the upon each other in mad profusion, solidations?” demanded Gail, again
beginnings of that great project of their importance limited only by the aware of the severely Inquiring eye |)f
which she had been the impulse, and restrictions of type!
Aunt Helen.
Extra! The trick by which the A.-P.
|n which the thing In her that had
“Rotten!” replied her uncle, with an
®een denied opportunity because she ran through the mountains over the emphasis in which there was much of
a woman, claimed a hungry share. inland Pacific trackpersonal feeling. “ He ha? taken tricky
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thedr
A regular meeting cf North Frank -1 Mrs. Will True went to
lin Pomona Grange No. 22, P. of H., camp at Dallas, Monday for a few
Mrs. Dona Jones is house
will be held in Grange hall, Phillips, days1.
on Tlhuirsdiay, January 20th at 10 o ’ keeper in her absence.
Friends in Pllvillips have received
clock in tlhe forenoon.
Bicmdo din
ner.
The 5fch degree willl be con announcement of the arrival of a Lit
ferred.
The officers wiflll be instal tle son in the home of Dr. and Mrs.
in M e n 's 8-inch leather top Snag Proof Rubbers,
led by the Treasurer of the Maine Roland S. Newton, January 5,
Lljj
Westhoro,
Mas®.
Tlhe
little
one
is M e n 's 12-inch leather top Sn ag P roof Rubbers,
State Grange, E. E. Additon, of Leeds.
2,5(i
Newton and M e n ’ s 16-ipch leather top Snag Proof Rubbers,
As tM® is the annual meeting
the named James Smith
2.75
Mrs. Newton B o y s’ 7-inch leather top Snag Proof Rubbers,
ccmimittees and' officers) will' make weighs 914 pounds.
1.75
was formerly Miss Florence Smith of
their annual reports.
B o y s ’ 7-inch leather top Rubbers, sizes 8 to 1,
1.25
Mir. and Mirs. D. F. Field were in Phillips.
Y o u th s ’ buckle and lace Rubbers, sizes 8 to 2,
Messrs.
Bent
and
Ripley
of
Bos
1
.0G
Farmington for tihe afternoon Satur
B o y s' buckle and lace Rubbers, sizes 3 to 5,
ton
of
the
International
Mfff.
t
Co,,
1
. 0#
day.
made a business trip to Phillips this , M e n ’s 4-buckle O vershoes, F wide,
1.75
Mrs. H. B. Austin expects to re
week.
M en ’ s i buckle O vershoes, W wide,
turn home from Augusta Monday of
2.00
Tihe Union. Sunday school is pack M e n 's 4-buckle all rubber Gold Seal Overshoes,
next week.
ing a Missionary barrel to be sent
The Ladies’ Social Union wild hold
C hildren’s 2-buckle overshoes,
within a few days.
Anyone having
their regular meeting at tlie Parish
articles they wish to send can leave M e n ’s Rubbers to wear over shoes,
House, Tuesday afternoon,
January
them- with' AiMce Parker. The cloth L ad ies' high heel Rubbers,
18 at the usual hour.
Mrs. H. W.
ing will go into a family of eight C h ild ren’ s Rubbers,
True and Mrs. D. F. Field wall be
boys and girls, the ages
ranging j
the hostesses.
from 18 month® to 17 years.
The Christmas Present Club was en
Gertrude Stilliman is again attend
tertained Tuesday afternoon by Mrs.
ing school, after several weeks’ eon - M e n 's 8-inch Moccasins,
n\
H. W. True.
Refreshments Were
finement to the house by the injury M e n 's 8-inch M occasins with tap,
2.5(1
served.
The club wdflffl meet wdtih
to her knee.
B o y s’ 7-inch M occasins,
$1.00 and $li
Mrs. J. W. Brackett in two weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Elbert Matthews have
Mrs. Carroll Noyes has been on
recently moved from, Rumford to Au
the sack list this week.
burn where Mr. Matthews has a pos
Mrs. H. H. Field was in Farmingition with Merrill & Webber, print L a d ie s’ high heel Boots,
n
ton Saturday afternoon.
ers, as pressman and they have tak L adies' high heel Boots, button or lace,
The many friends of H. H. Haskell
$i.&)
en a rent on Main street.
One
m this section will be interested to
reason for their removal was
the
know that he is at Tampa, Florida,
health of their little daughter, Paul
this winter acting as assistant man
ine who has been sick a large part 1 web o f the best Flannel,
ager of the Tampa Bay Hotel. This
of the time since they went to Rum
hotel is one of the most spacious
ford.
and luxurious irn the South and is
C. E. Parker and Mass Blanche
called the Moorish palace of tlhe
Kenniston
have made changes in real- L ad ies' M ackinaw s,
$4!
South.
Mr. Haskell was assistant
estate as far as talk goes, Miss Kem- L adies' Coats, m arked down,
*
$5, $7, $9, $10, t.
manager last season and it goes
niston having bought the residence cf j
without saying that he i® competent
to assist in the management of an Mrs. Mary Parker and Mr. Parker
buying her place at the upper village. I
enormous hotel, as is* this and has
We congratulate Miss Kenmistom on ; G ray, tan, w hite,
$1.00, $1.25, $1.50, $2, £
Franklin county friends wish him a
large amount of success in this his her purchase as this house is one of
the best built houses in town, modern
second season.
in structure and a handsome resi
Wiilil Douglass and Millard
Weils
dence.
Puffs o f good size and quality,
$1.50, $2.00, $2,:
have moved their families to Phillips
Mrs. Mary Tyler wisihes to thank ;
to the bakery building on Main street
h©r friends through the Maine Woods :
and are continuing the business for- j
for the many post cards received by
rneriy conducted by H. E. Batehelder.
her
at Christmas. Mrs. Tyler i-s very L a d ie s’ Fannelette House D resses,
$0!
We are very sorry to report the
appreciative
of kindnesses
shown
ill health of Mir. Francis Farnham.
her.
i M. W. Toothaker is talcing his place
in the mihi cf tihe International Mfg.
|Co.
TORY HILL
' At the annual business meeting of
|the Union Sunday school held Satur
A t th e C lo th in g S tore.
Jan. 11.
day night at the Parish House the
Ernest Smith has gone t© Kingfield j
|following officers were elected: Supt,
to work in the woods for Hare id
Miss G. V. Wilbur; Ass’t.
Supt., 1
Hutchins.
Mrs. E. R. Toothaker; Supt. of crad-1
Mr. and Mrs. Herman; Tyler and
3e roll, Mrs. Bonney Webber; Sec
l-'ttle son were guests of her parents,
retary and treasurer, Rcy
Grover; i
Mr. and Mrs. WlMiami Mitchell, Sun
organist, Kathleen Noble; clerk, Mir
day.
iam Brackett.
It is worthy of note:
Carl Grover is loading pulp wood cm i
Ithat Roy Grover bas not been ah-!
the cars at HfLHMde for Geo. Willard. '
sent from Sunday school f r the past j
Howard Gates has finished work fo j
three years.
B u tte ric K P a ttern s in StocK
Bonney Webber anti is' at home for a
The annual business meeting of
short time.
the Phillips Public library was ad-1
D. W. Toothaker is< a guest at Will
journed from Tuesday
evening of!
this week until Tuesday evening of;
JA N U A R Y 'S "S LO W IN G U P ”
uext week.
Members will please
Farmers’ Tel.
Winter indoor life, heavy food and No. 2 Heal block, Phillips, Maine
bear the date in mind.
N o. 5 Beal Block
irregular
exercise
cause
a
dull,
tired
Friends sympathize with Mr. and
Foley Cathartic
Tablets
Mrs. Nathaniel Steward in the loss of feeling.
thedr little four months old son, tone up the stomach and bowels, liv Gates’ for a few days.
P H IL L I P S ,
M A IN E
Brice Preston who died
Tuesday en up the liver, cleanse tlie system
MjiSe Lottie Brackley was detained
Iand give tlie light, free feeling
of at home last week on account of her
night.
M. W. Toothaker has been suffer Sproper digestion and good health. Do mother, Mr». F. S. RraaMtey being ilil,
Floyd E. and did net return to> school at
ing quite severely for the past week J not gripe or nauseate.
m
j Parker.
or two with lumbago.
Strong as stated, but we are glhd
to report Mrs. Brackiley much better ♦
A g e n c y f o r the
m
m
and Miss Lottie returned to school!
K E E P S O UR B O D IE S W A R M ,
U n iv ersa l S tea m L a u n d ry
Monday.
I
m
I
Pure, rich., red blood its a> necessity
Mrs. Chasi. WeibbeT is quite iQJ.
|
will
be
given
to
the
schooij
in the production of animal heat. If
The farmers are very busy harvest
!girJ
receiving the largest,
keeps our bodies warm.
We
all
ing thedr ice; they report it of Cine
know very weld that when tlhe arter
|
num
ber
o f votes this month. |
quality.
ies that carry it to a limb are bound
Mrs. Ernest Smith, and son, Lewis
E very 10c cash purchaseor tied', tllne temperature of the Limb
are visiting Mir. and Mirs. Carl Grov
during alterations and ad
is immediately lowered.
I
g
ives
you one vote.
er.
m________________________
Tihere is a suggestion in this that,
ditions to their present
at this time of year especiality, we
building will be located in
GET
R ID O F A
R A C K IN G
LAshould take Hocd’s Sarsaparilla, if
Beal Block in the rooms
G R IP P E C O U G H — I T W E A K 
our blood i® imlponre, impoverished coover the stores of C. F.
pale.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla makes the
ENS.
Chandler & Son and Cony
blood good in quality and quantity. It
For the severe racking cough that
M. H oyt.
;
has an, unequaled record for radically
comes witth llagrippe, Foley ’9 Hon
and permanently removing bQiood dis
ey and Tar Compound is wonderfully
eases, scrofula, rheumatism and cat
healing and soothing. R. g . Collin®,
arrh, and giving strength and tone to
CHICAGO ------ N E W Y O R K
ex-postmaster, Barnegat, N. J., says:
the whole system.
It is a scientific
^ T IIA O K M A R K M E aiaTK R K O
“ Foley’s Honey and Tar Compound 1 P E E L E D SPRUCE FIR AND
combination of roots, batrks, herbs
PHILLIPS, - MAINE
soon stopped the severe
la grippe
and other medicail substances that
A u th o riz e d
POPLAR
cough that completely exhausted tne. ;
have- Kong been used by successful
R esid en t D ea ler
It
can’
t
be
beat."’
Floyd
E.
Parker.
t
j P u lp w o o d delivered a!
physicians.
Get it today.

RUBBERS

*§

IMPORTANT

See that the next

pair of rubbers you
buy has
line

the

red

around

the

top.

M O C C A SIN S

SHOES

This is the

HIPRESS guaran
tee of quality.
sell the

We

O U T IN G F L A N N E L

HIPRESS

COATS

I

BLANKETS

I

brown rubbers and

red rubbers, with
leather

tops

without.

and

G iv e

them a trial.

P U FF S

All

new fresh stock.

H

DRESSES

J

BLANKETS

50c, 75c, $1.00, $1.25, $1.50, $2.00,
$2.50, $2,75, $3.00, $3.50, $4.00, $5.00,
$6.00, $8.00 a pair,

' 9

C. M. HOYT,

D. F. HOYT

C A S H STORE j

j

$5.00 I
IN G O L D

The

Phillips National Bank!;

Open Saturday
Evenings.

|B E A N ’ij
Wanted

Phillips National Bank

any

I have bought the

F

r v r jo n

E n tire W h ea t, C rah a m , R olled
B olte d and G ra n u lated M eal
at

O ats, B A R B E R I N G

T O O T H A K E R ’S CASH STORE

AND

p o in t on line of Sand)

P O O L R iv e r and Rangeley W®8

business o f Samuel Desposito on Depot
street, and shall keep a line o f cigars,
cigarettes, tobacco and soft drinks.
Open until 11 P. M.

J A M E S B. ROSS

